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ABSTRACT
A numerical model has been made for the solution of phreatic surface seepage 
(single-phase fluid flow), assuming continuity of flow between unsaturated and 
saturated soil zones. It allows for continuous variation of the hydraulic properties as 
a function of the pressure head using real soil data taken from relevant literature. 
Soil anisotropy and layering, one-, two-, or three- dimensional problems, seepage 
faces and hysteresis can also be handled.
The computer code based on this model has been validated in comparison with 
analytical, experimental, field and numerical results found in the literature. The 
impact of several factors on the accuracy of the results has been investigated. The 
various methods for the mathematical simulation of the hydraulic properties are 
shown not to influence significantly the numerical results. Conversely, not all 
hysteresis models performed equally well in all situations. Slight improvement was 
achieved using lumping of the time-dependent matrix.
Extensive comparisons have been made between the writer’s model results and 
those derived by other methods, used for phreatic surface seepage solutions. Such 
methods usually ignore flow in the unsaturated zone, or make oversimplifying 
assumptions about the hydraulic property variation in this zone. The comparisons 
were based on dam, trench drainage and local or regional pumping problems. Case 
studies of pumping have also been made, and the writer’s model has been applied to 
the simulation of groundwater level changes in inner cities (with particular reference 
to London).
It has been shown that the results derived using the various methods may differ 
significantly, especially in transient seepage analyses. Ignoring hysteresis may also 
lead to significant discrepancies with observations. Realistic modelling of the 
hydraulic property variation in the unsaturated zone was demonstrated to be of 
major importance. It is claimed that, overall, the writer’s model has been able to 
produce improved results compared with other methods investigated herein.
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Engineering problems related to seepage in the presence of a 
phreatic surface
The study of seepage in the presence of a phreatic surface constitutes a major area of 
interest in such fields as soil science, agricultural engineering, hydrology and 
hydrogeology. The main issues addressed in these domains are soil-plant 
interaction, irrigation and the drainage of land, and water resource estimation. In 
geotechnical engineering practice, where ‘difficulties with soil are almost entirely 
due not to the soils themselves, but to the water contained in the voids’ (Terzaghi, 
1939), the presence and movement of the phreatic surface might feature in all classic 
fields of interest; more specifically: seepage analyses, volume change and shear 
strength predictions. Some of the most common geotechnical problems associated 
with the presence and movement of phreatic surfaces involve:
a) seepage through dams, embankments and natural slopes, and the subsequent 
stability problems that might arise from changes in pore water pressures. Design 
of appropriate drainage systems for the reduction of pore pressures and the 
enhancement of stability.
b) problems associated with unexpected rises or falls of groundwater levels in built 
environments. This second category involves a wide range of problems such as:
• generation of differential ground movements and their effect on structures, 
as well as the remedial measures (e.g. water extraction through pumping) 
that might be taken in order to prevent this problem. This category of 
problem is due to consolidation when the water table is lowered (or, in the 
opposite case, heave created by swelling of expansive soils) and affects
mainly shallow foundations and services.
• structural distress to tunnels or to floors and walls of basements due to 
increased pore-water pressures following swelling of expansive soils; uplift 
water pressures under foundations and floor slabs due to buoyancy effects; 
subsidence caused by a reduction in bearing capacity under foundations or a 
reduction in friction of piles, when the groundwater table rises.
• flooding of basements, tunnels and excavations. Apart from the problem of 
dampness there is an increased risk of instability due to decrease of shear 
strength.
Some examples found in the literature are enough to provide an indication of how 
the lack of a proper modelling of phreatic surface movement can affect civil 
engineering practice: Ahlberg et al. (1987) report that unexpected costs of 10-20% 
that can arise in urban construction for foundation work ‘tend to be the rule rather 
than the exception and these do not include the cost of time overruns [large amount 
of which is due to insufficient knowledge of groundwater conditions], damage and 
disputes. This means that foundation reinforcement of houses, sheet piling around 
excavations or groundwater lowering must be carried out’. Poland (1984) reports 
forty-one case histories of land subsidence after water or oil extraction. Moreover, it 
is reported that moisture content variations in expansive soils ‘cause more damage 
to structures, particularly light buildings and pavements, than any other hazard 
including earthquake and floods’ (Jones and Holtz, 1973). It is known that one of 
the factors contributing to moisture content variation is the existence of a shallow 
fluctuating groundwater table.
1.2 Solution tools
Because of the complexities involved and despite the relevance and importance of 
phreatic surface movement in geotechnical engineering problems, it has been a 
common practice in the past to avoid explicit calculations of a moving phreatic
surface. Thus Steenfelt (1987) reported that ‘out of 29 papers submitted to the 
session on foundations in the XI* ICSMFE in 1985, only 9 mention[ed] the position 
of the groundwater table and a mere two or three relate [d] to groundwater problems 
at air.
In geotechnical engineering practice, computer codes as well as empirical solutions 
have commonly assumed a static groundwater table or a water table moving in a 
specified way (i.e. by modelling it as an imposed pressure condition), as a starting 
point for stress analyses or soil-structure interaction problems. Thus, at the starting 
point of the writer’s research, most computer packages used in the UK industry for 
transient flow and especially, transient coupled deformation-flow analyses were, to 
the writer’s knowledge (see also Gunn and Woods, 1992), for confined flow of 
water. Examples include CRISP (Britto and Gunn, 1987), SEEP (Ove ARUP and 
Partners, 1990 and 1994, which solves Laplacian flow equations for application to 
construction dewatering problems) etc. Therefore their application to the above 
mentioned geotechnical engineering problems could only be limited, since they did 
not involve explicit modelling of moving phreatic surfaces.
Even when the presence of a phreatic surface is assumed, it has been another 
common simplifying practice in numerical codes, (used either for research or for 
industrial purposes), to simulate transient flow as a series of successive steady 
states, especially if the boundary condition changes are gradual rather than abrupt 
(e.g. Franee et al, 1971; Howland, 1994).
From a mathematical point of view, seepage with phreatic surfaces involves the 
solution of partial differential equations subject to the appropriate boundary 
conditions. In the case of transient problems, initial conditions must also be 
considered. Departing from the formulation of these differential equations, which 
have been derived according to the assumptions that have been made, various 
analytical and numerical models have been proposed. Because of the non-linearity 
associated with the moving phreatic surface, analytical solutions have been provided
only under very restrictive assumptions, such as predominantly horizontal flow 
(Dupuit-Forchheimer and Boussinesq solutions for steady and transient seepage 
respectively), the limitations of which should be acknowledged and assessed when 
applied to this category of problem. For this reason, numerical techniques such as 
finite differences or finite elements have been increasingly applied to seepage 
modelling over the past thirty years, in particular to so-called unconfined flow 
through dams or aquifers. In industrial practice however, analytical solutions are 
still often used. There are usually significant discrepancies between observed field 
data and analytical solutions. Apart from common well-known difficulties (i.e. the 
selection of appropriate boundary conditions and reliable measurements of the 
hydraulic properties of the soil), these discrepancies can also be due to the over­
simplifying assumptions inherent in the analytical solutions (Hutchinson, 1977; 
Preene and Powrie, 1993; Powrie and Preene 1994). It is therefore questionable 
whether these models would be applicable in a large category of problems and the 
development of better modelling tools for industrial purposes seems to be a 
necessity.
Within the geotechnical research community, some significant contributions have 
been made to the numerical solution of seepage in presenee of phreatie surfaces, 
mainly from researchers outside the UK (e.g. Desai, 1976 and 1977; Li and Desai, 
1983; Baseghi and Desai, 1990 (U.S.A.); Gioda and Cividini, 1986; Cividini and 
Gioda 1984 and 1989 (Italy); Hsi and Small, 1992a and 1992b, and Hsi et al, 1994 
(Australia) etc.).
Two distinct techniques for modelling unconfined flow have been used with finite 
elements, when flow in the unsaturated zone is ignored. The first is known as the 
variable mesh technique (Taylor and Brown, 1967) and employs a finite element 
mesh only for the zone of saturated soil below the phreatic surface. As the position 
of the phreatic surface is usually not known a priori, the geometry of the mesh is 
adjusted as part of the solution procedure.
The second is known as the fixed mesh technique (Desai, 1976; Bathe and 
Kosghoftaar, 1979) because the geometry of the finite element mesh is not changed 
during the iterative solution process. When the latter method is adopted, the shape of 
the phreatic surface is determined by use of a non-linear hydraulic conductivity in 
the soil, in a way which is conceptually similar to non-linear stress analyses (i.e. 
above the line of zero pressures, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil is set to a 
value close to zero, usually reducing the saturated hydraulic conductivity by a factor 
of 1000). This approach seems to be intended mainly as a numerical artifice to 
eliminate flow above the phreatic surface, rather than an attempt to model the 
behaviour of the soil above the phreatic surface in a realistic fashion.
When time dependent movement of the phreatic surface is simulated according to 
these techniques, the usual approach is to assume instantaneous water volume 
transfers due to phreatic surface movement. These water volume changes are 
accounted for by applying a flow term along the phreatic surface, corresponding to 
the volume of water released (or absorbed) by the saturated zone of the soil as the 
phreatic surface moves (e.g. Bathe et al, 1982). The specific yield of the soil is used 
to quantify this term.
To the writer’s knowledge, most subsequent solutions proposed in the geotechnical 
engineering literature for the modelling of seepage problems involving phreatic 
surfaces were based on this approach. This approach, referred to throughout the 
present thesis as the free boundary approach, (because it belongs to the category of 
mathematical problems known as ‘free boundary problems’), ignores any flow 
above the phreatic surface, which is considered as the upper limit of the flow 
domain.
When a fixed mesh approach is used, another possibility for phreatic surface 
solution can be found in the literature. This approach considers continuity of flow 
between the saturated and unsaturated zones. The hydraulic parameters (namely the 
water content and/or degree of saturation, the hydraulic conductivity and the soil
water storage capacity) are assumed to be functions of the soil suction. When such a 
solution is adopted, the position of the phreatic surface emerges as a by-product of 
the calculation, namely the boundary between positive and negative pressures (in a 
numerical procedure similar to the solution of plasticity problems) and needs not be 
calculated explicitly. This procedure of locating the phreatic surface is similar to 
that adopted by the fixed mesh free boundary approach, except that no flow 
conditions need now be imposed on the phreatic surface (in fact, according to this 
approach, the phreatic surface is not a geometrical boundary of the flow; the upper 
flow domain geometrical boundary is now defined by the soil surface). This 
approach is referred to herein as the unsaturated-saturatedflow approach.
This second alternative for solving seepage problems involving phreatic surfaces, 
was pursued extensively by the soil physicist and hydrologists’ community, but, to 
the writer’s knowledge, only rarely by geotechnical engineering researchers (e.g. 
Lam et al, 1987; Abrishami, 1987; Miles et al, 1988; Thomas and Rees, 1990, 
1991 and 1993)\ Indeed, geotechnical engineers have traditionally tended to ignore 
explicit calculations of the unsaturated zone, on the grounds that, discarding suction 
effects might be a conservative (safer) assumption for many geotechnical problems 
(i.e. problems involving slope stability of dams, embankments or natural slopes, 
where suction contributes to an increase of stability). Conversely, in other 
geotechnical problems such as shallow foundation analysis, geotechnical engineers 
have traditionally adopted the opposite attitude (as pointed out by Fredlund and 
Rahardjo, 1993a), making the assumption that the long term pore-pressure 
conditions would be relatively unchanged and hence, relying upon the contribution 
of the suction to a high unconfined compressive strength of the soil. Nevertheless, 
there is evidence (e.g. Wheeler and Karube, 1995) that ignoring desaturation may 
result in wrong soil deformation predictions (concerning their magnitude, as well as
1 While the writer was working towards the completion on the present thesis, a number of other 
Contributions into the solution of unsaturated-saturated flow appeared within the British 
geotechnical research community, such as those by McDougall et al (1996) and McDougall and 
Pyrah (1997).
their sign).
The focus of disciplines such as soil physics, agricultural engineering and 
hydrology, that have mainly investigated the field of unsaturated flow, is different to 
that of geotechnical engineering. Indeed the former concentrate mainly on moisture 
content of the soil as well as flow and water resource estimates, while geotechnical 
engineers are mainly interested in pressure, deformation and mechanical strength 
predictions. Therefore, the solution tools provided by researchers working in these 
fields might not neeessarily be directly applicable to geotechnical engineering 
problems.
Due to the previously mentioned reasons, only a small number of computer 
packages considering unsaturated-saturated flow is commercially available for 
geotechnical engineering solutions, and these tend (to the writer’s knowledge) to be 
on the fringe rather than the mainstream in geotechnical engineering practice. 
Moreover, simplifying assumptions have often been introduced in some of these 
programs, on the grounds that these would be satisfactory for engineering purposes 
(for instance, use of simplified forms of the hydraulic coefficients in the unsaturated 
zone was often made -e.g. linear unsaturated hydraulie conductivity functions or 
constant storage coefficient in the unsaturated zone, in the code SEEP by Fredlund 
and his co-workers-, as is presented for instance in Papagiannakis and Fredlund, 
1984 and Lam et al, 1987).
1.3 Impetus and scope of the thesis
The need to implement a moving groundwater table facility into the well known 
geotechnical package CRISP, (providing finite element stress analyses and soil 
structure interaetion solutions) has constituted the starting point of the writer’s 
thesis. Although the ultimate goal was the implementation of a fully coupled model 
for moving groundwater table into the above mentioned package, it was decided that 
the most appropriate way to proceed would be by writing a completely independent 
finite element transient seepage program that would incorporate moving phreatie
surfaces. The existence of an independent seepage program would facilitate 
numerical experimentation aimed at providing a better understanding of the 
phenomenon and would, in addition, make the debugging of the code easier.
The consideration of possible soil desaturation due to moving phreatic surfaces was 
initially beyond the interests of the writer’s research and the eomputer 
implementation started with a steady state code ignoring flow in the unsaturated 
zone (free boundary approach) and readjusting the finite element mesh at each 
iteration (variable mesh technique). After thorough consideration, it was decided 
that a simpler numerical technique would preserve a constant finite element mesh 
and would be common for stress and flow analyses.
The writer opted for the unsaturated-saturated flow approach because it seemed 
more attractive from a numerical solution point of view since (as explained above) it 
did not involve explicit calculation of the phreatic surface via the non-linear 
equation of the phreatic surface movement^. Furthermore, such a solution does not 
introduce any artificial barriers in the sub-surface water flow and seemed, therefore, 
closer to reality.
Once the choice of method was made, it was essential to investigate whether this 
refinement of modelling seepage with phreatic surfaces would give improved results 
with respect to other modelling methods, namely the free boundary approach as 
well as other, more simplifying assumptions of solving unsaturated-saturated flow. 
To answer this question, the aims of the present thesis are:
a) to develop a finite element formulation which considers transient flow above as 
well as below the phreatic surface^. The flow could be caused by hydraulic head 
variations in the boundaries (i.e. fluctuations of the water levels at the
2 Nevertheless, it still involved strong non-linearities, because of the high non-linear nature of the 
functions used, as well as uncertainties related to the available experimental data.
3 the title refers to 'phreatic surfaces’ as a more general term, referring to zero pressure isobar lines. 
It both encompasses and contains the definition of the groundwater table and especially, that of the 
free surface, (see Glossary in Appendix A.l)
boundaries), or by imposed flux in the boundaries (e.g. because of rainfall or 
evaporation).
b) to implement the formulation subsequently within a computer code in which the 
hydraulic conductivity, volumetric water content and storage coefficient used in 
the calculations are continuous functions of suction based on real soils data. The 
position of the phreatic surface would emerge as a by-product of the calculation 
(the boundary between positive and negative pore water pressures) rather than 
being calculated explicitly as part of the solution process. Falling, rising or 
fluctuating groundwater table conditions would be modelled and soil anisotropy 
and non-homogeneity introduced. Hysteresis of the hydraulic parameters would 
also be introduced as an option. Existence of seepage faces would be taken into 
account. Since for a number of problems, seepage with phreatic surfaces might 
occur in three dimensions, three-dimensional analyses would be an option for 
the computer code.
c) to validate the model against analytical solutions, other previously proposed 
numerical solutions, and experimental results found in the literature (based on 
physical or analogue models).
d) to investigate whether the results obtained from the free boundary and the 
saturated-unsaturated approach are different and if so, in which cases the 
deviation might be more important. This study is of interest, since most existing 
codes (to the writer’s knowledge) involve the assumptions of the free boundary 
approach.
e) to compare computed results with other proposed solutions that consider flow in 
the unsaturated zone.
f) to assess the influence of material parameters on the time-dependent 
development of significant quantities for the civil engineer, such as the pore
water pressures.
g) to apply the model in case studies of pumping and aquifer modelling.
h) to investigate whether the introduction of typical soil functions for the hydraulic 
properties might give significant results from the engineering point of view, 
even if there is a lack of exact experimental results for the soil under 
consideration.
Because the range of geotechnical problems relevant to seepage is wide, only certain 
categories of problems are modelled in the frame of the present thesis; namely 
seepage through dams, seepage between parallel ditch drains, one-dimensional 
(vertical) infiltration, pumping problems (regional or local).
Considering volume changes because of soil skeleton deformation, the assumption 
of unsaturated flow has introduced complications that were not foreseen at the 
beginning of the research. Indeed, literature research has shown that a consistent 
formulation for coupled flow and deformation in unsaturated soils, would demand a 
model based not on Terzaghi’s effective stress principle (since this does not apply 
to unsaturated soils) but would involve the use of an appropriate model for 
unsaturated soils. The complete implementation of a general elastoplastic model for 
unsaturated soils, coupling flow and deformation, was judged not to be feasible in 
the time limits of the present thesis.
Instead, it was decided that, as a first approximation, a simplifying approach would 
be implemented into CRISP, valid only for a special category of unsaturated soils, 
the nearly saturated soils (i.e. soils at high degrees of saturation). This simplifying 
model constitutes only the beginning of additional work in CRISP towards the 
implementation of a coupled flow-deformation model for unsaturated soils. 
Nevertheless, it could give a qualitative feel of how unsaturated soil response might 
affect the pressure and deformation evolution and provide a simple numerical tool
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for the solution of the relevant category of problems, for which use of more 
sophisticated models would not be necessary.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is such that the path of the writer’s research is reflected as 
closely as possible. Thus, after the introduction to the subject, presented herein.
Chapter 2 incorporates the theoretical basis of seepage modelling where a phreatic 
surface is present, for both the free boundary approach, ignoring any flow in the 
unsaturated zone, as well as the unsaturated-saturated flow approach, assuming 
continuity of flow between saturated and unsaturated zones. A literature review of 
analytical and (mainly) numerical solutions based on both approaches follows in the 
same chapter.
Chapter 3, presents the integral formulation of the differential equation to be 
solved, as well as its discretisation by finite elements. Its implementation into the 
finite element code (accounting for continuous flow between the unsaturated and the 
saturated zone) is explained and the main features of the code highlighted. The last 
part of the chapter presents the validation of the code through comparisons with a 
number of other solutions proposed in the literature, namely analytical, experimental 
(either analogue, or based on sand tank experimental results) and other authors’ 
numerical results.
Chapter 4, demonstrates the writer’s code capabilities in the solution of 
geotechnical problems. First, the importance of taking into account the unsaturated 
flow above the phreatic surface is investigated. In order to achieve this, several 
comparative studies of steady state dam problems are solved, using the two 
computer codes developed by the writer; namely the computer program based on 
unsaturated-saturated flow  modelling and, in addition, a code based on the free 
boundary approach assumptions (in which no flow above the phreatic surface is
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assumed). For the transient case, comparisons with other numerical solutions found 
in the literature are carried out. Then a comparison of ditch drainage solutions is 
made, between the results based on the writer’s model assumptions and those based 
on another method modelling saturated-unsaturated flow (Lam et al, 1987). 
Comparisons with experimental data provided by Vauclin et a l (1976) are also 
made.
Subsequently, the effect of ignoring hydraulic flow parameter non-linearity, (as is 
usually done in geotechnical engineering practice), is investigated for a pumping 
problem. This is achieved by comparing the results of two sets of analyses, one 
based on constant hydraulic parameters and another assuming non-linear variation 
of the hydraulic parameters according to real soil data. In the end, the influence of 
the material parameters in the pressure distribution and evolution with time is 
investigated, through a number of pumping analyses, assuming different 
combinations of hydraulic properties for the aquifer materials.
Chapter 5 presents some case studies of pumping. The first involves local pumping, 
while the second attempts to model the history of pumping from the deep aquifer of 
London, during the past two centuries.
Chapter 6 contains an overall discussion on the findings of the present thesis and 
the advances made during the writer’s research. This is followed by a general 
conclusion of the thesis, presented in Chapter 7. In the same chapter, suggestions 
are also made for future work.
The definition of the main terms used herein is provided in the Glossary which can 
be found at the end of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BASES OF FLOW THROUGH POROUS MEDIA 
AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the theoretical bases of seepage with a phreatic surface are presented, 
followed by a literature review of some of the most important contributions to the 
solution of seepage problems with a phreatic surfaced
A general introduction into the historical development of seepage analysis methods 
is provided, while a detailed literature review is presented only for finite element 
solutions of seepage involving phreatic surface modelling. Emphasis is placed on the 
hydraulics of liquid-phase transport of water in the unsaturated zone. Phenomena such 
as vapor-phase transport, air dissolved into water and soil water-plant interactions are 
not considered herein; neither are solute transport nor temperature variations taken 
into account.
2.2 Modelling of seepage through porous media
In the description of seepage through porous media, two basic categories can be 
distinguished:
a) flow in saturated porous media
b) flow in saturated-unsaturated porous media.
Seepage phenomena can be either steady, when the magnitude and direetion of the 
flow velocity are constant with time at any point in the flow field, or unsteady
1 The present review focuses mainly on the solution of the fluid mass conservation. Soil skeleton 
deformation in the unsaturated zone is ignored.
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(transient) when the magnitude and direction of the flow velocity are not constant 
with time.
The description of the flow through saturated porous media is made via the mass 
conservation equation for the fluid (or the continuity equation for an incompressible 
fluid) in combination with a flow law. Water flowing in a porous medium in which a 
phreatic surface (i.e. an equipotential line of zero pressure) is formed  ^is in contaet with 
air through the pore space network extending to the ground surfaee. The transition 
between the region fully saturated with water and the overlying region, fully saturated 
with air, is not sudden but gradual. Thus the upper zone of an uneonfined groundwater 
body is usually a zone of simultaneous flow of two fluids namely water and air (Bear 
and Verruijt 1987).
Concerning the modelling of seepage in the presence of phreatic surfaces, two main 
categories of solutions can be accounted for in the literature, depending on the 
assumptions made, namely:
A) The phreatic surface is considered to be an impervious, 'sharp' interface, the 
uppermost geometrical flow boundary, dividing a fully saturated from a fully dry 
zone. Once this assumption is made, the form of the equations can vary with respect to 
whether compressibility effects are considered or not, and with respect to the flow law 
used. For instance, when both solid matrix and water are assumed to be 
incompressible and the flow obeys Darcy’s law, the steady-state flow of water for a 
homogeneous, isotropic and saturated soil is described by the well-known Laplace and 
Poisson equations in the absence (or presence) of sources and sinks respectively.
Along the phreatie surfaee that, according to this approach, constitutes a geometrical 
boundary of the flow domain, two boundary conditions have to be satisfied, namely: 
a) the pressure head must be atmospheric; b) the velocity of the free surface must be 
equal to the discharge (or recharge) veloeity of the fluid normal to the surface, divided 
by the effective porosity (i.e. for steady-state conditions, the normal flux vanishes
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along the free surface). The position of the phreatic surface is itself an unknown of the 
problem, to be found during the solution. This class of problems, containing an 
unknown geometrical limit, constitute a distinct category of mathematical problems, 
known as free boundary problems. Thus, in the present thesis, this approach will be 
referred to as the free boundary approach.
B) Continuity of flow is assumed between the frilly saturated and the unsaturated zone. 
Therefore, the phreatic surface is not considered to be a flow boundary. The ground 
surface is instead considered to form the flow boundary. The same governing equation 
for water flow applies to both saturated and unsaturated zones, which are now treated 
as a single domain, with the exception that the coefficients of hydraulic conductivity 
and storage are varying in a continuous way in the unsaturated zone. The form and 
number of the equations can vary with respect to whether single (water) or multiple 
(air and water, or air-water- water vapour) fluid flow is assumed for the unsaturated 
zone and whether, in the case of both air and water flow, the two phases are assumed 
to be miseible or immiscible. Also, they can vary with respect to whether or not 
compressibility effects are considered.
In solving the water flow problem as a single phase one, (i.e. neglecting any flow of 
air), it is assumed that the entire air phase is continuous, with uniform pressure 
throughout, equal to atmospheric pressure (i.e. zero). In studies of flow in large 
unsaturated domains in the field, the air flow is generally neglected (Bear and 
Verruijt 1987). For a complete description of seepage through unsaturated porous 
media however, the air-phase should be considered. The air phase in an unsaturated 
soil can be found in two forms: oceluded air bubbles for high degrees of saturation 
(usually between 85% and 100%) and continuous air phase for degrees of saturation 
less than or equal to 85% (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a). In the former case, the 
proeess of air occlusion into water creates water compressibility phenomena that 
might be too important to be neglected. In the latter case, the air (although continuous) 
might be under pressure other than atmospheric. In this case air flow would be 
produced under a pressure gradient and one should consider the simultaneous flow of
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air and water in the unsaturated zone. This is expressed by the simultaneous solution 
of two mass conservation equations, one for the air and one for the water. Air flow 
is generally described by either Darcy’s (mainly) or Pick’s law (the latter is most often 
used to describe air diffusion into water) (Fredlund and Rahaijo 1993a). Darcy’s flow 
law is generally used to describe water flow in the unsaturated zone, although its 
validity for very dry soils or for preferential flow in structured unsaturated porous 
media is questionable (Rawlings and Gardner 1963, Swartzendruber 1963 and 1968, 
Grasle et al, 1995).
An example of a case where the flow of air should not be neglected and would affect 
the flow of the water, is when the air eannot escape freely from the system. In this 
case the air phase would be continuous but at a pressure higher than atmospheric 
and would oppose water flow. The problem of infiltration in very dry soils is an 
example where the water front faces a restriction in its movement from the air. For 
most practical geotechnical engineering applications however, the air phase is 
eonsidered to be eontinuous and at atmospheric pressure, thus its influence on water 
seepage is negligible (Bear and Verruijt, 1987; Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Lam et al, 
1987).
In case of single flow assumptions, when both solid matrix and water are assumed to 
be incompressible, the governing equation is the very-well known Richards (1931) 
equation (see below, Eqn 2.14). Under these assumptions (and since the phreatic 
surface is not assumed to be an artificial flow boundary), no boundary conditions 
need be imposed on it, and the phreatic surface is simply, by definition, an isobar on 
which the pressure equals the atmospheric pressure.
A more detailed presentation of each of the two above-mentioned approaches for 
modelling of phreatie surface seepage under isothermal and single phase flow 
conditions will now be given.
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2.2.1 Free boundary approach
The assumption that the soil above the phreatic surface is fully dry, is equivalent to 
limiting the flow of water to within the saturated zone only. In order to express this 
mathematically, it is assumed that the hydraulic conductivity is abruptly reduced to 
zero above the phreatic surface.
The description of the flow through saturated porous media is made via the mass 
conservation equation for the fluid, or the continuity equation for an incompressible 
fluid (the density of whieh is constant), written respectively as:
d
d iv { fh \)  = —  { fh v v i)  (2.1a)
and
dn
~dt (2.1b)
in combination with a flow law, usually Darcy’s laminar flow law, that, extended into 
three dimensions, is written in the form:
v= -KVh (2.2)
In the above equations, is the fluid density, n is the porosity of the medium, v is the 
fluid veloeity vector, K the hydraulic conductivity matrix and h the total head.
The combination of (2.1) with (2.2) leads to the following governing equation for the 
fluid flow through saturated porous media:
d dh Ô dh d dh dh
where h is the total head (L), S, (L'’) is the storage coefficient, representing the 
release or storage of water and equals Sg= pg(Cp+nCf), in which Cp (L^/F) and Cf 
(L^/F) accounting for solid matrix and fluid compressibility respectively. K ,^ Ky and 
(L/T) are the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y and z directions respectively. It
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should be noted that (2.3) is written with respect to the main axes of hydraulic 
conductivity.
For steady-state seepage, the right hand side term of (2.3) vanishes. The same happens 
for transient flow cases, in which the flow medium is assumed to be rigid (e.g. 
Cividini and Gioda, 1989; France et al, 191\\ Bathe et al, 7982). In this case, the 
transient conditions are represented by the equation expressing the kinematics of the 
phreatic surface (see below, Eqn 2.5).
Having physically neglected the flow in the unsaturated zone, the free surface 
becomes not only a zero pressure isobar, but also the limit of the flow domain. In 
steady-state flow, this means that the phreatic surface also constitutes the upper 
streamline which is expressed mathematically by the boundary condition that the flux 
normal to the surface should be zero. The existenee and the uniqueness of steady-state 
flow with free boundary approach has often been studied (e.g. Baiocchi et al, 1913). 
When transient flow is simulated, the movement of the phreatic surface in time should 
also be calculated.
These two boundary conditions can be expressed by two equations, the first written as: 
0 =0 (2.4)
where H(x,y,z,t) is the total head on the free surfaee, Zf (^x,y,t) is the elevation of the 
free surface (i.e. the height of the free surface from the reference level) and t is the 
time.
The second boundary condition, related to the movement of the free surface, is written 
as:
"f=k.( I  I
The derivation of (2.5) can be found in books on seepage theory, for example
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Polubarinova-Kochina (1962), Bear (1972) and Marino and Luthin (1982) among 
others.
2.2.2 Saturated-unsaturated flow
Aeeording to the previous approach, Darcy’s law and the eoncepts of hydraulic head 
and conductivity have been developed assuming the flow domain to be fully 
saturated. This assumption is seldom satisfied for all soils, espeeially for those lying 
near the ground surface. The voids of the latter soils are only partially filled with 
water and the remainder of the pore spaee is filled with air. The flow under sueh 
conditions is occurring within a zone fully saturated with water and a zone only 
partially saturated with water. Hence, for flow in an elemental volume only partly 
saturated with water, the equation of mass conservation must give both the time rate 
of change in moisture content as well as the time rate of ehange in storage due to 
water and porous medium expansion or compression (Istok 1983). Thus, if no 
change in external loads is assumed, the mass balance equation (Eqn 2.1) must be 
rewritten for a saturated-unsaturated soil, in order to take into account not only the 
water density and porosity variation, but also, the variation in water content with 
time. This can be expressed mathematically as:
div{pyv v j = ^  (Srpyv n ) (2.6)
in which represents the degree of saturation of the soil, and equals S^=8/n, where 0 
is the volumetric moisture content and n is the porosity of the soil.
Developing (2.6) and expanding the terms of the right-hand side by the chain rule of 
differentiation we obtain:
d  d  d  dfhv dn d S r
T J p " ^ (2. 7)
The first term on the right-hand side represents the mass rate of water produced by a 
change of the water volume under a change in its density py^ and is related to the 
compressibility of the fluid Cf. The seeond term is the mass rate of water produced by
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a deformation of the skeleton of the porous medium, eorresponding to a chatige in its 
porosity n. It is related to the compressibility of the porous medium Cp. It should be 
underlined that the compressibility of the soil particles themselves has been ignored as 
it is very small relative to the compressibility of the water and of the porous medium. 
The third term is related to the changes in saturation during the transient process.
When expanding the terms on the left-hand side by the chain rule of differentiation, 
Eqn(2.7) becomes:
dfhv dvx dfhv dvy dpw dv,
(2 .8)
dfhv dn dSr
= n S r -  + p , S r -  + n p .—
Recognising that the terms (v; dpjdx-, ) in equation (2.8) are much smaller than the 
terms (p^ dv^  /6x;) and the term (dpjdt), even for a compressible porous medium 
(Liggett and Liu, 1983; Freeze and Cherry, 1979), p^ can be eliminated from both 
sides. Moreover, if the deformation of the unsaturated porous medium is ignored 
and in the absence of air occlusion into the water, the first two terms on the right
hand side of Eqn (2.8) can also be neglected (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Therefore,
one can write:
^  + ^  + ^  = (2.9)
dx dy dz dt
Since the deformation of the soil is ignored in the unsaturated zone, recalling the 
definition of the volumetric water content 0=nSr, it is possible to write alternatively:
^  + ^  + ^  = ^  (2.10)
dx dy dz dt
Extending Darcy’s law into three dimensions (assuming its validity to hold also for the 
unsaturated zone of the soil), in order to express a relationship (in this case linear) 
between the hydraulic gradient vector and the flux vector, we obtain the following 
form of the governing equation for water flow:
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d  ^ dh d dh d dh dû
(2.11)
In Eqn (2.11), the hydraulic conductivity of the unsaturated porous medium is not a 
constant, but it is a function of the pressure head v|/ (see for instanee Fig. 2.1 (a)).
Usually Eqn (2.11) is rewritten such that it involves either h or 0 as an independent 
variable. This is achieved by introducing the specific moisture capacity term C(v|/) 
(Braester et a l, 1971; Freeze and Cherry, 1979; Istok 1983, also referred to as water 
capacity, Bear and Verruijt, 1987; Nielsen et al, 1986; differential soil water capacity, 
Feddes et al, 1988), capillary capacity} (Vauclin et al, 1976) etc.), defined as:
(2.12)
Combining (2.12) and (2.11) yields:
d dh d dh d dh dh
■ ^ ( K . i w ) ^ )  + p K , { w ) ^ )  + j J K A w ) - ^ y  = C(W -  (2.13)
Equation (2.13) can alternatively be expressed in terms of pressure head (or pore 
pressure), through the relation h= v]/+z, which yields:
d dw d dy/ d dw dy/
(2.14)
or in terms of volumetric moisture content 0:
2 i.e. ‘capacité capillaire’
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in which the soil-water unsaturated diffiisivity term D(6), is defined as:
D m = K ( 6 ) %  (2.16)
OU
The governing equation (2.14) is widely known as Richards equation, from the name 
of the soil physicist who first developed it (Richards, 1931) and it has been ^widely 
used for the description of single-phase incompressible fluid flow through rigid porous 
media under isothermal conditions.
Equation (2.15) involving the volumetric moisture content as the independent 
variable and using the diffiisivity term D, will be referred to as Q-hased Richards 
equation, (after Freeze and Cherry, 1979), since Richards (1931) has anticipated that 
the governing equation for incompressible single-phase fluid flow in the unsaturated 
zone can equivalently be written in terms of the volumetric moisture content as the 
independent variable. It should be noted that Eqn (2.15) is suitable for the 
description of transient flow in the unsaturated zone only, since in the saturated zone 
its value is constant. Its use is therefore not meaningful in geotechnics, where the 
pressures developed during seepage are of main importance. Moreover, it is not 
suitable for layered soils, in which the distribution of the moisture content would 
present discontinuities at the interface of the different layers.
It should be remembered that the fundamental assumption for the derivation of Eqns 
(2.13-2.15) is that the air phase is continuous and that the pore-air pressure is equal 
to atmospheric pressure. This is generally the ease when the degree of saturation is 
less than approximately 85%. However, even for higher degrees of saturation the air 
pressure will still be essentially atmospheric and the single-phase flow assumption 
will not introduce significant errors (Lam et al, 1987). Under these assumptions and 
since the phreatic surface is not assumed to be a flow boundary, no boundary 
conditions need be imposed on it. It is simply an equipotential line of zero pressure 
(by definition) to be derived by the solution of the flow equation.
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Discussion
Note that in Eqns. (2.13) and (2.14), the elastic deformation of the saturated soil is 
not accounted for and the soil is assumed to be rigid. This assumption is translated 
mathematically into solving an elliptic differential equation below the phreatic 
surface (and a parabolie-type differential equation above the phreatic surface). Use 
of an elliptic equation would result in wrong estimates (faster response) of a soil 
system comprising fine-grained soils, since the response of such a system due to 
elastic storage would be ignored (i.e. the consolidation process of the saturated fine­
grained soil would not be modelled)
To account for compressibility of the saturated zone, a modified form of Richard’s 
equation is often found in the literature (e.g. Akai et a l ,  1979; Abrishami, 1987; 
Miles et al, 1988). For the h-based formulation this equation is written as follows:
dx OX dy dy dz dz dt
in which (3 is 8 /n  for saturated conditions and zero for unsaturated conditions.
An equivalent modification of the y-based Richards’ formulation (Eqn. 2.14) is 
straightforward. Conversely, as already pointed out, such a modification can 
obviously not be made for a 0-based formulation of Richards’ equation since this 
equation loses any meaning in the saturated zone.
Another equation has often been used to describe unsaturated-saturated flow in a 
continuous way. This equation is based on Eqn (2.8) in combination with Darcy’s 
law. In this equation, assumptions about the density of water are made that allow to 
cancel it out from both sides of Eqn (2.8). The following equation is thus obtained 
(written in terms of total head h):
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^ ( K À ¥ ) ^ )  + ^ ( K y ( ¥ ) ^ )  + ^ ( K A ¥ ) ^ )  = [ n ^  + S & ] ^
OX Ox dy dy dz dz dy/ dt
An equivalent v[/-based formulation can also be obtained in a similar way. Such an 
equation (either h- or \|/-based) has often been used to account for soil 
compressibility effeets in the unsaturated zone as well (e.g. Neuman, 1972 and 
1973; Cooley, 1983 and Brutsaert and El-Kadi, 1984). Nevertheless, it could be 
argued that, in the light of recent geotechnical engineering findings on unsaturated 
soils, the inclusion of such an equation relating volume changes to elastic response 
of the soil in the unsaturated zone would be incorrect, because it is equivalent to 
assuming that the effective stress principle is valid in the unsaturated zone. This is 
refuted by recently presented evidence as explained in Appendix A .^ . Such an 
equation could only be valid for high degrees of saturation (nearly saturated soils).
All equations describing single-phase fluid flow in saturated-unsaturated porous 
media (Eqn (2.13)-(2.15)) are strongly non-linear, because the coefficients involved 
(i.e. the coefficient of hydraulic conductivity K, the specific moisture capacity C and 
the unsaturated diffiisivity D) are fiinetions of the independent variable. Indeed, the 
coefficients can be expressed either as functions of the pressure head v|/ (and 
equivalently of the hydraulic head expressed as h=v|/+z, the elevation z being a 
constant), or of the volumetric moisture eontent 0 which is, in turn, a function of the 
pressure head (for single phase flow). This constitutes an additional complieation 
when considering unsaturated flow. Furthermore, according to experimental 
observations, the funetional relationships for the hydraulic coefficients are hysteretie, 
differing with respect to whether the soil is wetting or drying (Fig. 2.1).
The expressions of the hydraulic coefficients are discussed in detail in the next 
section. It should be noted that fully saturated flow can be considered as a particular 
case of the general flow equation, in which the functions expressing the coeffieient 
dependence on the pore-water pressure are of constant form.
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2.1 (a) Hydraulic conductivity curve and (b) soil water characteristic curve for 
Del Monte Sand (after Liakopoulos, 1965b).
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2.2.2.1 Expression o f hydraulic soil properties
When solving the governing equation for flow in saturated-unsaturated media (see 
above, Eqns. 2.13-2.15), the transmission and storage properties of an unsaturated soil 
are fully specified by the saturated parameter values and 8^  and by the K(v}/) and 0 
(\|/) curves. From them the remaining hydraulic coefficients for an unsaturated soil can 
be derived. Indeed, C(\|/) is defined as the derivative of the function relating the 
suction (or water-pore pressure, for single-phase flow) to the moisture content. The
dy/diffiisivity term can also be found according to Eqn. (2.16) either as D(0) = K{0) 
or D(y/) =
dO
C(W
The curves expressing the variation of 0 and K in the unsaturated zone, are 
characteristic for any given soil and are dependent on the soil texture. Therefore, 
before the solution of Eqn (2.13)-(2.15), a knowledge of the soil curves involved is 
essential. This can be obtained by field or experimental measurements.
Hydraulic property measurement
The water content versus matric suction curve, is known as the soil-moisture 
retention curve or the soil water characteristic curve. It can be determined by 
methods such as the neutron probe, in the field, or by equipment such as the Tempe 
Cell, the Pressure Plate or the Vapor Extractor in the laboratory (Fredlund and 
Rahardjo, 1993a and 1993b, Stoicescu et al, 1998). One of the main difficulties in 
obtaining the soil water characteristic curve, as well as the unsaturated soil 
parameters in general, is that the full range of negative pore-water pressures 
(suctions), necessary for the determination of the soil-water characteristic curves, 
have always been difficult to measure precisely either in the laboratory or in-situ 
(Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993b; Houston and Houston, 1995). Thus, it is common to 
run tests under imposed matric suctions, and measure the resulting moisture content 
using techniques such as gravimetric, nuclear (^.-ray attenuation or neutron 
scattering technique), or electromagnetic methods (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a; 
Schmugge et al, 1980; Dupas et al, 1995). Some of the main methods for suction
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measurement, together with their limitations are presented in Table A.2.2 (Appendix 
A.2.2), based on information found in Ridley and Wray (1995), Fredlund and 
Rahardjo (1993a), Dineen and Burland (1995), Zerhouni (1995), Oloo and Fredlund 
(1995) and Woodbum and Lucas (1995).
The same difficulties concerning suction dependence, apply to the measurement of 
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Moreover, the latter is one of the soil 
properties most difficult to evaluate even for saturated soils. If the value of the 
saturated coefficient of hydraulic conductivity can vary by some ten orders of 
magnitude between different types of soils, ranging from very coarse to very fine 
grained, the unsaturated coefficient of hydraulic conductivity may vary nearly as 
much for the same soil (Fredlund et al, 1994; Houston and Houston, 1995) and 
there is no apparatus able to measure such a wide range of values effectively and 
accurately (Leong and Rahardjo, 1997b). Measurements of unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity may therefore be expensive, time consuming and subject to 
inaccuracies (Benson and Gribb, 1997; Leong and Rahardjo, 1997b; Yong and 
Cabral, 1995; Uno et al, 1995). The high variability of the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity in the field may also result in expensive, time-consuming and often 
unreliable measurements (Van Genuchten, 1980). An alternative to overcome the 
difficulties in direct hydraulic conductivity measurements is to estimate it indirectly 
from the soil water characteristic curve which is easier to obtain (Fredlund and 
Rahardjo, 1993a; Fredlund et al, 1994; Leong and Rahardjo, 1995 and 1997b). A 
synthesis of some of the main methods used to obtain the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity curve, together with their limitations are presented in Table A.2.3 
(Appendix A.2.3). A more comprehensive and extensive review of methods used to 
measure unsaturated conductivity (both field and laboratory) can be found in 
Benson and Gribb (1997).
Discussion
TLe concept of hydraulic properties that vary with moisture content or suction, 
according to real soil data, has only very recently been introduced into geotechnical
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engineering numerical models (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993b), but it has long been 
used by agricultural engineers, soil physicists and hydrologists. Despite a large 
amount of data for naturally occurring soils that can be found in the related literature 
of the latter fields^ (mainly sandy and loamy soils, since these soils are frequently 
encountered in these fields (Tinjum et al, 1997)), there is still a deficit of information 
in the area of soil water characteristic curves for soils used in geotechnical engineering 
applications (e.g. compacted clay fills) and hence a need for further investigation (e.g. 
via laboratory tests) (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993b; Meerdink et a l, 1996; Tinjum et 
al, 1997).
Form o f the hydraulic property curves
Figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) represent some example, idealised curves, describing the 
generic behaviour for a sand, silt and clay, as reported by Freeze and Cherry (1979). 
From these curves, it can be seen that the form of the sand curve is ‘sharp’, presenting 
high coefficients of hydraulic conductivity and moisture content over a very narrow 
range of pressure heads only, beyond which both the hydraulic conductivity and the 
moisture content drop dramatically. Conversely, for a silty and a clayey soil, the drop 
in hydraulic conductivity and moisture content at desaturation tends to be more 
gradual.
It can also be seen in Figure 2.2 that for a certain range of matric suctions (or 
negative pressure heads) the soil remains saturated. Desaturation starts only after the 
negative pressure has increased above a certain value known as the air-entry value 
or bubbling pressure"  ^ (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a). This gives rise to a saturated 
zone of negative pressures formed above the phreatic surface, which is referred to as 
the capillary fringe. As expected, Ya is greater in absolute value for fine-grained soils 
(i.e. clays and silts) than for coarse-grained soils (e.g. sands) and the former develop 
thicker capillary fringe zones than the latter.
3 Some data bases of unsaturated soil hydraulic properties are also available (e.g. UNSODA, USDA- 
ARS U.S Salinity Laboratory (Dec. 1996, version 1.11)
4 In the writer’s notation, the air-entry value is written Yb
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Figure 2.2 (a) Idealised hydraulic conductivity curve and (b) idealised soil water
characteristic curve describing the generic behaviour of a sand (curves of 
type a), a silt (curves of type b) and a clay (curves of type c), after 
Freeze and Cherry (1979).
The hydraulic conductivity for an unsaturated soil can not only be provided as a 
fimction of the matric suction (pa-pw) (and hence, for single-phase water flow, of either 
the pore water pressure or of the pressure head), but also as a ftmction of the degree of 
saturation (or, equivalently, -for a non-deformable soil only-, as a function of the 
volumetric moisture content 0 defined as 0=nSr). This is due to the fact that in an 
unsaturated soil, the variation in the degree of saturation generates a variation in 
matric suction: generally, there would be an increase in suction with decreasing 
degrees of saturation, as can be seen from the soil water retention curves (Fig. 2.1- 
2.3).
For a deformable porous medium the hydraulic conductivity is also a function of the 
porosity n, which varies throughout the soil deformation process. In most uncoupled 
seepage analyses however, the soil skeleton is assumed to be non-deformable and 
the dependence of the hydraulic conductivity upon the porosity is neglected. 
Conversely, this cannot be applicable to cases in which the porosity varies 
continuously, for instance when consolidation or swelling is taking place. In the
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latter cases, the hydraulic conductivity curve as a function of both the degree of 
saturation and the porosity K=K(Sr,n) should be known.
Figure 2.3 shows the hydraulic conductivity of a sandy soil (Del Monte Sand, 
Liakopoulos, 1965b), as a function of the matric suction (p^-pj and of the volumetric 
moisture content 0 respectively (reproduced by Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a). It is 
noticeable that the K(0) curve (and, consequently, the K(S )^ curve) does not present 
significant hysteresis, in contrast to the K(Pa-pJ curve. This conclusion is supported 
from most published experimental data, although a small number of publications 
present evidence of some hysteresis in the K(0) relationship (e.g. Aggelides and 
Youngs, 1978 and Poulovassilis and Tzimas, 1975 who observed hysteresis in the K(0) 
relationship for sand, and sand and glass beads respectively).
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Figure 2.3 Hydraulic conductivity curve of Del Monte Sand as a function of (a) the 
matric suctiofr (u^-u^) and (b) the volumetric water content respectively 
(after Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a).
Review o f mathematicalformulae usedfor the hydraulic properties expression
a) Volumetric moisture content/degree of saturation
To describe the form of the moisture retention and hydraulic conductivity curves 
defined experimentally and in order to obtain general formulae readily available for 
numerical applications, various mathematical-empirical expressions have been
5 In the writer’s notation the matric suction is written as (Pa-Pw)
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proposed. More specifically, some of the expressions most widely used for the 
moisture retention curve are that suggested by Brooks and Corey (e.g. Brooks and 
Corey, 1966^):
0 = 6r + {6s - for ^  I > (2.17)
as well as that used by Brutsaert (1966), Verma and Brutsaert (1971) and Vauclin et 
al (1976) (of a form similar to that proposed by Gardner (1958) for the hydraulic 
conductivity):
0 = Or +  {O s -  O r)  J ^  ^^  n  (2.18)
and that of Van Genuchten (1980), which expresses the functional relationship 
between moisture content and matric suction as:
e = e r +( e . - 6r ) ^^  + (aV)"]"
Recently, Fredlund & Xing (1994a) proposed a modified form of Van Genuchten's 
(1980) equation expressed as:
0 — Or {Os — O r)-------------------------------------------------- (2.20)
{ln[e + (|pa-pw|/a)"]}'"
In these expressions, ipb is the air-entry value, 1 is a pore-size distribution index, (p^ - 
p^) the matric suction and 0, 0^ , 0^  are the volumetric water content, saturated 
volumetric water content and residual volumetric water content respectively; e is the 
natural logarithm base; a, n, m are curve-fitting parameters''. Parameter a is usually 
related to the air entry pressure (although this is refuted by (Leong & Rahardjo, 
1997a), while parameters n and m are related to the rate of water extraction from the 
voids -i.e. the slope of the curves- (see Fredlund & Xing, 1994 and Van Genuchten,
6 In Brooks and Corey (1966) Eqn (2.17) is written in terms of the degree of saturation rather than 
of the volumetric water content 0 and in terms of water pressure p„ (F/U ) rather than in terms of 
pressure head \\f (L)
7 The values of a and n in Eqns (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) are not the same, but the same symbols 
were used for the fitting parameters in all three equations, for simplicity
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1980). Van Genuchten (1980) proposed some relationships linking coefficients n 
and m in Eqn. (2.19) so that mathematical formulae for the hydraulic conductivity 
equation could be obtained (as explained below). Conversely, Fredlund and Xing 
(1994) claim that the relationship between n and m should not be fixed, because this 
reduces the flexibility of the equation.
Note that the expressions (2.17)-(2.20) are often found in literature in a more 
simplified form, when the assumption is made that the residual volumetric water 
content 0, equals zero (for coarse-gained soils, in particular).
Leong & Rahardjo (1997a), who make a synthesis and evaluation of the most common 
equations proposed for the 0 curve, show how all the previous expressions (amongst 
others) for the 0 curve, can be derived from a single generic equation of the form:
ai©*"’ + a 2exp(a3©’'') = + a 5exp(a6\|/‘’^ ) + a? (2 . 2 1  )
where « 2 , 0 C3 , , a^, a,, b, and b2  are constants and © is the normalised
volumetric water content equal to {0  -  Or) ! {Os - Or) .
B)Hydraulic conductivity 
Bl)Empirical expressions
Concerning the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity two types of formulae have been 
proposed:
a) formulae that express the hydraulic conductivity as a function of the degree of 
saturation (or, equivalently, for rigid soils, the volumetric moisture content 0)
b) formulae that express the hydraulic conductivity as a function of the matric suction 
(Pa-Pw), (or, equivalently, for single phase flow, the pore water pressure p^, or the 
pressure head \y).
Some of the most common mathematical expressions for the prediction of the 
unsaturated coefficient of hydraulic conductivity are those by Irmay (1954) and
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Aveijanov (1950) (referred to in Bear and Verruijt, 1987 and Fredlund and Rahardjo, 
1993a) written as :^
K  = K ,a d -  (2.22)
where ô is an empirical constant estimated as 3.5 by Aveijanov and 3 by Irmay and 
is the effective saturation defined as SQ=(Sr-Syj>Qs)^(l-Srres)- ^  should be noted that 
for rigid soils the equations can be equivalently expressed in form of the normalised 
volumetric water content ©, defined as ©=( 0 - 6^g^/(7- Ore^- Iii the literature it is 
reported that Irmay’s formula gives satisfactory results for soils with a uniform grain 
size (Bear and Verruijt, 1987), but that generally Aveijanov's formula gives better 
agreement with observations for a variety of soils (Brooks and Corey, 1964; Mualem, 
1976).
Brooks and Corey (e.g. Brooks and Corey, 1966) used the same relationship, but they 
introduced as a fimction of the water pore pressure, replacing it by its equivalent 
^e^(Pa -Pw)i/(Pa ~Pw)f where (p^  -pjy is the air-entry value or bubbling pressure. 
Additionally, they expressed ô as 5=(2+3X)/?i where 1 is a factor related to the pore 
size distribution. Thus their expression of the hydraulic conductivity is of the form:
K  = Ks,
.^(2+3A)/A
( p a  -  p w ) b
(pa - pw)
(2.23)
This formula is one of the most frequently used (e.g. Cooley, 1983; Tinjum el al, 
1997 etc.) and would provide fairly accurate estimates (it was recently reassessed by 
Leong and Rahardjo, 1995; Meerdink et al, 1996), but it seems that the discontinuity
8 According to Mualem (1976) this formula originates from Kozeny-Carman equation (referred to in 
Baver, 1956 and Bear and Verruijt, 1987) expressing the soil intrinsic permeability k (L^ ) as:
k = Ci (1 -n)'M,"
in which n stands for the porosity of the medium, M, is the specific surface area of the solid matrix and 
Co is a coefficient for which Carman (1937) suggested the value 1/5 (referred to in Bear and Verruijt, 
1987)
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in the slope variation (at the air-entry value point) might generate difficulties in 
convergence when used in numerical solutions (Van Genuchten, 1980).
Gardner [1958] proposed two empirical relationships relating the hydraulic 
conductivity to the pressure head i]/:
K  = K«,,— !—  (2.24a)
l + a(y"
and
K=Ksat exp(-a y/) (2.24b)
The form of the latter equation by Gardner (1958) (Eqn 2.24b) is convenient for the 
derivation of analytical or quasi-analytical solutions of unsaturated flow, but it was 
reported that it does not fit experimental data very well (Bear & Verruijt, 1987). 
Conversely, the former equation by Gardner (1958) (Eqn 2.24a) was used in many 
numerical applications (e.g. Vauclin et a l, 1976; Vauclin et al, 1979a and 1979b; 
Haverkamp et al, 1977; Abrishami, 1987; Miles et al, 1988; Celia et al, 1990; Ould 
Amy and Magnan, 1991) and was reported to give reasonable fit to experimental data 
(Leong and Rahardjo, 1995).
B2) Statistical models
As already mentioned, a knowledge of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve 
is not always necessary. Alternatively, the hydraulic conductivity variation in the 
unsaturated zone can be predicted by the saturated coefficient of hydraulic 
conductivity and the moisture retention curve, which is easier to obtain. Thus, the 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity can also be predicted by integral formulae -where 
the integration is made along the 0 or the axis-, provided a closed-form expression 
for the soil-water retention curve is introduced. Such models, are often referred to as 
statistical (Fredlund at al, 1994; Leong and Rahardjo, 1997b), because they introduce 
a function to account for the random pore-size distribution in the soil, that determines 
both the soil-water retention curve and the hydraulic conductivity of the soil (Fredlund
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at al, 1994; Leong and Rahardjo, 1997b). An example of this approach is that by 
Burdine (1953), expressing as:
and that, more recent, by Mualem (1976):
K, (SJ = |(dS/(y)/j'(dSy(y)]' (2.26)
0 0
In the above-mentioned relationships stands for the relative hydraulic conductivity, 
that is the ratio of the current unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity. As already mentioned, is the effective saturation defined as 
S^=(Sf^Syes)^(^~^res)'
Introducing his expression relating volumetric water content and pressure head (see 
above, Eqn (2.20)) to the above-mentioned equations by Mualem and Burdine, van 
Genuchten (1980) obtained the following closed-form expressions for the relative 
hydraulic conductivity:
a) For Mualem's (1976) model:
{l-(aW"-'[l + (aW"r}' 
[l + (aW "r
and
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b) For Burdine’s (1963) model:
l - ( a(y)"~^ [l + (a^)"]'
[l + (aW "r
 ^ (m=l-2/n) (2.27c)
Xr(0) = ©11 -  (1 -  ©'"" )]" (m=l-2/n) (2.27d)
Van Genuchten's expressions for the hydraulic conductivity, based on Mualem's 
equation were reported to give fairly good fit to experimental data (Van Genuchten, 
1980; Meerdink et al, 1996; Tinjum et al, 1997) I and are very widely used in the 
numerical applications (e.g. Abu-Hejleh et al, 1993; Fujii et al, 1995; Celia et al, 
1990; McDougall and Pyrah, 1997 etc.). Concerning the Burdine-based equations 
(Eqns 2.27c) and 2.27d) ), Van Genuchten (1980) reported that they were in less good 
agreement with experimental data than the Mualem-based equations.
Recently, Fredlund et al (1994) proposed another integral form for the hydraulic 
conductivity fimction, obtained via the introduction of the soil-water characteristic 
curve that they proposed in a previous paper (Fredlund and Xing, 1994, see above, 
Eqn (2.21)). The integration is performed on a logarithmic scale to facilitate 
computation. The form of the equation is as follows:
K, (W = \{[e(e-‘)-e{yr)]ie}9\e)dyl \m e ) - A W W { ^ ^ ) d y
In y  In t//^
(2.28)
in which b=lnlO^ , e is the natural logarithm base, y is a dummy variable of the 
integration representing the logarithm of suction, and Yb is the air-entry value of the 
soil.
A recent review of the hydraulic conductivity functions for unsaturated soils was made 
by Leong and Rahardjo (1997b).
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Discussion
Despite the large number of expressions proposed so far, the satisfactory and 
consistent mathematical approximation of the unsaturated soil properties through 
continuous functions is still a subject of ongoing research (e.g. Fredlund and Xing, 
1994, and Fredlund et al, 1994; Leong and Rahardjo, 1995, 1997a and 1997b and 
Meerdink et al, 1996). The expressions described here are usually applicable for a 
specific soil or a specific range of soils and suctions only (Leong and Rahardjo, 
1997a). The same applies for both the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
expressions, as well as the mathematical expressions of the soil water characteristic 
curve. In fact the validity of numerical results involving unsaturated soils depends 
on the choice of appropriate unsaturated hydraulic coefficients. Nevertheless, 
because of the difficulty in obtaining data for each soil, it has been suggested that 
for common geotechnical practice, it could be a reasonable assumption to use 
approximate estimates of the unsaturated soil properties typical of a certain soil 
type category (once these approximate estimates have been shown to be consistently 
representative of this soil type behaviour), within a certain range of values (Fredlund 
and Rahardjo, 1993b). An additional argument to justify this simplification is that 
the methods for reliable estimates of the unsaturated soil properties in the laboratory 
as well as in the field, require still further research. (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993b). 
This assumption will be assessed later in the present research (Chapters 4 and 5).
Based on the above literature review, the writer selected the following mathematical 
expressions for unsaturated hydraulic property simulation:
• Brutsaert (1966) and Van Genuchten (1980) for the simulation of the soil water 
characteristic curve (Eqns (2.18) and (2.19) respectively)
• An equation based on that by Aveijanov (1950), Irmay (1954) and Brooks and 
Corey (1964) (Eqns 2.22-2.23), which is referred to hereafter as Irmay’s 
equation, Gardner’s (1958) equation (Eqn (2.24a)) and Van Genuchten’s (1980) 
equation (Eqn (2.27a)) for the expression of the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity.
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This selection was made on the grounds of the general acceptability of these 
functions and the great availability of back-fitted experimental data.
Handling hysteresis
As already seen (e.g. Fig. 2.1), experimental observations show that the functional 
relationships expressing the hydraulic properties are hysteretic, differing with respect 
to whether the soil is wetting or drying. There is, therefore, one curve for a drying 
process and another one for a wetting process for both the soil water characteristic 
curve and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve. The forms of the functions for 
wetting and drying are similar and can therefore be fitted by the same form of 
mathematical equation. For several cycles of incomplete wetting and drying, scanning 
curves between the two main wetting and drying curves also need to be calculated.
The amount of experimental work needed for the knowledge of the re-wetting and re­
drying scanning curves when two or more wetting-drying cycles are involved is rather 
prohibitive (Mualem, 1973). For this reason, several empirical/mathematical models 
for the scanning curve description have been proposed in the literature. They are often 
classified into two categories, namely the independent domain models and dependent 
domain models, based on the assumptions that they involve. Thus, the independent 
domain method is based on the assumptions that the draining or filling of each pore of 
the domain is produced independently of the surrounding pores state and that the 
water volume difference between the empty and the filled state of each pore is 
independent of the pressure head (Mualem, 1973; Hopmans & Dane, 1986). Only the 
pore geometry determines the drying and wetting characteristics of each pore. 
Conversely, the dependent domain models include a domain dependence factor, such 
that the draining and wetting of each pore be dependent on the state of the 
neighbouring pores.
Examples of independent domain models are those by Poulovassilis (1962) and 
Mualem (1973), (1974). A criticism which can be made of the independent domain 
models is that although they perform well in general, they fail to describe the scanning
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curves at high water contents, above air-entry values (Topp, 1971; Jaynes, 1984; 
Mualem & Miller, 1979; Hopmans & Dane, 1986). Moreover, Topp (1971) suggested 
that these apply to data obtained for steady state conditions but that they are not very 
successful in describing hysteresis for transient flow conditions.
Examples of dependent domain models are those by Poulovassilis & Childs (1971), 
Mualem (1977) and (1984) and Mualem & Miller (1979). The problem with these 
models is that they are mathematically more complex than the independent domain 
models and that they may require more measured data than the former models 
(Mualem, 1973; Jaynes, 1984). For instance, Mualem and Miller’s (1979) model 
requires (apart from the main wetting and drying curves), knowledge of one primary 
scanning curve at least. It is rare however, that measured data for these curves are 
provided.
Four of the simplest methods for calculating the scanning curves were assessed by 
Jaynes (1984). These were models involving only a minimum of input, i.e. only the 
main wetting and drying curves. According to the author’s results, Mualem’s (1974) 
model and Hanks et a l (1969) linear model (i.e. a model assuming that the scanning 
curves can be approximated by straight lines, the slopes of which depend upon the 
main wetting and drying curves) would give in general the best results. The author 
suggested that the latter method, although very crude, (such that it might not represent 
the shape of the curves very faithfully), would be superior to the others due to the fact 
that it is the easiest to formulate and requires less computer memory, whilst retaining 
much of the accuracy of the other methods.
On these grounds a similar linear model, as well as two hysteresis models by Mualem 
were implemented in the writer’s computer program; namely, an independent domain 
model (Mualem, 1973) and a dependent domain model (Mualem, 1984). Note that 
Mualem’s (1973) model is very similar to Mualem (1974) assessed by Jaynes (1984). 
The detailed expressions of these models are presented in Chapter 3.
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The writer considers the incorporation of hysteresis behdviour in her program as an 
improvement with respect to other models used by geotechnical engineers, since it is 
common practice that the latter tend to use single-valued functions (i.e. neglect 
hysteresis phenomena) on the ground that this is supposed to be sufficient for 
engineering purposes (Fredlund & Rahargjo, 1993b; McDougall et al, 1996). The 
importance of incorporating hysteresis has however been stressed by soil scientists, 
agricultural engineers and hydrologists based mostly on the influence of hysteresis on 
the prediction of infiltration, redistribution and drainage processes (e.g. Ibrahim and 
Brutsaert, 1968; Dane & Wierenga, 1975; Milly, 1988 etc). Hysteretic behaviour was 
also observed for compacted clay-liner soils used in geotechnical applications 
(Meerdink et al, 1996). Moreoveijitwas reported (Wheeler and Karube, 1995) that 
hydraulic hysteresis in the soil-water characteristic curve is likely to influence the 
mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils.
2.2.3 Initial and boundary conditions
For a complete description of a boundary-value problem of seepage through porous 
media, the governing equation of flow is not sufficient in itself. To solve it, in 
addition to the geometry of the flow region and the spatial distribution of the 
hydraulic parameters, one needs to know the initial (if the flow considered is 
transient) as well as the boundary conditions of the problem.
The following boundary conditions are applied:
a) Dirichlet boundary conditions. These can be expressed in terms of either fixed 
total head:
h = Hf on Sj ( boundary of prescribed total head) (2.29a)
in terms of pressure head :
V)/ = on S, ( boundary of prescribed pressure head) (2.29b)
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or in terms of the volumetric content 0,
0 = ©f on Si ( boundary of prescribed volumetric moisture content) (2.29c)
according to the form of the governing equation (h-based (Eqn (2.13)), \\f -based 
(Eqn (2.14)) or 0-based (Eqn 2.15)). In Eqns (2.29a-c) and ©f stand for 
prescribed values of total head, pressure head and volumetric moisture content 
respectively.
b) Neumann boundary conditions, when the flux along a boundary is prescribed. 
These are expressed as:
q = q on § 2  (boundary of prescribed flux) (2.30)
and the initial conditions for t=0:
h = Ho (2.31a)
or, equivalently:
= y?'* (2.31b)
and
0 = ©o C2 31c)
if the equations are \\f- and 0- based respectively (i.e. Eqns (2.14) and (2.15) 
respectively).
c) In simulation of problems where seepage faces are being developed (e.g. in the 
case of earth dams or stream banks), another kind of boundary condition should be 
applied. Along such faces, the pressure is atmospheric and therefore the total head 
equals the elevation. The determination of these surfaces, which vary with time, 
constitutes a part of the actual solution. This creates an additional complication related
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to the correct determination of the exit point position (i.e. the point of intersection 
between the phreatic surface and the seepage face). Usually, an initial prediction for 
the position of the exit point is made and the correct position of the exit point is 
subsequently determined by a series of trial-and-error solutions.
d) It should be remembered that when the free boundary approach is adopted for 
numerical solutions, the phreatic surface will constitute an initially unknown boundary 
of the problem domain, the position of which is determined by the solution itself, on 
which two types of boundary conditions should be satisfied simultaneously (see 
above, section 2.2.1). This leads to a further complication in the numerical solution, 
since the hydraulic head on the phreatic surface depends on the variations of its 
position, which, in turn, depends on the gradients of the hydraulic head along this 
surface. In order to obtain numerical solutions, this problem is normally tackled by a 
trial and error procedure. It involves an initial assumption of the position of the 
phreatic surface along which one of the boundary conditions is imposed, and a 
seepage solution is obtained. Consequently, satisfaction of the second boundary 
condition along the assumed phreatic surface is checked, according to the solution 
results. The procedure is continued until convergence within a certain tolerance is 
obtained.
Once the geometry of the problem and the initial and boundary conditions are set, 
the next step is the solution of the boundary-value problem in question. This can be 
performed by a variety of methods as explained in the literature review section.
2.2.4 General remarks considering seepage modelling
From the above presentation, it can be seen that both the free boundary as well as 
the unsaturated approach lead to highly non-linear equations. Concerning the unified 
saturated-unsaturated flow, the non-linearity is due to the functional relationships of 
the hydraulic coefficients. Moreover, as already mentioned, these functional 
relationships that are characteristic of every soil, are very difficult to obtain in 
practice. The free boundary approach could be considered to constitute a
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simplification of the more realistic saturated-unsaturated flow approach, since it 
avoids these complexities. Indeed, according to this approach, the only coefficients 
involved are the porosity (or the specific yield, which is taken to equal the effective 
porosity), the elastic storage coefficient (when compressibility effects are 
considered) and the saturated hydraulic conductivity tensor, and these are constant 
throughout the analyses. Nevertheless, the free boundary approach involves another 
complication, avoided when the saturated-unsaturated flow approach is adopted. 
This difficulty is related to the non-linearity introduced by the free surface boundary 
conditions: the location of the free surface depends on the head distributions; the 
head distributions depend, in turn on the free surface location. Another boundary 
condition related to non-linearity, affecting both the previous methods, can arise 
when seepage faces are present. As already mentioned, the seepage face 
determination is an unknown to be specified by the solution, but the solution itself 
depends on the assumed seepage face boundary conditions. Because of these 
complexities, seepage problems involving phreatic surfaces have been the subject of 
extensive research. A literature review of this subject now follows.
2.3 Review of solutions of seepage with phreatic surfaces
Due to its importance, the flow of fluids in porous media has been widely studied 
and different approaches such as analytical, analogue, graphical (flow net 
construction) and numerical, have been applied to the solution of seepage problems.
2.3.1 Analytical solutions
A large number of analytical solutions can be found in classic texts on seepage 
theory, for example those by Polubarinova-Kochina (1962), Harr (1962) and Bear 
(1972) among others. Nevertheless, analytical solutions are provided only for some 
particular, relatively simple flow cases. Indeed, as already noted, both the free 
boundary and the unified saturated-unsaturated flow approach, both lead to non­
linear differential equations that are extremely difficult to solve. Therefore, the 
analytical solution of seepage problems with a phreatic surface is provided only for
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some precise cases and under restrictive assumptions, such as one- or two- 
dimensional flow, homogeneous and isotropic media, flow regions with simple 
geometry and low, vertical potential gradients. For instance, when the free boundary 
approach is adopted, the most frequently encountered solutions involve the so-called 
Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions, namely that
a) for small inclinations of the free surface the streamlines can be taken as 
horizontal and the equipotentials as vertical;
b) along any vertical line, the hydraulic gradient equals the slope of the phreatic 
surface and is invariant with depth.
This is equivalent to considering that the flow is essentially horizontal. When 
applied to transient flow, the Dupuit-F orchheimer assumptions, can lead to the one­
dimensional, transient Boussinesq equation, which can be linearised. Thus, a 
number of analytical solutions can be obtained. Moreover, once the equations have 
been linearised, the principle of superposition applies. The most common method of 
linearisation of Boussinesq’s equation is based on the assumption that the saturated 
zone depth over an impermeable soil layer, varies only slightly with respect to an 
average value. This leads to the so-called heat conduction equation, a parabolic, 
second order linear partial differential equation. Solutions of this equation for 
various boundary conditions^ and for a large number of problems, can be found in 
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). This technique is commonly used by practising 
engineers for the solution of phreatic surface seepage problems such as pumping, 
drain modelling etc. Apart from analytical solutions of the linearised form of 
Boussinesq’s equation, a very limited number of exact solutions of this equation 
have also been provided for simple cases (e.g. one-dimensional flow between 
parallel drains, radial flow without accretion, axisymmetric solution describing a 
decaying mound of constant water volume etc -see Polubarinova-Kochina (1962) 
and Bear (1972)-).
Another technique commonly used to obtain analytical solutions to phreatic surface
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seepage problems, is the so called quasi-steady state method (Bear, 1972). The 
method is based on the assumption that at every instant of time, the phreatic surface 
has the shape of a steady phreatic surface. Therefore, the transient process is 
regarded as a sequence of successive steady-states the solution of which is more 
easily obtainable. This technique is also widely used by practising engineers (e.g. 
Howland, 1994).
Complex potential methods have also been used (see Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962 
or Harr, 1962), mainly for the solutions of steady flow through dams with or without 
drains and resting on impermeable or permeable bases, or free surface with constant 
infiltration problems. They normally require homogeneous and isotropic media and 
fairly simple problem geometries. Perturbation methods have also been applied to 
free surface seepage solutions (Dagan, 1967). They have been used to solve both an 
exact statement of the phreatic surface problem (i.e. the non-linear phreatic surface 
condition), and Boussinesq’s equation (which constitutes an approximate form of 
the phreatic surface problem, based on Dupuit’s assumptions).
In the early 1970s some further progress was made in the area of analytical solutions 
of steady-state free surface seepage problems (i.e. free boundary approach), when a 
new method of solution was presented by Baiocchi et ah (1973). The method 
consists of a change in variables, known as the Baiocchi transformation, leading to 
variational inequality formulations of the problem. These variational inequalities 
might often provide the integral equations to be solved by a numerical method. 
Unfortunately, there is still no general formulation of variational inequalities for 
problems with arbitrary geometries and hydraulic conductivities. An extensive 
review of analytical as well as numerical solutions based on variational inequalities 
has been provided by Oden and Kikuchi (1983). Since then, to the writer’s 
knowledge, variational inequalities in analytical or numerical solutions of phreatic 
surface problems have rarely been published. For this reason, solutions based on 
variational inequality methods (whether analytical or numerical), are not mentioned 
further in the present study.
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For unsaturated soils, analytical or quasi-analytical solutions of Richard’s equation 
have mostly been provided for the 1-D infiltration equation under fixed moisture 
content or head boundary conditions (e.g. Philip, 1957 and 1958 respectively) and, 
more recently under the most frequently encountered condition of imposed flux (e.g. 
Parlange et a l, 1984) using perturbation methods. Solutions of other types of 
unsaturated problems are rare and limited: if they are not one-dimensional (e.g. 
horizontal or vertical drainage as in Youngs, 1960) they usually involve 
symmetrical systems -e.g. spherical symmetry or axisymmetry-, such as infiltration 
from cylindrical or spherical cavities with fixed moisture content boundary 
conditions (Philip, 1969), homogeneous media and idealised or simple geometries 
(e.g. infinite media, rectangular flow domains etc.).
To the writer’s knowledge, most solutions other than for infiltration problems 
consider only steady-state or one-dimensional flow. Only certain functional 
relationships for the expression of the hydraulic coefficients may yield analytical 
solutions (e.g. Gardner’s, 1958, exponential form of hydraulic conductivity as a 
function of the pressure head, (Eqn 2.24b)) and very often the solutions are obtained 
for the linearised form of the equations (i.e. for constant coefficient values). An 
extensive review of the analytical and quasi-analytical solutions associated to 
infiltration, drainage and evaporation problems under unsaturated soil conditions 
has been made by Braester et al (1971). Milly (1988) provides an overview of 
analytical solutions published more recently.
Generally, it can be said that numerical solutions based on either approach (i.e. the 
free boundary approach, or an approach which considers soil desaturation) exist 
only for particular cases, and as far as the unsaturated flow approach is concerned, 
most of the solutions are of interest for soil physicists and scientists, agricultural 
engineers or hydrologists rather than geotechnical engineers. The bulk of the 
problems must still be solved by methods other than analytical.
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2.3.2 Physical and analogue models
Physical or analogue methods such as the sand tank model, the Hele-Shaw (i.e. 
viscous flow analogue) models and the electrical analogue models (e.g. Herbert and 
Rushton, 1966 among others), that have been used to overcome the defects of the 
purely mathematical approaches for the solution of seepage problems, also have 
shortcomings. For instance, the major drawback of the sand tank model is that 
phenomena measured at the scale of a sand tank model are often different from 
conditions observed in the field (Wang and Anderson, 1982). The electrical 
analogue model suffers from a lack of generality, since each time that a different 
aquifer system is to be studied, an entirely new electrical analogue model must be 
built. It should be noted that the analogue models are based on the assumptions of 
the free boundary approach, while the physical models are not subject to this kind of 
limitation.
2.3.3 Numerical solutions
Numerical models rapidly gained importance in the 1960s, with the advent of 
digital computers, although they had already been used before that era (e.g. finite 
differences), often to accompany analytical solutions. Numerical solutions are 
much more versatile than the others and are now easier to use than some of the 
more complex analytical ones. Several different numerical techniques can be applied 
to the solution of fluid flow through porous media. Among them, three stand out as 
being universally applicable to generalised fluid flow systems, namely the well 
known Finite Difference and Finite Element Methods, as well as the more recently 
established Boundary Element Method.
Initially, the numerical analysis of flow through porous media, was carried out 
almost exclusively via the finite difference approach and many successful studies 
have been reported (Remson et a l, 1971). The application of the finite element 
method to groundwater problems is a relatively recent development compared with 
the application of finite differences. Nevertheless, as soon as the generality of the 
finite elements was recognised, emphasis was directed to develop the finite element
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method also for analysis of seepage problems, in order to obtain a more general 
analysis tool (see Zienkiewicz et al, 1966, providing the first publication using finite 
elements for the solution of confined seepage problems). While flow problems are 
usually solved by either of these two methods, the relatively new boundary element 
method is not widely used, although it has been applied successfully to the solution 
of seepage problems (Banerjee et a l, 1981; Liggett and Liu, 1983).
Each one of these techniques possesses its own advantages and shortcomings, such 
that the choice between them can depend upon the particular problem to be solved. 
For instance, although finite differences could be preferable for seepage in 
homogeneous media with relatively regular boundaries, since they are easier to 
program and they require less input data, finite elements are better able to 
approximate irregularly shaped boundaries than the standard finite differences. 
They are more flexible for the solution of problems involving heterogeneous or 
anisotropic media, and they are better in handling internal boundaries and 
simulating point sources or sinks as well as seepage faces and moving water tables. 
A combination of different methods may also be possible or even recommended in 
order to exploit the advantages of each method. The most common example of 
combination of numerical methods, are the time-marching schemes using finite- 
difference time-discretisation, employed widely for the solution of initial value 
problems, either in conjunction with finite elements or with boundary integral 
elements.
There now follows a brief overview of some of the most important contributions in the 
solution of seepage involving presence of phreatic surfaces, via the finite difference 
and the boundary element approach. The principles of the numerical methods will not 
be described herein, as this is beyond the scope of the present thesis. The publications 
are classified according to the numerical method that they use. The literature review of 
finite element solutions, which is of main importance to the writer’s work, will be 
presented more extensively than the other two numerical methods, in a separate 
section. A more detailed presentation of numerical solutions of seepage problems can
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be found elsewhere (Mavroulidou, 1995).
2.3.3.1 Finite difference and boundary element solutions
a) Finite difference method
The history of the Finite Difference method is long and well-established and many 
exhaustive treatises are devoted to it. Before the era of the Finite Element method, 
finite differences were the main and most widely used numerical procedure applied 
to groundwater flow problems. There are many types of finite difference 
approximation that can be used in computer solutions of the governing equations of 
groundwater flow, exhaustive presentation of which can be found in the books of 
Remson et al (1971), Rushton and Redshaw (1977), Vauclin et al (1979a), 
Huyakom and Finder (1983), or in the comprehensive report by Braester et al 
(1971).
Free boundary approach solutions
Both the free boundary approach as well as the approach considering flow in the 
unsaturated zone have been implemented into finite difference solutions. Some of the 
earliest publications using the free boundary approach include that by Remson et al 
[1965a], who simulate steady-state aquifer performance using Dupuit’s 
approximations for unconfined aquifers and those by Jeppson (Jeppson, 1968a; 
Jeppson, 1968b, and Jeppson, 1969). In these three papers by Jeppson, a method of 
transformation of variables is used, so that there is no need for re-adjustment of the 
Jfree surface position at each iteration. In the first of these papers, this method is 
applied to the solution of steady-state unconfined seepage fi-om ditches, while in the 
second it is used for the solution of steady state unconfined seepage problems 
through homogeneous dams. The solution of flows through non-homogeneous 
porous media (seepage from canals) is handled in the third paper. Jeppson’s method, 
which originates from methods used in fluid mechanics for free surface flow 
problems (e.g. spillways, jets etc), was not pursued by other researches, presumably 
due to its mathematical complexity.
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Many other authors have used the free boundary approach in finite difference 
solutions, such as Todsen (1971) (solving two-dimensional transient, unconfined 
seepage, -including infiltration or evaporation-, through homogeneous, isotropic 
media -ditch drainage and earth dam subject to sudden drawdown-), Dvinoff and 
Harr (1971) (two dimensional transient flow through isotropic media -zoned earth 
embankment with a vertical core of low hydraulic conductivity-, after both 
instantaneous and non-instantaneous drawdown of the reservoir level), Desai (1971) 
(unconfined transient seepage through sloping non-homogeneous and anisotropic 
earth banks, under conditions of variable rise or fall in the river level, prior to 
revetment construction along the Mississippi River) and Herbert and Zytynski (1972) 
(transient two-dimensional flow to fully or partially penetrating abstraction systems).
Unsaturated flow solutions
A large number of finite difference publications considering flow in the unsaturated 
zone can also be cited. Some of the earliest contributions by soil physicists and 
hydrologists consider flow in the unsaturated zone only, treating the water table as a 
fixed boundary -or fluctuating boundary of imposed head in transient flow cases-. 
Amongst many others, contributions using this approach are those by Hanks and 
Bowers (1962), solving the one-dimensional infiltration problem via a v|/-based form 
of Richard’s equation, Rubin and Steinhardt (1963), who present one-dimensional 
rain infiltration solutions using a 6-based Richard’s equation, and Remson et al 
(1965b) considering one-dimensional vertical drainage from infiltration using also a 
0-based Richard’s equation. A number of soil column drainage problems were also 
solved by finite differences. Such examples include the publications by Liakopoulos 
(1965b) in which evaporation, infiltration and capillary rise problems in a soil 
column are also solved, Watson (1966), Whisler and Watson (1968), and Jensen and 
Hanks (1967). These papers provide comparisons with experimental results, therefore 
they are interesting for model validation purposes.^
9 Liakopoulos (1965b) does not provide experimental results, but claims that the finite different results 
that it presents are in close agreement with experimental results presented elsewhere.
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Staple (1966) solved one-dimensional vertical infiltration via a mixed v|/- and^-based 
Richard’s equation, considering hysteresis of the soil hydraulic properties. According 
to this author’s hysteresis model, linear interpolation was used to obtain intermediate 
hydraulic coefficient values from measured scanning lines. Whisler and Klute (1967) 
also accounted for hysteretical behaviour while solving the v|/-based one-dimensional 
Richard’s equation for constant infiltration into a soil column, as a result of gravity 
drainage. Hanks et al (1969) extended the method presented in Hanks and Bowers 
(1962) to account for one-dimensional infiltration, redistribution and drainage. A 
linear model, similar to that implemented in the writer’s computer program was used 
by these authors to model hysteresis. A different model of hysteresis, based on the 
independent domain theory (see above), is presented by Ibrahim and Brutsaert (1968) 
who solve a mixed 0- and \|/- based form of Richards equation for infiltration, 
redistribution and infiltration following redistribution in a soil column. According to 
these authors’ results, the hysteresis has a retarding effect on the rate of drainage.
Unsaturated-saturatedflow solutions
As already mentioned, the contributions referred to in the previous section consider 
flow in the unsaturated zone only. To the writer’s knowledge, flow in both saturated 
and unsaturated zones using finite differences, seems to be first solved by Rubin
(1968). Thus, the author first used a single equation to describe flow in both saturated 
and unsaturated domains. This is a parabolic h-based equation of the Richard’s type 
for the unsaturated zone, degenerating to an elliptic equation (i.e. Laplacian in the 
case of homogeneous and isotropic soils) in the saturated zone. The approach is used 
for transient, two-dimensional flow solutions of drainage into ditches. The author 
also solved horizontal infiltration problems (unsaturated flow only). A similar 
approach was used by Taylor and Luthin (1969) solving the mixed and 0-based 
two-dimensional Richard equation for the unsaturated zone and a Laplace equation 
for the saturated zone, when considering axisymmetric flow to a fully penetrating 
well, Verma and Brutsaert (1970) solving a mixed h- and 0-based two-dimensional 
form of Richard’s equation for aquifer as well as ditch drainage, and Cooley (1971) 
studying pumping from a single well using an h-based formulation.
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Particular attention should be drawn to the pioneering work of Freeze (Freeze, 1969;
Freeze, 1971a; Freeze, 1971b), who was the first to extend a unified approach for 
transient unsaturated-saturated flow into three dimensions (Freeze, 1971a), described 
by a single equation. The first paper of the series (Freeze, 1969) accounted for the Y
solution of one-dimensional, vertical, transient, unsaturated flow in homogeneous 
and isotropic soils, subject to a recharging or discharging ground-water flow system.
A ip-based Richard’s equation was used for the solution of unsaturated zone flow, 
while for the saturated zone an elliptic (Laplace) equation was solved. Hysteresis of 
the hydraulic properties was considered by introducing tables of values representing 
the main wetting, drying and principal scanning curves. Boundary conditions of 
constant rate rainfall, ponded water, evaporation and redistribution, as well as water 
table fluctuations could be taken into account.
The model was subsequently modified and extended into the solution of three- 
dimensional problems through nonhomogeneous, anisotropic geologic basins 
(Freeze, 1971a). Richards’ \|/- based equation was solved in the unsaturated zone. The 
equation for the saturated zone accounted for compressibility effects and density 
variations. The same model was used by Freeze (1971b) in a simplified form (i.e. 
compressibility effects were discarded), to simulate unsaturated two- and three- 
dimensional transient or steady flow through non-homogeneous, anisotropic earth 
dams (i.e. two- and three-dimensional dam problems with various cross-sections). In 
this paper it was shown for the first time (to the writer’s knowledge) that the water 
table would not be a streamline, since the solution presented a considerable number 
of the stream tubes crossing the water table and traversing the unsaturated flow of the 
dam for a significant part of their flow paths. The author was also the first to 
investigate cases where the free boundary approach, reducing the flow into the 
saturated flow zone, would give erroneous water table positions and configurations.
By virtue of these findings, the work by Freeze has been a starting point for the 
writer’s study and has therefore been given a more extensive presentation than the 
other finite difference solutions mentioned above.
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The errors induced by the traditional free boundary approach, neglecting flow in the 
unsaturated zone were also investigated by Vauclin et al (1976 and 1979b). The 
authors focused on two-dimensional water flow problems related to drainage and 
recharge of the water table aquifer (the latter paper considers only recharge), when 
continuity of flow between saturated and unsaturated zones is assumed. Neglecting 
soil and fluid compressibility, they also used a Richard’s type equation (h-based) for 
the unsaturated zone, that reduces to a Laplace-type equation (elliptic) in the 
saturated zone. Their numerical results for ditch problems were compared to physical 
sand-box model, as well as to Hele-Shaw model results (the latter being based on the 
free boundary approach assumptions). The authors concluded on the unsuitability of 
the saturated (i.e. free boundary) approach as concerns the prediction of the transfer 
times for water in the unsaturated zone. These two papers have also been of particular 
importance to the writer’s study, and they have provided the set of characteristic 
curves for the sandy soil (derived by experimental data), that have been implemented 
into the writer’s numerical algorithm. The sand-box model results presented in the 
former paper have also been used for validation of the writer’s code (see Chapter 3).
For a more detailed presentation of finite difference solutions applied to seepage in 
presence of water tables, the reader can refer to the extensive literature review by 
Braester et al (1971), to Haverkamp et al (1977), comparing the performance of six 
different Finite Difference schemes for the solution of one-dimensional infiltration 
problems and to the book by Vauclin et a l (1979a), in which the same investigation is 
performed, about forty finite difference schemes that have been previously used for 
the solution of one-dimensional infiltration problems. The suitability of some of the 
finite difference methods that have been developed for the solution of several 
groundwater flow problems, is also discussed in Rushton and Redshaw (1977).
It should be noted that all previous solutions consider single-phase water flow for the 
unsaturated zones. Solutions solving simultaneous air and water flow equations in the 
unsaturated zone, such as Green et al (1970) or Brutsaert et a l (1971), using an 
immiscible multi-phase fluid flow have also been developed. This approach is similar
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to the oil-industry methodology. Such contributions will not be reviewed herein, 
since they are not relevant to the writer’s approach.
b) Boundary Element Method
The Boundary Element Method has also been applied to groundwater flow problems. 
An example is the work carried out by Liggett (1977) who solved two-dimensional 
free surface flow (i.e. free boundary approach) through a rectangular block of soil, for 
both steady and transient (sudden drawdown) conditions. Liu and Liggett (1979) 
extended the boundary element solutions to problems where recharge is important, and 
include inflnite problem domains. Two examples were provided, namely a two- 
dimensional recharge problem and flow through a homogeneous dyke. Taigbenu and 
Liggett (1986) solved the diffusion equation for confined flow, as well as Boussinesq's 
equation for unconfmed flow in a two-dimensional porous medium, where two 
examples of one-dimensional flow in unconflned aquifers (using Boussinesq's 
equation) were provided. Taigbenu (1988) performed numerical experiments on four 
schemes derived fi-om the boundary element theory, for Boussinesq's equation 
(unconflned flow). McDonald and Kitanidis (1993), modelled the transient fl-ee 
surface positions of an unconflned aquifer, near a recirculation well, using 
axisymmetric boundary elements. Solutions of some axisymmetric (steady and 
transient well pumping) and three- dimensional (uniform recharge, steady state pond 
seepage and well pumping) free surface problems can be found in Liggett and Liu 
(1983). Concerning unsaturated-saturated flow, the same authors present solutions 
obtained by combining the boundary element method, applied to the saturated part, to 
the finite element method which is applied to the unsaturated zone (it is reported 
(Hyuakom and Finder, 1983) that the former method is most effective in elliptic 
problem solution, while the latter is more effective in parabolic and non-linear 
problem solutions).
A detailed presentation of the Boundary Element Method (also called the Boundary 
Integral Equation Method) for applications to flow through porous media, is provided 
by Liggett and Liu (1983), while examples of its application to relevant problems are
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also included in Baneijee (1994), and Brebbia and Dominguez (1992).
An overview of some of the most important contributions in the solution of seepage 
with moving water table problems via the finite element method (which is of main 
interest to the writer's research) will now be presented.
2.33.2 Finite element solutions o f seepage problems
Finite Element techniques became available in the 1960s and were applied initially 
to structural analysis problems. However, as soon as their generality was recognised 
emphasis was directed to develop them also for analysis of field problems and this 
has subsequently generated considerable interest in the analysis of subsurface flow. 
Since then, numerous papers and some texts have been published, illustrating their 
successful application to this category of problem. Much of the activity has focused 
on the numerical solution of groundwater flow involving phreatic surfaces and both 
the free boundary and the unsaturated-saturated flow approaches have been used to 
obtain solutions.
a) Finite element solutions using the free boundary approach
In the frame of the free boundary approach, two distinct finite element procedures 
have been devised. According to the first, the geometry of the finite element mesh is 
adjusted during the solution procedure so that the mesh represents the saturated zone 
of flow below the water table. This technique is referred to in the literature as the 
variable mesh approach (Cividini and Gioda, 1989). The second technique, first 
introduced by Desai (1976) and Bathe & Khoshgoftaar (1979), is the constant (or 
fixed) mesh approach (Cividini and Gioda, (1989)), in which the geometry of the 
finite element mesh remains fixed. The location of the phreatic surface is thus 
determined by procedures conceptually similar to those used in elasto-plastic stress 
analysis, to find the boundary between elastic and plastic zones. In a typical constant 
mesh approach, the water table is considered to be the upper flow boundary. This is 
expressed mathematically by the rapid reduction of the hydraulic conductivity above 
the phreatic surface according to either a step function (Bathe and Kosghoftaar, 1979)
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or, in an attempt to be slightly more realistic, as a piecewise linear function (e.g. Desai 
and Li, 1983; Baseghi and Desai, 1990; Hsi and Small, 1992a and 1992b etc. (Fig. 
2.4(a) and Fig. 2.4 (b) respectively). Thus, similarly to an elasto-plastic stress 
analysis, where the plastic stiffness of the material is set to zero when specific 
conditions are reached, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil is here practically 
reduced to zero above the free surface (i.e. above the zero pressure isobar). The flow 
of the zone lying above the phreatic surface (i.e. the unsaturated zone) is imposed 
on the phreatic surface nodes as a boundary condition of the Neumann type (i.e. 
imposed flux boundary condition).
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Figure 2.4 (a) Expression of the hydraulic conductivity as a step function of the pressure 
and (b) as a piecewise linear function of the pressure
Variable mesh approach solutions
The first free surface seepage problems to be solved by finite elements (Taylor and 
Brown, 1967 and Finn 1967), used the variable mesh approach. Both of these papers 
adopted a relatively simple one-step technique to locate the phreatic surface for steady- 
state seepage. According to this procedure, an initial location is assumed for the free 
surface (which is treated as an impermeable boundary) and a first computation of the 
potentials is made. If the assumed position of the free surface is not correct, the 
calculated hydraulic heads at the free surface nodes do not equal their elevations. The 
mesh on the boundary representing the free surface is then adjusted, by moving the 
nodes along prescribed directions, such that the elevations equal the corresponding
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hydraulic heads. The modified mesh thus obtained is used in the subsequent iteration. 
The iterative process is continued, until the hydraulic heads along the free surface 
equal the corresponding elevations. In order to avoid exceedingly high distortions of 
the trial free surface elements, Finn (1967) proposed that additional elements could be 
inserted between the previous and present free surface. Taylor and Brown (1967) were 
the first to mention numerical problems concerning the correct location of the exit 
point by this procedure and they recommended the use of a denser mesh adjacent to the 
assumed exit points in order to minimise the difficulty.
Neuman and Witherspoon (1970), proposed a more complicated approach than the 
previous one, consisting of a two-step iterative procedure, applied to the solution of 
two-dimensional and axisymmetric problems. In this approach, a first guess of the free 
surface location is made and Dirichlet-type boundary conditions are imposed on both 
the assumed free surface, and seepage face. During the second step, the seepage 
surface is treated as an impervious boundary, and the nodal fluxes calculated during 
the first stage are imposed on the seepage face. For the exit point, the authors use one- 
half the value of the flux obtained at the adjacent nodal point on the seepage face, 
during the first step. If the hydraulic heads along the free boundary do not equal the 
elevations, the mesh is modified by making the elevation of the free surface nodes 
equal to the corresponding nodal heads obtained from the second step. The iterative 
two-step procedure is then continued until convergence. The free surface nodes can 
translate along directions other than vertical. Also, the free surface can be moved such 
that it may cross an interface between two materials, or a physical boundary of the 
system, or even become essentially vertical.
The method was subsequently extended to the solution of transient seepage problems 
(Neuman and Witherspoon, 1971). In order to simulate the transient movement of the 
free surface the authors used the concept of delayed yield from storage, handled as an 
additional infiltration term along the free moving surface. This term is calculated by 
the rate of change in hydraulic heads along the free surface. For the exit point, a 
modification was introduced with respect to Neuman and Witherspoon, 1970: during
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the second step the exit node is placed on a straight line that passes through the two 
nearest points on the free surface, to correct the error in the flux calculation at this 
point.
Neuman and Witherspoon’s (1970) method, was checked against that of Taylor and 
Brown (1967) by Kazda (1978) for a number of practical problems. According to the 
author’s numerical results, the former method would not always converge, hence the 
latter method would be preferable because of its simplicity, provided that a 
modification concerning the exit point determination is made. Thus, for the position of 
the free surface the iterative scheme proposed by Taylor and Brown was used, with the 
difference that for the exit point of the seepage face, Dirichlefs type boundary 
conditions were always imposed. The new exit point position was then computed at 
the end of every iterative step by extrapolation from the position of the adjacent nodes 
on the free surface approximation. The method was subsequently extended to the 
solution of transient seepage dam problems (Kazda, 1979).
The papers published by France et al. (1971) and France (1974) respectively, proposed 
a method of solution for transient three-dimensional unconfined seepage problems. 
Both papers, and especially the second, aimed at extending the use of the finite 
element method into general free surface problems. The approach consisted of a step- 
by-step iterative technique, similar to that developed by Herbert (1968), in which the 
transient problem was solved as a series of steady state solutions at small intervals of 
time At apart. The movement of the free surface was modelled using the computed 
unbalanced flow velocities on the previously assumed free surface at each time step. 
The corresponding distance was then calculated, multiplying by the time interval At 
and the point was shifted to the normal direction according to that distance. By 
repeating this process for all the nodal points on the phreatic surface a new free surface 
configuration and a new set of boundary conditions were determined.
A similar approach was presented by Taylor et al (1973), where the transient free 
surface movement technique was extended to handle nodal movement along non-
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vertical lines. Desai (1972) applied France’s (1971) method to transient flow in earth 
banks under gradual or sudden drawdown conditions, prior to revetment construction 
along the Mississipi River. In particular, the author investigated the impact of the finite 
mesh representation of the virtually infinite porous media on the solution accuracy. 
Subsequently (Desai, 1977a) the author used this finite element seepage model to 
provide charts and tables for the factor of safety of slopes under drawdown.
Desai et al. (1983) also extended the variable mesh technique into the case of three- 
dimensional flow. They combined a one-step method for the firee surface location at 
each time step, (similar to the one proposed by Taylor and Brown, 1967), to the 
concept of delayed yield from a changing water level, handled as an infiltration term 
imposed along the free surface, (as proposed by Neuman and Witherspoon, 1971). At 
the end of each iteration the previously assumed free surface was modified by moving 
the nodes according to an under-relaxation scheme. The coordinates of the nodes of a 
selected zone beneath the free surface were also adjusted, to minimise mesh distortion.
Non-Darcy flow laws
All the research work mentioned so far assumed Darcy’ s flow law to be valid. Some 
authors, however, used the variable mesh finite element technique in order to account 
for non-linear flows. Volker (1969) formulated a variational approach of unconfined 
two-dimensional steady-state seepage for a Forchheimer type flow law, as well as an 
exponential type flow law. The iterative solution, based on a successive over­
relaxation strategy, handles the ffee-surface location in a way similar to that outlined 
by Finn (1967). The initial position of the fi-ee surface was assumed to be the one 
obtained by Darcy flow solutions. The results were checked against experimental work 
based on model gravel banks in an open flume. According to the authors results the 
Forchheimer assumption seemed to be more accurate.
A similar procedure accounting for a Forchheimer type flow law, was presented by 
McCorquodale (1970), who modified the variational approach proposed by Volker
(1969) and extended it to transient flow. The governing differential equation assumed
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was the same as for the steady-state, but the transient solution involved time-dependent 
boundary conditions. The finite element results, obtained by an iterative successive ^
over-relaxation procedure, were compared to experimental ones, simulating flow 
through a rectangular rockfill section for both steady and transient (rapid drawdown) 
conditions.
Dudgeon and Cox (1978), applied a similar procedure to the solution of non-linear, 
Forchheimer flows to large diameter bottom entry wells in unconfmed aquifers. The 
axisymmetric variable mesh finite element analyses of steady state flow were checked 
against experimental results. The method was used for the estimation of the optimal 
well design.
Discussion
The variable mesh approach has initially been widely used despite its obvious 
disadvantages. Apart from the divergent calculations and numerical difficulties 
related to the exit point position, this scheme might lead to large element distortions, 
thus introducing significant errors in the analysis. Moreover, a relatively large 
computational effort is required especially in three-dimensional analyses. The 
inclusion of non-homogeneities such as nearly horizontal interfaces between layers, 
irregular interfaces or pockets of non-homogeneities is difficult. Finally, the method 
is not suitable for the solution of flow problems coupled with soil skeleton 
deformation.
Constant mesh approach
To overcome these deficiencies a second approach has been introduced (Desai, 1976 
and Bathe & Khoshgoftaar, 1979), in which the geometry of the finite element mesh 
remains fixed. Two main variants of the constant mesh approach can be found in 
the literature. The first method, the Residual Flow procedure, (Desai, 1976; Desai,
1977b; Desai and Li, 1983; Desai, 1984; Li and Desai, 1983; Desai and Baseghi,
1988; Baseghi and Desai, 1990), is a relaxation-type iterative scheme which consists 
of minimising the residual flow vector along the free surface. This unbalanced.
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residual (i.e. excess) flow vector, results from the difference in hydraulic conductivity 
between the saturated and the unsaturated zone. To express this, the hydraulic 
conductivity is sharply reduced as a linear function of the pore pressure. In case of 
transient flow, a similar linear reduction in the unsaturated zone is assumed for the 
storage term that describes the transient soil volume change in the governing equation. 
Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, the storage term variation is assumed to be 
very small, (provided that small time steps are used) and is therefore neglected during 
the solution procedure. Once the residual flow vector is calculated for each step, it is 
imposed along the current free surface nodes. The position of the free surface at each 
step is found by linearly interpolating the pressure heads between nodal points. 
Convergence is considered to be achieved, once the potentials do not change above a 
certain tolerance within two successive iterations.
The initial version of this method was applied to the solution of two-dimensional 
steady state unconfmed flow through an earth dam with sloping edges and compared 
with closed-form solutions (Desai, 1976). It was later used for the solution of two 
dimensional transient flow cases Desai (1977b) and Desai and Li (1983). (The latter 
paper provided an extended and more detailed presentation of the method). Results 
were provided for transient flow in river banks and flow in dams with pockets of non­
homogeneities. The same method was subsequently applied to a combined stress and 
seepage analysis in earth dams (Li and Desai, 1983). The effects of the external load 
and the seepage forces were uncoupled and superimposed.
Later (Desai and Baseghi, 1988 and Baseghi and Desai, 1990), the residual flow 
procedure was extended to the solution of three-dimensional seepage, requiring the 
development of a special scheme for the location of the free surface in the three- 
dimensional case. Anisotropic and non-homogeneous porous media are considered 
(including cores in dams), as well as transient fluctuations of the upstream. All the 
examples presented in these two papers are for flows through dams. The latter paper 
(Baseghi and Desai, 1990), focused on the verification of the residual flow method via 
a three-dimensional glass bead model.
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The second version of constant mesh finite element procedure for unconfined seepage 
analysis is that introduced by Bathe (Bathe and Khoshgoftaar, 1979 and Bathe et al, 
1982). According to this method, the governing equation for an incompressible 
medium is elliptic (i.e. Laplacian, for homogeneous and isotropic soils) for both the 
steady and the transient cases. For the latter case though, the term representing the time 
dependent variations is incorporated in the free surface flow Neumann-type boundary 
conditions in order to express the kinematics of the free surface movement with time. 
The requirement that no flow exists above the phreatic line, is satisfied by the 
introduction of a non-linear step-ftmction relationship between the hydraulic 
conductivity and the pore pressure. Thus, for the elements above the phreatic surface a 
zero (or rather, for numerical reasons, a very small, non-zero) hydraulic conductivity is 
assumed. The calculation of the flow released by the soil in case of drawdown is made 
via the specific yield term and the variation of the free surface slope between two 
consecutive time levels. This flow is subsequently imposed on the nodes of the 
phreatic surface in order to relocate the free surface at the next time level. The 
iterations for the location of the phreatic surface at each time level stop, when both 
Dirichlet and Neumann type boundary conditions are satisfied for the current 
configuration of the phreatic surface within a certain convergence tolerance. The first 
paper adopting this procedure (Bathe and Khoshgoftaar, 1979), considers two- 
dimensional steady-state saturated flow applied to isotropic and homogeneous dam 
problems. The same procedure is subsequently used for the solution of transient free 
surface seepage problems (Bathe et a l, 1982) and the application examples involve a 
square dam subject to rapid drawdown and an axisymmetric two-dimensional flow to a 
well.
Most other researchers adopting a constant mesh approach in the frame of the free 
surface approach, followed some form of either of the two previously mentioned 
procedures. Thus Lacy and Prévost (1987) used a method conceptually similar to the 
residual flow procedure, based on a penalised formulation of the variational equation, 
in order to control the pressure above the free surface. The penalised weak formulation 
of the problem was presented as an inequality, stated directly in terms of the pressure
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variable. The method was applied to problems involving free surface steady state flow 
through dams. Boija and Kishnani (1991), also presented a similar algorithm for 
steady-state dam problems, but in order to improve and accelerate convergence, they 
removed the redundant constraints imposed by penalisation of the variational equation 
and obtained a 'relaxed penalty function'. The method was coupled with linear and 
non-linear elastostatics problems for dam displacement calculations.
Finally, Cheng and Tsui (1993), suggested a modification of the constant mesh 
approach based on the previous works of Desai (1976), as well as those of Bathe and 
Khoshgoftaar (1979) and Lacy & Prévost (1987). Although they used a fixed mesh 
during the solution procedure, they proposed an algorithm that carries out computation 
only on the elements below the free surface. According to this method, the stiffness of 
the elements which are 'inactive' in the analysis is given a zero instead of small 
hydraulic conductivity/stiffness, and is neglected in all the later computations. This is 
achieved avoiding the equations corresponding to these nodes during the factorisation 
and back-substitution process. Thus, the number of equations to be solved at each 
iteration is significantly reduced, such that the computer memory requirements and 
computational time are significantly lower. The method was applied to steady-state 
dam problem solutions.
A different step-by-step finite element constant mesh procedure was proposed by 
Cividini and Gioda (1984), for the approximate solution of transient unconfined flow 
problems. According to this method, at each step the free surface is represented by a 
series of segments that coincide with the sides of the quadrilateral elements of the 
mesh, in order to reduce the calculations. Convergence is achieved when the fluid flux 
through the free surface is minimised. The method does not require modification of the 
material parameters (i.e. hydraulic conductivity coefficients) during the solution 
procedure. Thus the element flow matrices are calculated only once and the 
computational cost is reduced. This approximate technique could therefore be used for 
the preliminary stages of a design process, or as the starting point for a more refined 
analysis. Illustrative examples of transient flow through dams and ditches were
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presented.
Hsi and Small (1992a) and (1992b), combined the approximate method of Cividini and 
Gioda (1984) with that proposed by Bathe et al, (1982) and Desai and Li (1983), for 
the solution of two-dimensional excavation problems involving drawdown of the 
groundwater table. Cividini and Gioda’s (1984) approximate method was used for the 
first stages of an excavation problem. Once the negative water pressures had 
dissipated. Bathe's method was used with the only difference being that a piecewise 
linear hydraulic conductivity-pore pressure relation was adopted, similar to the one 
used by Desai and Li (1983) and Desai and Baseghi (1988). The flow solution was 
fully coupled to elastic soil deformation and applied to the solution of excavation 
problems. In Hsi and Small (1992b), case studies of excavations were also presented. 
Later (Hsi et al, 1994) the authors applied the same fully coupled flow-deformation 
procedure to drawdown and subsidence problems due to pumping and provided non- 
dimensionalised charts based on parametric studies.
Discussion
From the previous review and from Table A.2.5.1 (Appendix A.2.5) it can be seen 
that, although variable mesh approaches were exclusively used at the outset, since the 
introduction of constant mesh techniques more effort has been placed in constant 
mesh approaches. The fact that most of the authors using constant mesh approaches 
(e.g. Li and Desai, 1983; Boija and Kishnani, 1991; Hsi and Small, 1992a and 1992b 
and Hsi et al, 1994) are interested in coupled problems, is not coincidental.
Numerical difficulties related to the free boundary approach
For the case of the free boundary approach and especially for the variable mesh finite 
element methods (see above), the treatment of the exit point has led to extended 
discussion in the literature. This is because numerical problems concerning its correct 
location have often been presented (Fig 2.5a, presented in Cividini and Gioda, 1989).
Taylor and Brown (1967) were the first to mention numerical problems concerning the
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correct location of the exit point by this procedure and they recommended the use of a 
denser mesh adjacent to the assumed exit points in order to minimise the difficulty. 
Subsequently, Kazda (1978), pointed out that Neuman and Witherspoon’s (1970) 
method would not always converge, and that Taylor and Brown’s (1967) method 
needed a modification in the exit point determination procedure. Possible numerical 
instability concerning the jfree surface configuration near the exit point was also 
observed by Desai et al (1983a) for some combinations of mesh size, time increment 
and material properties. To eliminate this, a finer mesh and/or smaller size of the time 
step was suggested. The writer’s experience from analyses using the free boundary 
approach for phreatic surface seepage solutions, also confirms that unacceptable exit 
point positions can occur as a result of the numerical treatment of the exit point 
(Fig.2.5b).
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Figure 2.5 Unacceptable exit point locations when the variable free boundary approach is 
used (a) as shown in Cividini and Gioda (1989) and (b) based on the writer’s 
results
The question of the numerical instabilities related to the exit point location was 
extensively studied by Gioda and Cividini (1986), and Cividini and Gioda (1989) for 
steady and transient seepage through dams, respectively. According to the authors, the 
numerical problems are due to the non-uniqueness of the solution when minimising the
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objective function that evaluates the total flux leaving or entering the mesh through the 
free surface nodes. A modified objective function, was therefore, suggested by the 
authors in the former paper, based on a regularity criterion, for the distribution of the 
free surface fluxes. Moreover, in order to avoid inconsistent trial geometries, the 
authors suggested the introduction of some additional constraints on the coefficients of 
the modified function, by means of penalty approaches. According to the authors, the 
method would be stable and sufficiently accurate even when rather coarse meshes 
were used. The procedure was later modified and applied to both steady and transient 
two- or three-dimensional problems (Cividini and Gioda, 1989).
The location of the exit point seems to present some problems even when the constant 
mesh approach is adopted. Thus, to improve the exit point predictions, Bromhead 
(1977) suggested the use of a highly pervious hypothetical layer of finite thickness 
introduced on the actual downstream side of the dam surface. By this method, flow 
lines would be deflected in an appropriate manner on the downstream face. This 
method was incorporated in the residual flow procedure (see above) to obtain the exit 
point location (Desai and Li, 1983 and Desai and Baseghi, 1988). In the latter paper, 
parametric studies were performed in order to provide a criterion for the approximate 
size of this artificial, highly permeable deflecting layer. Further numerical problems 
were reported for the residual flow procedure. For instance, parametric studies carried 
out by Desai (1977a) (investigating the effects of the element size, the size of the time 
increment and the magnitude of the material properties) showed that the method 
determining the movement of the free surface did not prove to be unconditionally 
stable. Desai and Baseghi (1988) also reported conditional stability of the numerical 
algorithm, depending on the parameters used for the time integration scheme. Baseghi 
and Desai (1990) reported computational difficulties that may arise from large 
variations in hydraulic conductivities and grain size.
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2.3.2.2 Finite element solutions using the saturated-unsaturatedflow approach
a) Contributions outside the geotechnical community
Thus far, the solution techniques presented, have not really considered flow in the 
unsaturated zone, but they have assumed the free surface to be the boundary between 
saturated and a completely dry soil zone. To the writer’s knowledge, the first to apply 
the Galerkin finite element technique to the solution of saturated-unsaturated flow 
problems was Neuman (1973), solving two-dimensional fluid flow problems in 
slightly compressible porous media via a v|/-based equation. The functional 
relationships between the pressure head, the volumetric moisture content and the 
relative hydraulic conductivity are obtained by linear interpolation between discrete 
values. The author proposes a two-step method for the treatment of the seepage face. 
Two illustrative examples were presented, namely transient seepage through an earth 
dam with a sloping core and a horizontal drain subject to impoundment, as well as 
transient seepage through a layered hill-slope cut by a ditch.
Cooley (1983) developed a Finite Element subdomain method for the two- 
dimensional (axisymmetric) h-based unsaturated-saturated flow equation, according 
to which non-linear functions (relative hydraulic conductivity, water saturation and 
moisture capacity term) are approximated by using the same basis functions as for the 
hydraulic heads. A novel method for the seepage face location was developed. A 
wide number of illustrative examples were presented, namely: a) steady state flow 
through homogeneous embankment, b) steady state flow to a well, c) transient 
drainage from a homogeneous and from a layered square block respectively d) steady 
as well as transient drainage involving multiple seepage faces, e) one-dimensional 
vertical infiltration, f) transient seepage from a stream suddenly filled with water and 
g) steady state groundwater flow around lakes, involving infiltration to a water table, 
seepage to and from surface water bodies, formation of seepage faces and 
anisotropic, two-zoned problem domain.
Huyakom et al (1984) and (1986), presented an innovative, cost-effective Galerkin 
technique for the solution of two- and three- dimensional problems respectively
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(avoiding numerical integration during matrix computation). Spatial discretisation of 
the three-dimensional flow region is performed using a vertical slicing approach 
designed to accommodate complex geometry with irregular boundaries, layered soils 
and/or lateral discontinuities. The modified Galerkin approximation was formulated 
for the general case of anisotropic soil material, where the orientation of the local 
coordinate system does not coincide with the global coordinate system. The 
linearised global matrix equation was solved using a slice successive over-relaxation 
(SSOR) matrix solution scheme. Simple formulae to calculate the element velocities 
were also proposed. The method was applied to the solution of a i|/-based equation, 
accounting for soil compressibility (i.e. elastic storage effects). In the first paper the 
following problems were tackled: a) one-dimensional adsorption into a soil column,
b) transient, one-dimensional, vertical flow in a multi-layered soil system, c) two- 
dimensional steady flow in a formation with lenticular deposits and d) two- 
dimensional transient flow in a complex unconfined groundwater system adjacent to 
a landfill. In the second paper, six illustrative examples were presented: steady state 
flow through a square embankment, transient drainage from a square block, steady 
drainage to parallel drains fully penetrating an unconfined aquifer (vertical one­
dimensional flow), transient flow into a soil column subject to infiltration and 
subsequent evaporation, steady three dimensional flow to a line of drains fully 
penetrating an anisotropic unconfined aquifer, as well as three-dimensional flow and 
contaminant transport in an unconfined aquifer beneath a landfill and subject to well 
pumping.
b) Contributions from geotechnical engineers
The unifying saturated-unsaturated flow approach has been adopted slowly by 
geotechnical engineers. To the writer’s knowledge, one of the earliest contributions 
using finite elements for the solution of unsaturated-saturated seepage, was that by 
Akai et al (1979) (presented in the 3'*^ International Conference on Numerical Methods 
in Geomechanics). The authors extended Neuman’s (1973) Galerkin finite element 
technique to the solution of three-dimensional problems, using 20-noded isoparametric 
parallelepiped elements. A modified v|/-based Richard’s equation was solved, which
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accounted for soil compressibility (i.e. elastic storage effects) in the saturated zone. 
The authors’ finite element results for three-dimensional infiltration and drainage 
problems were compared to sand-box model results. This quite advanced contribution 
for that time, seems to constitute an isolated case and, to the writer’s knowledge, the 
technique presented in this paper, was not immediately pursued by other geotechnical 
engineers.
Some other major contributions from geotechnical engineers, which came later, are 
those by Fredlund and his co-workers. The authors used the Galerkin weighted- 
residual method to solve two-dimensional saturated-unsaturated flow in soils with 
arbitrary anisotropy and heterogeneity. The h-based flow equation was derived in a 
way familiar to geotechnical engineers, considering the constitutive relations between 
the unsaturated soil stress-state variables and the volume change in the soil structure 
and fluid phases. Thus, for the transient case, the storage characteristic of the material 
was expressed in terms of volume change rather than in terms of specific storage S, 
and specific moisture capacity C.
The first paper of the series by Papagiannakis and Fredlund (1984), solved steady-state 
problems. In each iteration the coefficient of hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be 
constant in an element with a value depending upon the average pore-water pressure at 
its nodes. Linear relationships between the logarithm of the coefficient of hydraulic 
conductivity and that of the negative pressure head were used. Solutions of several 
dam problems (with or without horizontal drains) were presented as illustrative 
examples. The results showed that there is a continuous flow between the saturated and 
the unsaturated zone across the phreatic line, which is not, consequently, a flow line, as 
it is assumed by the traditional, free boundary approach (see also Freeze, 1971b). 
Parametric studies were also presented using two different slopes of hydraulic 
conductivity functions. The results showed that the phreatic surface configuration was 
relatively insensitive to the function used, but that the relative quantity of flow in the 
saturated and unsaturated zone did depend upon the function.
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Lam and Fredlund (1984) and Lam et al (1987) extended the model into trafisient two- 
dimensional flow. In Lam and Fredlund (1984) two illustrative examples were 
provided, namely transient flow through an homogeneous dam with drain after rising 
of the reservoir level and transient seepage under a tailings impoundment. In Lam et 
al (1987) three additional example problems of transient flow were presented: 
impoundment of an homogeneous, isotropic dam, transient seepage beneath a lagoon, 
assuming anisotropic soil and a thick isotropic liner at the bottom of the pond and 
seepage through a layered hill slope subject to constant infiltration. Again the transient 
seepage results indicated that flow in the unsaturated zone may be substantial, and 
therefore, that the phreatic line is not a flow line.
In the UK significant contributions to the solution of unsaturated flow came initially 
from the University of Wales, Cardiff. A single-phase two-dimensional unsaturated- 
saturated flow computer code was developed in a series of theses (Sim, 1982; 
Abrishami, 1987 and Rees, 1990). Applications of this code were presented in a 
number of papers, such as that by Miles et al (1988) as well as those by Thomas and 
Rees (1990), (1991) and (1993). In Miles et al (1988) a one-dimensional 
homogeneous sand column-drainage problem was solved (using a two-dimensional 
grid) for several reversals in the boundary conditions and compared with the authors’ 
experimental results. A modified v}/-based Richards equation was solved, which 
accounted for elastic storage effects in the saturated zone (as in Akai et al, 1979). 
Hysteresis in both hydraulic conductivity (versus pressure head) and volumetric 
moisture capacity curves was accounted for, modelling the scanning curves as straight 
lines. The experimental results shown in this paper were used for validation of the 
hysteresis models implemented in writer’s computer program (see below Chapter 3).
Thomas and Rees tested the results of the two-dimensional i|/-based Richards equation 
algorithm for seasonal wetting (Thomas and Rees, 1990 and 1991) and drying 
(Thomas and Rees, 1993) respectively, against field data for Kimmeridge clay at a site 
in Swindon, UK. Galerkin finite element approach and a two-level predictor-corrector 
type finite difference scheme were used. The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
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coefficient and the specific moisture capacity were determined from experimental 
laboratory data. For the numerical simulation of the field conditions, negligible 
hysteresis, one-dimensional behaviour were assumed. The first paper assumed 
homogeneous soil while the second paper considered layered soil (i.e. two 
homogeneous layers).
While the writer was working on the present research, several other contributions from 
geotechnical engineers appeared. First, a number of contributions using single-phase 
unsaturated approach to the solution of geotechnical problems, were presented in the 
International conference on Unsaturated Soils (Paris, 1995). Examples are that by 
Fujii et al. (1995), performing a comparison between numerically calculated and 
monitored pore pressures for five small dams subject to reservoir level fluctuation and 
back-fitting parameters for unsaturated-saturated flow for each dam. Another example 
is that by Shimada et al. (1995) using Neuman’s (1973) method to investigate slope 
stability problems related to rain infiltration (uncoupled stability analysis). Finally, by 
Spierenburg et al. (1995), assessing dyke stability upon wave ovetopping and focusing 
on the influence of the dyke material and heterogeneity (uncoupled analysis).
McDougall et al. (1996) applied an unsaturated-saturated model solving the y-based 
Richard’s equation to landfill hydraulics. Their model was based on that by Neuman 
(1973) and Thomas and Rees’ (1990) and (1991) models. Extensive , discussion on 
the selection of appropriate flux boundary conditions was made. Application of the 
model to solutions of idealised landfill sections during infilling was also carried out.
McDougall and Pyrah (1997) investigated the effect of soil non-homogeneity 
(structured soils) on seepage, solving a one-dimensional column flow problem. The 
seepage finite element formulation followed Neuman’s (1973) and Thomas and Rees' 
(1990) models. Van Genuchten’s (1980) function was used for the moisture 
characteristic curve. It was shown, that in comparison to heterogeneous saturated soils, 
the overall flux reduction in heterogeneous unsaturated soils may be significantly 
smaller, due to moisture redistribution.
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It should be noted that, in the past ten years, significant advances in thG field of 
coupled fiow-deformation of unsaturated soils have been made by geotechnical 
engineers (e.g. Alonso et a l, 1988 and 1990; Toll, 1990; Wheeler and Sivakumar, 
1995 amongst others). Numerical applications of relevant constitutive models assume, 
however a three-phase approach for the soil (e.g. Alonso et al, 1988; Nanda et al, 
1993 and Nanda et al, 1995; Gatmiri et al, 1995; Gens et al, 1995) and often fluid 
flow is coupled with other phenomena (e.g. heat flow and water vapour movement as 
in Thomas and He, 1995 and Thomas et al, 1995 etc.). Therefore, they are beyond the 
scope of the present review and the writer’s research. A brief reference to coupled 
fiow-deformation models for unsaturated soils is nevertheless made in Appendix A4.
Numerical difficulties related to the unsaturated-saturated approach
a) Mass balance errors
Milly (1985) observed that when the pressure head \|/ is used as the dependent 
variable instead of the volumetric moisture content 0 in Richards equation, serious 
mass balance problems (i.e. balancing of the computed fluxes with respect to 
computed changes in storage) could occur, when a ‘standard’ time discretisation 
procedure was used. The author attributed these mass balance errors to inaccuracies 
in the evaluation of the storage coefficient term, failing to represent the average 
behaviour of the soil over each time interval. To diminish these mass balance errors, 
which might amount to more than 10%, the author developed an iterative approach 
for the approximation of the storage term, according to which the storage coefficient 
was evaluated as an average value over the element and over the duration of the time 
step. The proposed scheme, in conjunction with storage matrix lumping would be 
superior (in terms of accuracy) to decreasing both the time step and the element size, 
(a technique often used to obtain better balances when the standard time marching 
scheme is adopted).
Allen and Murphy (1985 and 1986) also pointed out that the traditional \}/-based 
Richards equation solutions usually are not mass-conservative, due to inaccuracies in 
temporal discretisation. To preserve mass-balance, they proposed a finite element
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collocation method applied to the solution of the mixed \|/- and 0- Richards equation 
(one- and two- dimensional respectively). The pressure head and moisture content 
were discretised in space via Hermitian cubic interpolation polynomials, while linear 
(Lagrange) approximations were used for the hydraulic conductivity and the moisture 
capacity terms. A fully implicit finite difference time stepping scheme was used to 
approximate the time derivative. The scheme was applied to infiltration problems.
Similarly Celia et al. (1990) also used the mixed one-dimensional v|/- and 0- form of 
Richards equation to remediate unacceptably large mass balance errors that they 
observed when the ‘standard’ \|/- based Richard’s equation, combined with a 
backward Euler time discretisation was solved (for both finite difference, using the 
arithmetic mean of the coefficient of hydraulic conductivity, and piecewise linear 
finite element approximations in space). The authors investigated the numerical 
solutions of infiltration into a soil column and concluded on the importance of a 
‘proper treatment’ of the time derivative. The authors also suggested that a second 
order approximation of the time derivative would improve results obtained by the \}/- 
based formulations.
b) Convergence difficulties
Cooley (1983) remarked that the main difficulty in solving variably saturated flow 
problems is the potential instability of the numerical solution. Indeed, the high non- 
linearity of the unsaturated hydraulic coefficients involved can be expected to create 
such difficulties. A number of researchers reported stability problems and the main 
methods that they proposed to overcome them seem to be:
• lumping of the storage matrix, suggested by Cooley (1983) and Milly (1985) 
who applied his proposed mass-conservative scheme (see above) to the solution 
of infiltration problems, for both lumped and distributed storage matrix and 
concluded that only the lumped storage matrix schemes showed improved 
convergence properties. The same conclusion was drawn by Celia et al. (1990) 
who also observed that, although the mixed Richards formulation was mass-
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conservative, it would still not guarantee monotonie convergence unless the 
storage matrix was lumped. Binning and Celia (1994), applying the same method 
to two-dimensional coupled air-water flow and contaminant transport, suggest 
however that still small initial time steps were needed in order to improve 
convergence. Lumping of the storage matrix was also used in Huyakom et al. 
(1986) solving three-dimensional problems with a modified Picard algorithm, 
although in an earlier paper (Huyakom et al, 1984, solving two-dimensional 
problems), it was claimed that lumping was not needed when their improved 
Picard and Newton-Raphson algorithms were used.
• under-relaxation achieved either by calculating the unsaturated hydraulic 
coefficients (i.e. the hydraulic conductivity and moisture capacity terms) at half 
of the time step (Neuman, 1973), or by the use of damping parameters, as in 
Cooley (1983) who proposed empirical formulae providing the appropriate 
damping parameters to avoid oscillations and in Huyakom et al (1986) who used 
the same empirical under-relaxation scheme to dampen oscillations.
• selection of an appropriate finite difference time-marching scheme. 
Concerning the latter, Neuman (1973) used centred and backward finite 
difference time marching schemes for parabolic and elliptic equations 
respectively, while Lam et al (1987) suggested that the backward scheme would 
be more effective in dampening oscillations. A fiilly implicit time-marching finite 
difference formulation was also used by Cooley (1983).
Other proposed measures against numerical instabilities include i) the use of a chord- 
slope approximation of the moisture-capacity term (Hyuakom et al, 1986), ii) 
calculation of the nodal pressure head time derivatives by their weighted averages 
over the entire flow region (Neuman, 1973), iii) the use of a minimum allowable 
value for effective saturation (e.g. a value of 0.001 Cooley, 1983) and iv) 
modification of the standard iterative algorithms e.g. Picard and Newton-Raphson, as 
in Huyakom et al (1984) and Huyakom et al (1986). In the former paper, it was 
pointed out that the modified Picard algorithm did not converge in all cases, however, 
this Picard scheme was modified in the latter paper, and extended into three­
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dimensional flow problem solutions.
2.4 Conclusion
A great amount of research effort has been put into the solution of single phase fluid 
flow in the presence of phreatic surfaces. Two main modelling approaches have 
been followed, namely the free boundary approach and the approach considering 
flow in both saturated and unsaturated zones. Although the free boundary approach 
could be considered as a simplifying idealisation of the actual flow system, 
involving continuity of flow between both unsaturated and saturated zones, it is not 
free firom complexities. Indeed, both approaches involve non-linear equations, that, 
except for particular and relatively simple cases, are very difficult to solve other 
than by numerical techniques. For this reason, as seen from the literature review, 
numerical methods have clearly taken over from previously used techniques 
(analytical or quasi-analytical solutions and analogue models). Within the numerical 
methods, finite elements seem to be the most prevalent in the solution of seepage 
problems. A schematic representation of the developments in finite element 
applications to flow through porous media problems can be found in Appendix A.2.5 
(Tables A.2.5.1 and A.2.5.2). The tables summarise the assumptions made, the mesh 
type and the elements used, examples of problems solved, and comparisons with other 
solutions provided by the author concerned. Some of the novel features introduced by 
each paper are also mentioned.
An important issue revealed from the foregoing review is that numerical methods 
for the solution of single-phase seepage, are not free of problems, regardless of 
which method is used. In fact, the strong non-linearities involved in the equations to 
be solved may lead to severe convergence problems of the numerical algorithms.
It is also interesting to note that, according to the overview, the unsaturated zone 
has initially constituted a topic of interest mainly for soil physicists and scientists, 
agricultural engineers and hydrologists. Because these fields of engineering often 
focus on this particular zone only and not on the saturated flow domain (e.g. land
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irrigation, soil-plant interactions etc.), the solutions provided are not always 
immediately applicable to geotechnical engineering problems. Moreover, in such 
solutions phreatic surface movement is not handled explicitly; instead, the water 
table is most often modelled as a prescribed head/moisture boundary condition.
Conversely, geotechnical engineers seem to have consistently ignored the 
unsaturated zone until relatively recently and to have opted for the free boundary 
approach. Nevertheless, there is some evidence from relevant research, that 
neglecting the unsaturated zone could lead to erroneous results (e.g. wrong phreatic 
surface position and hence wrong pressure distributions and flow quantities etc.). If 
this is the case, the validity of most computation tools used by the geotechnical 
community for seepage solutions or for coupled solutions involving seepage should 
be reassessed and the need for incorporating the unsaturated zone in geotechnical 
engineering calculations (e.g. in geotechnical software packages) investigated 
thoroughly. Moreover, for the case where unsaturated flow would be considered, it 
was suggested that, for geotechnical engineering applications, approximate 
unsaturated hydraulic properties would be sufficient. This is contradictory to 
evidence from other fields and is a point that also needs further investigation.
On the other hand, three-dimensional transient flow models are still relatively rare, 
regardless of the approach used to simulate moving phreatic surface seepage. This 
would create a difficulty in modelling complex flow/aquifer systems for which 
simplifying assumptions (e.g. plane or axisymmetric flow) would not apply. 
Moreover, hysteresis effects tend to be neglected in geotechnical engineering 
applications although there is evidence from relevant research that these might 
influence the flow phenomena in the unsaturated zone.
The scope of the present research will therefore be the development of a three- 
dimensional finite element seepage model based on the assumption of continuity of 
flow between saturated and unsaturated zones and considering hysteresis of the flow 
properties. Comparison with models following the free boundary approach will
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also be provided in order to assess the importance of considering or ignoring the 
unsaturated zone in common geotechnical problems. The impact of using simplified 
unsaturated hydraulic properties for geotechnical engineering applications will also 
be investigated.
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CHAPTER 3 
FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF 
TRANSIENT SEEPAGE INVOLVING MOVING PHREATIC 
SURFACES
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the development of a three-dimensional finite element 
computer model for seepage analysis. The model considers the flow between 
saturated and unsaturated zones as continuous, described by a single equation, (as 
developed in Chapter 2).
First, the integral form of the governing equations derived by the virtual work 
formulation of the problem is presented and its discretised form via finite elements 
provided. The iterative procedure for the solution of the non-linear equations is then 
explained. Subsequently, the functional relations of the hydraulic coefficients and 
the hysteresis models used in the program are presented.
Then follows the verification of the code via analytical, numerical and experimental 
results. A one-dimensional problem is then solved as a test of the performance of 
different numerical techniques (e.g. the consistent versus the lumped formulation for 
the time dependent element matrix), as well as of the different mathematical 
expressions of the hydraulic property curves. The importance of hydraulic property 
hysteresis is also assessed through two sets of analyses, (one of which takes into 
account hysteresis and another ignoring it), compared with experimental results 
found in the literature.
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3.2 Integral formulation of the governing equation and finite 
element discretisation
In the writer's research, both a variable mesh finite element approach (see above. 
Chapter 2) as well as a fixed mesh approach were implemented into two separate 
computer programs. The second approach was subsequently chosen as the most 
appropriate and was developed further for the following reasons:
a) Numerical problems were encountered when quadrilateral elements were used 
instead of triangular ones with a variable mesh. This kind of problem, related to 
the position of the exit point, has also been mentioned by other researchers (see 
Chapter 2). Figure 3.1a) and b) represent results of two-dimensional flow 
through a dam when linear triangular and linear quadrilateral elements have 
been used respectively. In Figure 3.1b) the problems related to the position of 
the exit point are clearly seen. Similar problems reported by Cividini and Gioda 
(1989) were already presented in Chapter 2, Figure 2.fa.
b) The second approach is more appropriate to a fully coupled formulation for the 
effective stress-deformation relationships of the soil. This is because the same 
mesh can be used for both deformation and seepage analyses in a 
straightforward way.
The variable mesh approach program developed initially has nevertheless been 
validated and used in order to compare free boundary approach results with respect 
to results of the fixed mesh program, assuming continuity of flow between the 
saturated and unsaturated zones (see below. Chapter 4). A description of this 
auxiliary program providing steady-state free surface seepage solutions is presented 
in Appendix A.3.1
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Concerning the fixed mesh finite element solution that has been chosen as more 
appropriate and has been further developed, a formulation considering continuity of 
flow between the saturated and the unsaturated part of the soil has been adopted.
The governing equation describing transient seepage through unsaturated-saturated 
porous media, was assumed to be a modified form of the h-based Richards’ equation 
(2.13), in which elastic storage compressibility effects in the saturated zone of the 
soil are also accounted for. The complete form of this equation of flow through 
unsaturated-saturated soils is the following:
^ ( K A v ) ^ )  + ^ ( K y i ¥ ) ^ )  + ^ ( K A V ') f - )  = S (r )  Jdx dx dy dy dz dz dt
where h and \\f are the total and pressure heads respectively and K ,^ Ky and IQ are 
the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y and z directions respectively. S(v|/) is the 
storage capacity of the porous medium. In the saturated zone S equals the elastic 
storage coefficient of the medium written as 8^= pg(Cp+nCJ, in which Cp (L^/F) and 
Cf (L^/F) are the soil matrix and fluid compressibilities respectively. In the 
unsaturated zone S(\j/) is equal to the specific moisture capacity term C(\j/), 
expressed as the derivative of the volumetric moisture content versus negative 
pressure head (or suction) curve. The derivation of Eqn 3.1 has been explained in 
detail in Chapter 2.
The initial and boundary conditions are written respectively as:
h = Ho fort=0 (3.2a)
h = H on Si ( boundary of prescribed total head) (3.2b)
dh/dn= q on S2  (3.2c)
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(in Eqn (3.2c) S2  is a boundary of prescribed flux and n represents the direction 
normal to the boundary)
As already explained in Chapter 2, for steady seepage where dhldt =0, the right hand 
term of Eqn (3.1) vanishes.
The virtual work formulation of the problem combined with integration by parts 
leads to the integral form of Eqn(3.1) according to which, for any virtual total head 
field h* we can write:
, 6/z* dh 5/z* dh dh* dh  ^ dh
S{w) ^  dV
f dh dh dh
+\Xh*Kx— L+h*K,— l,+h*— h)dr=0  (3.3)
OX oy oz
in which /% ,^,/zare the direction cosines.
If the domain is discretised into n  elements, the virtual work formulation will then 
be written:
N
W = '^m  (3.4)
e = l
where is the work at the element level.
Expressing the virtual and real head fields as functions of the element shape 
function and the nodal heads we write, for virtual and real heads respectively:
h* = ^ N i{x ,y ,z )h *  {t) and h = ^ N i{ x ,y ,z )h { t)  (3.5)
/=! /=!
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where Nj are the shape functions, hj* and hj the nodal heads (virtual and real 
respectively) and n the number of the nodes of an element.
Substituting Eqn(3.5) into Eqn(3.3), and crossing out the virtual heads from all parts 
we obtain
f .  dhi
+ j r
« ÔN ! « d N j « dN j
" ^  lx -^ ^ Ky{\ i /e )  ^  ly +  ^ K z { y / e )  ^  I J h j d T - O
(3.6)
in which V® stands for the element volume, Nj the element shape functions and n 
equals the number of element nodes.
In the present studies, linear and quadratic isoparametric elements were used (more 
precisely 1-D linear bar element, 4-noded linear quadrilateral and 8-noded 
quadratic quadrilateral and 3-D linear parallelepiped (brick) elements for the 2- 
and 3- dimensional cases respectively). The shape functions and their derivatives for 
the elements used are presented in Appendix A.3.2.
To define the time derivative of the approximate solution in terms of hydraulic head 
within an element, there is the possibility of choice between a consistent and a 
lumped formulation of the element storage matrix (i.e. the matrix containing the 
time derivatives of the nodal heads). For the consistent formulation, the same 
interpolation functions as those used to obtain the hydraulic head within an element, 
were introduced to define the time derivative of the approximate solution of the 
head within an element. For the lumped formulation of the element storage matrix, 
different interpolation functions are used to define the time derivative of the 
approximate solution of the head within an element; namely, the interpolation 
functions are defined as:
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N ;N j= l/n , i=j
NjNj= 0, i;^ (3.7)
in which n stands for the number of nodes in an element.
After Gaussian integration and assembly (Appendix A.3.3), Eqn(3.6) can be written 
in a simplified matrix form as:
[G(i|/)] {h} + [P(vi/)] {dh/dt} + {F} = 0 (3.8)
where
N
(3.9a)
e=\
N
P = 2> »  (3.9b)
e = l
N
F = J je  (3.9c)
e=\
and
(3.9d)
Peij = l . L  N i S ( w e ) N j d V  (3.9e)
H 5 N  ■ ” Ô N  ■ ” d M
l^ ‘' = -ierr^ y-Ni(J]KAV'‘)^h+'ZKAV'‘) ^ l y  + 'ZKi('f'‘>~Z: l^=^hjdr
I ux y dy y oz
(3.9f)
To integrate Eqn (3.8) through time, the finite difference method is used leading to:
([P( W)]"^^MK(w)]){h}t-\- t^=
=([P(w)]-(I-a)dl[K(,iy)]){h}t+At((l-a){F}t+a{F}t+A}) (3.10)
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For the fully implicit backward Euler difference method that has been used in the 
present study, a = 1. Therefore Eqn (3.10) reduces to:
( 3 H )
3.3 Solution of non-linear equation systems
Since the above system of equations is non-linear, an iterative method needs be 
adopted, in order to linearise the system of equations to be solved. In the present 
study, the Picard iterative method (equivalently called the substitution method) is 
used for the linearisation of equations in order for them to be solved subsequently 
by Gauss elimination. This iterative procedure involves a series of successive 
approximations, where each solution is calculated from the nodal head results of the 
previous approximation, until convergence is obtained within each time step, i.e. 
until the difference between the total heads for each node provided by two 
successive iterations is smaller than a specified tolerance. At each iteration the 
computed nodal total heads allow for the calculation of the pressure head at each 
Gauss point within an element. Thus, an improved hydraulic conductivity K(\}/), 
volumetric water content 0(v|/) and specific moisture capacity at each Gauss 
point can be calculated as functions of the pressure head \\f, and this is then used as a 
new input hydraulic conductivity, volumetric water content and specific moisture 
capacity for the subsequent iteration.
Schematically, the Picard iteration algorithm used herein, can be described as:
1. Specification of an initial solution {h^  } for the total head at each time level. For 
any time level other than t=to, the head values solution for the previous time step 
is used as initial guess for the subsequent time level, that is:
{hg},+4={h}, (3.12)
From the solution of the total head at each time level, the initial pressure heads \\f 
are calculated from the relationship:
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{Yo}t+4={v}t ={h}t-z (3.13)
where z is the elevation head.
2. After finite element discretisation the values of Kg(Yi-i) (the hydraulic 
conductivity), (Ihs volumetric water content) and C^Yi-i) (the specific
moisture capacity) in each element are approximated as functions of the value of
the pressure head Yi-i at the Gauss points, as computed from the solution of the 
previous iteration at the current time step (or, of the solution of the previous time 
step \\f^ , for the first iteration at each time level). These values are used for the 
computation of the element conductance matrix [Ge(Yi.i)] and the element 
storage matrix [P^Yi-i)] for each iteration at each time level.
3. After assembly of the element matrices and vectors the global system of 
equations to be solved at each time step via backward Euler finite differences, is 
written as:
([G(¥i-i)] At - [P(vi/i.i)]) {hj}(+A, = - [P(v|/i.i)] {h}( - (3.14)
from which, the total head vector at the current iteration level i, , is
computed via Gaussian elimination.
4. The test for convergence requires that the difference between the current and the 
previous iteration solutions is smaller than a certain tolerance:
{Rj}=({h,}-%,})/%}< W  (3.15)
where {R^ } is the vector of the residuals at the current iteration level i and toi the 
tolerance.
The tolerance herein has been set at 10'\ This is because satisfactory results have 
been obtained within this tolerance limit, while for lower tolerance levels (i.e. a
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tolerance equal to 10"*), the gain in accuracy was too small to justify the 
multiplied computer time/effort.
5. If the condition of Eqn (3.15) is satisfied, is accepted as the solution for
the current time step and the solution procedure as expressed by the steps 1-5 is 
continued for the next time step. In the opposite case, the iteration for the current 
time level, involving steps 2 to 4, is repeated, until Eqn (3.15) is satisfied.
It should be noted that when seepage faces are expected to develop, another set of 
iterations is involved at each time level, in order to obtain the correct position of the 
exit point. Thus, for each time step, a node is assumed to represent the exit point as 
a first guess and the solution procedure for each time step then commences. In the 
present program, the lowest possible node of a potential seepage face is assumed as 
the initial guess for the exit point at the first time level for the trial and error 
procedure to begin. Once convergence is obtained within the time step, the pressure 
head is checked at the node directly above the one initially assumed to represent the 
exit point. If the pressure head at that node is greater than zero, then this node is 
used as a new guess for the exit point and the whole solution for this time step is 
repeated, until the pressure head conditions for the unsaturated part of the boundary 
are met (i.e. that above the exit point node, the pore pressure should be negative, 
since the nodes belong to the unsaturated zone). The initial guess of the exit point at 
the subsequent time level, is assumed to be the final solution of the exit point at the 
previous time level*.
The specific treatment of the hydraulic coefficients contained in the conductance 
and storage matrices is explained in details in the following section.
1 Note that the notion of the exit point is involved in 2-D problems only. For 3-D problems, the 
location of an exit line is needed instead, defined as the intersection between the phreatic surface and 
the seepage face surface. To find the position of the exit line in a 3-D problem, the same procedure 
as that for the location of an exit point is used. The only difference is that, for a 3-D problem, an 
initial guess for the exit line is needed (corresponding to the lowest possible configuration) and that 
the trial and error procedure is made for all points belonging to the assumed exit line (rather than a 
single point only). Thus, the pressure head sign of each node lying directly above those of the 
assumed exit line is checked and the next exit line guess is made according to the sign of the 
pressure head of these nodes.
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3.4 Treatment of the non-linear hydraulic coefficients
It is well known that one of the main difficulties with respect to unsaturated soil 
modelling is the knowledge of the unsaturated hydraulic parameters which are 
characterising a particular soil and are strictly speaking only valid under a given 
mechanical, hydraulic and thermal stress situation. In the present analysis, 
experimental curves found in the literature and representing actual soil data were 
used, rather than idealised ‘type’ curves for every category of soil (see Chapter 2). 
Twelve different sets of soil hydraulic properties were introduced in the program, 
namely the soil water characteristic curve and the hydraulic conductivity curve for a 
silty sand given by Vauclin et al. (1976), Del Monte Sand (Liakopoulos, 1965b), 
Botany Sand (Watson, 1967), a medium sand found in Abrishami (1987), Touchet 
silt (Brooks and Corey, 1966), Yolo light clay (Philip, 1969), Jurong clay (Leong 
and Rahardjo, 1995), a light silty clay given by Croney and Coleman (1954), 
London Clay (after Croney and Coleman, 1954) and an Upper, Middle and Lower 
Chalk respectively, based on curves provided by Croney and Coleman (1954). It 
should be noted that, although the previously mentioned material functions were 
used for the writer’s research, the introduction of further soil functions to the finite 
element program is straightforward, provided that experimental data exist and the 
parameters involved in the functions are back-fitted.
The shape of the soil water characteristic curves is described by either of the two 
empirical formulae expressed respectively by Eqn (2.18) (after Brutsaert, 1966; 
Verma and Brustaert, 1971 and Vauclin et al, 1976) and Eqn (2.19) (Van 
Genuchten, 1980) (see Chapter 2). These are written respectively as:
e{y/) = {a-0)— ——  + a  (3.16a)
A i + H '
0 — 0r + {^~0r)----------------  iH“ l “l/n (3.16b)
l l  + ( a ,^ ) T
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The specific moisture capacity term C(Y)=— is obtained by differentiation of
d \f /
Eqn (3.16a) or Eqn (3.16c) (according to the formula used to represent the 
volumetric moisture content curve) 'with respect to the pressure head. Thus, when 
Eqn (3.16a) is used for the volumetric moisture content, the formula providing 
is:
while when Eqn(3.16b) is used C(v|/) is given by:
C(w)-{9s-0r)m na.----------   (3.16d)
[ i + k v r r r "
The hydraulic conductivity curve can be modelled by either of the three following 
formulae:
K(y/) = Ksa,— ^ ----- (3.16e)
A, + M ”’
K(i^) = Kso,Sf (3.16g)
corresponding respectively to Gardner’s (1958), Van Genuchten’s (1980) and 
Averjanov (1950) and Irmay (1954) relationships (see Chapter 2, Eqns (2.24a), 
(2.27a) and (2.22) respectively)^
In Eqns (3.16 a)-(3.16g) 8, and 0, are the saturated and residual volumetric content 
respectively, is the saturated hydraulic conductivity coefficient, vj/ is the pressure
2 Note that for Botany Sand (Watson, 1967) only Irmay’s K(0) equation was used (in which 5 
=2.73426 for this particular soil). The 6(ij/) and K(Y) relationships fitted by linear function segments 
of different slopes, since the latter gave better fit than Brustaert’s, Van Genuchten’s and Gardner’s 
equations.
head and A„ nj, Aj, ÏI2, a^ , ag, n, m are fitting parameters (see above, Chapter 2). The 
values of these parameters for the soils used in the writer’s program are mentioned 
every time a particular soil is involved in a numerical analysis (see below, section 
3.5, as well as Chapters 4 and 5). Most often, they are based on values provided by 
the authors who presented experimental data for the above mentioned soils. In cases 
where the values of these parameters were not provided in the literature they were 
back-fitted by the writer. In Eqn (3.16g) 5 is an empirical constant estimated as 3 by 
Aveijanov and 3.5 by Irmay and is the effective saturation defined as % = (Sr~ 
Srres)^0-^rres)- ^  should be noted that for rigid soils Eqn (3.16g) can be equivalently 
expressed in form of the normalised volumetric water content 0 , defined as
@=( d- 0res)^G~ ^res)-
The remaining coefficients, such as the elastic specific storage and the porosity n, 
are not always given in the literature relative to seepage problems only. It has 
therefore been assumed for most problems considered herein that, values such as 
Ss=O.OOOI(m"’), Ss=0.000I5(m' )^, Sg=0.0002(m' )^ could well be representative for 
sand, silt and clay respectively. For simplicity, the porosity n has been assumed to 
equal the value of the saturated volumetric water content coefficient 8^ .
3.4.1 Hysteresis of the hydraulic coefficients
Three different methods were programmed to model soil water characteristic curve 
(and hence, specific moisture capacity) hysteresis, namely:
• a method approximating the scanning curves by straight lines spanning the main 
wetting and drying curves. This method is referred to herein as the linear method. 
For this method the knowledge of the main wetting and the main drying curves is 
necessary. Where some experimentally determined scanning curves are known, 
their slope is assumed to be representative of that of the remaining, intermediate 
scanning curves (i.e. no interpolation for the values of the intermediate scanning 
curve slopes is made). The slope of the intermediate scanning curves
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(representing as well the specific moisture capacity) is therefore assumed to be 
the same as that of the nearest overlying experimentally measured scanning 
curve.
In case where no experimental scarming curves are provided at all, the scanning 
curve slope (and hence, the specific moisture capacity) is chosen arbitrarily, with 
the only constraint that it is less than the slope of the main curves at intersection 
(Jaynes, 1984). Although this is a very rough approximation, it was shown in the 
literature (Jaynes, 1984) that similar linear methods provided satisfactory results 
(see Chapter 2). The volumetric water content 0(\j/) at each new pressure level is 
calculated from the pressure change and the specific moisture capacity term C(\|/) 
as:
8(v)=8\vW-C( Ivl-IVtrl) (3.17a)
and
0(v)=8d(Vtr)+C( I Ytr I - 1Y I ) (3.17b)
for the drying and the wetting scanning curves, respectively. In Eqns (3.17a)-b) ) 
Ytr stands for the transition pressure, i.e. the pressure at which a point changes 
from wetting to drying or from drying to wetting; 0  ^ and 0^ are the moisture 
contents calculated respectively from the main drying and wetting curve 
expressions (for a given negative pressure head).
At the end of eaeh iteration, it is checked whether the new volumetric water 
content coordinates fall within the main curves. If this is not the case, this implies 
that the corresponding main curve has been intersected by the scanning line, and 
therefore, the volumetric water content and storage coefficient should be 
calculated according to the main curve.
Mualem’s (1973) model. According to this independent-domain model (see 
Chapter 2, section the scanning curves are estimated as follows:
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Primary drying scanning curves:
dl
...........................  (3.18a)
Primary wetting scanning curves:
e
Vi
= 0 > ( V ) -  e^(v))
G s-0„ iV i) (3.18b)
Secondary drying scanning; curves:
^1 (("max ¥ l  ^
¥x W) = e,iv )+ f. -  e M ) + (^.(m)- esv))
(3.18c)
Secondary wetting scanning; curves:
e = o ^ i v ) + -  d^iw ))
IV'min V l  ) 2 , - a V ( P , )  (3,i8d)
In Eqns (3.18 a)-b) ), Yi stands for the first transition pressure (from drying to 
wetting or from wetting to drying) and Yz stands for the second transition 
pressure (from wetting to drying or from drying to wetting). The specific 
moisture capacity coefficient C(y ) is obtained by differentiation of Eqns (3.18 a)- 
d)). Note that, for simplicity, scanning curves higher than secondary were 
assumed to follow the secondary scanning curve paths herein (although Mualem 
(1973) provides a general formula for wetting/drying after a series of alternating 
processes).
Mualem’s (1984) model (as described in Hopmans and Dane, 1986). This is a 
dependent domain model (see Chapter 2), according to which the scanning curves 
are estimated as follows:
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Primary drying; scanning: curves:
e = Sy,W\) ( e , - e A v m A V i ) - e A v ) )
- ^ r
P À 0 )
(3.19a)
Primary wettiny^ scanning, curves:
e V  ''
V i
= (.V i ) + -  P j  (g, )
(3.19b)
Secondary drying scanning: curves:
e y^max (^ 2 =  6 y^ max y^ 2
¥x
(.9, -g „ (ty ))(g „ (r ,) -g ,.( r ) )
o .- 0 r
P Â O )
(3.19c)
Secondary wetting scanning; curves:
e
A f  
—6 ¥x
V^ min ¥ 2  )
+ %  ~ (^7 ))%„ W  ~ (^2 ))
in which Pj is the domain-dependence factor (see Chapter 2), expressed as:
(3..20)
The specific moisture capaeity coefficient C(y ) is obtained by differentiation of 
Eqns (3.19a)-(3.19d). Again, for simplicity, scanning curves higher than secondary 
were assumed to follow the secondary scanning curve paths.
At present, the hydraulic conductivity hysteresis is not yet included in the writer’s 
computer program. Therefore, when variable boundary condition flow is involved, 
the hydraulic conductivity is calculated by Irmay’s (1954) type formula only. The 
reason for this is that the K(0) curve hysteresis is usually supposed to be negligible 
(see Chapter 2).
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3.5 Verifications
The computer program has been validated with respect to existing analytical, 
physical and analogue model solutions as well as numerical solutions provided by 
other researchers. Results for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional transient, 
fully saturated, confined flow cases (i.e. when no phreatic surface is present) are 
presented in section 3.5.1 below (Figs. 3.2-3.5). These problems do not involve 
phreatic surface modelling, but they have been considered in order to assess the 
performance of the program for the simpler problem of confined flow (i.e. fully 
saturated flow), both steady and transient, before moving into the verification of the 
more complicated case of the transient unsaturated-saturated flow. Besides, most 
analytical solutions can only tackle this category of problems, while only few 
solutions exist for phreatic surface flow (and even in this case, the majority of the 
solutions ignore the unsaturated flow component. See above. Chapter 2)
3.5.1 Confined, steady state flow
The first problem to be solved is a steady-state flow problem of well drawdown in 
an unconfined isotropic aquifer (Fig. 3.2) for which Dupuit’s assumptions are made. 
Although it is an unconfined aquifer, the solution deals with the head distribution in 
the x-y plane around the well, i.e. it does not deal with any head distribution in the 
vertical direction: hence it does not involve the determination of the height/position 
of the phreatic surface and it can be considered as a confined steady-state problem. 
The well which pumps at Q=2000 m  ^ day'  ^ penetrates fully an aquifer whose 
transmissivity T is 300 m  ^ day'* (because of Dupuit’s assumptions the variation of 
the saturated thickness is not significant, therefore the product Kxh can be 
considered to be a constant, similar to the transmissivity T=Kxh for a confined 
aquifer). The total head at a distance equal to the radius of influence of the well r^  is 
h(rj=10 m. Because of symmetry, only one quadrant of the aquifer has been 
considered in the numerical solution. The finite element results providing the head 
distribution h(r) at a certain radius from the well, are compared to the analytical 
ones based on Thiem’s equation combined with Dupuit's assumptions (steady-state 
flow problem) and expressed by:
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h \ r ) - h \ r . )  = - ^ \ n -  (3.21)
nK re
The agreement between the two solutions is excellent.
3.5.2 Confined, transient flow
The second, third and fourth examples of confined flow solutions presented herein 
(Fig. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5) all deal with transient flow.
The first one-dimensional transient flow  problem (Fig. 3.3) is equivalent to that 
solved analytically by Terzaghi (1943) as the one-dimensional consolidation 
problem, according to which, the differential equation governing the one­
dimensional consolidation of a soil in terms of excess pore pressure is:
and its solution in terms of excess water pressure p^  at a length x of a flow domain at 
a time t, is found as:
P‘ = 2 4  h 's in  ’^ d z ) s i n  (3.23)
;j_i d  0 2w  2w  4w
where d= the length o f the longest drainage path, c^  the coefficient of consolidation 
and Ujthe initial excess water pressure (Craig, 1992)
The boundary and initial conditions used in our example, which obtains a solution in 
terms of total head (i.e. the unknown in Eqn (3.22) is h rather than p^  are 
respectively:
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for t = to h=10m for 0 <= x <= 20m
for t>0 :
h = Cm for x=Om and x=20m
h=10m  for 0<x<20m (3.24)
h=10m  fort=to
where x represents the length of the flow domain (in Eqn (3.21) the flow domain 
length is assumed in the z direction while here it is supposed to be in the x 
direction). The coefficient of consolidation c^  for this example is taken to be 1 
mVday.
The solution is the same, whichever type of elements are used (ID, 2D, 2D- 
axisymmetric or 3D), provided that the flow is reduced in one-direction only. 
(Attention should be drawn however to the fact that in the axisymmetric case the 
flow has to be assumed along the z direction for the solution to be equivalent). 
Hence, all types of elements have been checked via this solution".
The second confined transient problem presented herein (Fig. 3.4) solves the 
conduction equation over a rectangular area Im x Im. The boundary and initial 
conditions of this problem are represented in Fig. 3.4. The ratio K/S  ^ is Im^ /sec. 
The numerical results are compared with the corresponding analytical series solution 
according to Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) (as reported in Smith and Griffiths, 1988).
The third transient confined problem (Fig. 3.5) considers flow to a well in a 
confined aquifer of extensive area where the potentiometric surface is initially 
horizontal and equal to Ho=10 m. The well is discharging at a constant rate Q=2000 
m  ^ day'*. The aquifer coefficients are the transmissivity T=300 m  ^ day'* and the 
storativity Sst=0.002. The results expressed in terms of drawdowns (Hg-h) for a
3 The analytical solution for this problem is not piecewise linear. Nevertheless the shape of the 
curves in fig. 3.3 is so, because only the values at the points which correspond to the F.E. mesh 
nodes are represented.
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distance of 100 m from the well (in the x-y plane) are compared to the analytical 
solution by Theis (1935), according to which the drawdown at a radius r from the 
well is:
H„-h = -^ W {u )  (3.25)
4;zT
SIwhere u = ----   and W(u) is the well function, the values of which are provided in
4Tt
tabular form in most hydrology books (the writer has used the tables by Marino and 
Luthin, 1982).
Again, because of symmetry, only one quadrant of the flow domain has been used 
for the numerical solution. As it can be seen by Fig. 3.5 the agreement between the 
two solutions is very good for the initial time steps that are depicted in the Fig. 3.5. 
For later time steps (not presented in Figure 3.5), when the boundary conditions of 
the problem are entering into play, the numerical solution deviates from the assumed 
analytical solution. This is in accordance with Wang and Anderson’s (1982) results.
3.5.3 Unsaturated-saturated, steady state flow
Results for the unsaturated-saturated flow  steady flow case are represented by the 
subsequent figures^ More precisely:
In Figures 3.6a) and 3.6b), comparisons for steady state seepage through a 
homogeneous dam are made with results provided by the analogue model of Herbert 
and Rushton (1966). The dimensions of the problem domain as well as the boundary 
conditions are presented in Fig. 3.6a). The assumed hydraulic conductivity is 
K^=Ky=lft/h. Because only the values of total head of the nodes below the phreatic
4 Note that in all these steady state analyses the hydraulic conductivity in the unsaturated zone was 
simulated by a step function, in order to reproduce the assumptions made in the solutions with which 
the writer’s program was compared.
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surface are provided by the authors, while the co-ordinates of the free surface are not 
stated explicitly, the comparisons are made based on the total head values of nodes 
below the free surface. Thus, Figure 3.6a) plots the potential of the first node below 
the free surface at each x-interval apart, while Figure 3.6b) plots all the heads below 
the phreatic surface, along the vertical lines of y=Om, y=10m, and y=20m 
respectively. It can be seen from the figures that the results compare very well.
In Figure 3.7 the finite element solution of the steady state flow problem through a 
dam of Kx=Ky=lm/h, is compared to the approximate analytical solution when 
Dupuit assumptions are made (according to which flow is assumed to be horizontal 
and hence equipotential lines are vertical). These assumptions are contrary to the 
principle of development of unsaturated flow above the water table. Nevertheless, 
because only few analytical solutions exist for phreatic surface problems, it has been 
judged necessary to check the present problem against the Dupuit assumptions. For 
them to hold true, all the nodes along the downstream face of the dam must be kept 
at constant head (the assumption of horizontal flow means that the heads along a 
vertical line are equal). Thus, the boundary conditions are that h=4m at x=Om and 
h=3m at x=6m. The boundaries at the top and bottom of the dam are taken to be no­
flow boundaries thus the flow is one-dimensional such that Dupuit's assumption 
(that head does not vary vertically) is satisfied. The analytical solution of this 
particular dam problem based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumptions is the 
following:
h{x) = V - 1.17x4-16 (3.26)
One can notice that the two solutions compare well. It should be noted that again the 
solution is the same, whichever type of elements are used (ID, 2D or 3D), provided 
that the flow is reduced in one-direction only (i.e. the horizontal). Hence, all types of 
elements have been checked via this solution. Fig. 3.7 shows the results from the 
runs made for 3-D elements, but as already stated the results are the same for all
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elements used (linear 1-D, linear or quadratic quadrilateral elements and linear 
parallelepiped elements).
Two additional solutions for steady flow through dams are presented in Figures 3.8 
and 3.9, involving a rectangular homogeneous dam and an homogeneous dam with 
sloping faces respectively. More precisely, in Fig. 3.8 comparisons of the free 
surface position are made between the writer’s program results and other numerical 
results (provided by Bathe and Khoshgoflaar (computer code ADINAT), 1979, who 
use a constant mesh approach ignoring flow in the unsaturated zone and France et 
al, 1971, who use a variable F.E. mesh approach), as well as electrical analogue 
results (Herbert, 1968). The hydraulic conductivity used in this analysis was 
Kx=Ky=lft/h. Fig. 3.9 presents comparisons of the free surface location according to 
Verruijt’s (1982) variable mesh F.E. program and the writers unsaturated-saturated 
flow program. The problem geometry as well as the boundary conditions are 
depicted in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respectively for the two different problems. The 
assumed hydraulic conductivity was K^=Ky=lm/h. Both figures show satisfactory 
agreement between the various results, in spite of the different assumptions used in 
the above mentioned models.
3.5.4 Unsaturated-saturated, transient flow
For the solution of transient, unsaturated-saturated flow, which is of most relevance 
to the writer’s research, the following comparisons have been made:
a) Comparisons with sandbox experimental results
In Figure 3.10 the writer’s results are compared against the experimental results 
presented in Vauclin et a l (1976), for flow between two parallel drains. The 
dimensions of the sandbox were 600cm long, 5cm large and 200cm high (Fig. 3.11). 
The total head was initially 145cm for both the upstream and downstream faces of 
the sandbox, when it was suddenly lowered to75cm at both sides. Because of 
symmetry, only half of the problem domain has been used for the writer’s numerical 
solution. The material was fine sand of saturated hydraulic conductivity Kga=35cm/h
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and 0 5 = 0 .3 , 0=0.0. The parameters involved in Eqns 3.16a) and 3.16e) were 
A]=4xlO\ ni=2.9 and A2=3xl0^ and n2=5 respectively. The numerical results 
showing the phreatic surface position at various time levels compare very well with 
the sandbox model reults.
In Figure 3.11 the writer’s 3-D finite element analysis results are compared against 
experimental, (sandbox) results provided by Vachaud et a l (1973). As it can be seen 
in Fig. 3.11, the dimensions of the sandbox are 300cm long, 5cm large and 200cm 
high. The total head is initially 143cm for both the upstream and downstream faces 
of the sandbox, when it is suddenly lowered to  80cm at the downstream face only. 
The same material as in the previous example was used, namely fine sand of 
saturated hydraulic conductivity Ks3t=35cm/h and 0g=O.3, 0=0.0. The parameters 
involved in Eqns 3.16a) and 3.16e) were A, =4x1 O'*, ni=2.9 and A2=3xl0^ and n2=5 
respectively.
It can be noted that the results compare very well, except possibly at very few points 
(e.g. in Fig. 3.11a), at some point for time equal to 50 hours), but even these 
discrepancies could possibly be due to experimental measurement inaccuracy rather 
than to the finite element program mistakes. Indeed, for the aforementioned point, 
one can see that it deviates from the final steady state case, while according to the 
authors (Vachaud et a l, 1973), steady state was achieved at 5Oh. Conversely, it is 
clear that the writer’s results do represent the steady state line at the given model 
section.
b) infiltration into soil column
The next problem of transient flow solved herein is that of one-dimensional 
infiltration in a semi-infinite soil column. The writer’s results are compared against 
Philip’s (1957) quasi-analytical solution, as well as the finite difference results 
provided by Haverkamp et a l (1977) (Figures 3.12a)-c)) for various times levels. 
The soil considered herein is Yolo light clay, the hydraulic properties of which were
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provided by Philip (1957) and back-fitted by Haverkamp et a l (1977) according to 
the formulae:
K(y/) = Ksa,— ——  (3.27b)
for the volumetric water content and the hydraulic conductivity respectively. The 
parameters involved in these equations were given in Haverkamp et a l (1977) as 
follows: 0 5 = 0 .4 9 5 , 0=0.124, Aj=739, nj=4 for h=-l cm and 0 = 0 5  for h^-lcm; K5 3t= 
4.428x10'^ cm/h, A2 = 124.6 and n2 = 1 .7 7 . According to Haverkamp et a l (1977) the 
functional relationships provided by 3.27a) and 3.27b) describe Philip’s (1957) data 
very well except near h=-1 0 0 cm for the K(y) curve. The boundary conditions are 
the following:
t < 0  z > 0  0n,in=O.2376
t=0 z=0 0 ^3 ,^ =0 5 =0.4950 (3.28)
For the numerical solution a two-dimensional mesh was used with Az=lcm and a 
time step At=0.004-0.005h. Both a consistent as well as a lumped formulation of the 
storage matrix were used. The results showing volumetric water content at various 
depths compare generally very well with Philip’s (1957) quasi-analytical solution as 
well as with Haverkamp et a l (1977) finite difference solution (Fig. 312a)-c)). One 
can notice a slightly better agreement of the lumped formulation results compared to 
those derived from the consistent formulation.
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c) Column drainage^
The subsequent two problems that are solved for validation purposes are both 
column drainage problems. The first attempts 6  simulate numerically Watson’s 
(1967) experimental results for Botany Sand column drainage (Watson, 1967 and 
Whisler and Watson, 1968). The second compares the writer’s numerical results to 
the experimental results for Del Monte Sand column drainage from Liakopoulos 
(1965a) (as they are reported in Narasimhan, 1975). The latter experiment was used 
to validate the three different sets of equations simulating the hydraulic property 
variation in the unsaturated zone that were implemented in the writer’s program 
(Eqn 3.16a)-e)).
In Watson’s (1967) experiment the sand column was 57cm high. Prior to the 
commencement of the drainage experiment, a steady-state saturated flow condition 
was developed by supplying excess water to the surface of the column. By these 
means, a small head was maintained at the top of the column so that the rate of 
volume outflow and hence, the saturated hydraulic conductivity was determined. 
The drainage process commenced when the ponded water disappeared through the 
upper surface of the sand. From that moment on, the surface of the sand was treated 
as an impermeable boundary. The lowest elevation of the column was maintained at 
a fixed atmospheric pressure throughout the experiment.
These initial and boundary conditions can be expressed mathematically as:
t=0 z^Ocm h=z
t>0 z=Ocm h=Ocm
t>0 z=57cm ^ = 0
dz (3.29)
5 Although the nature of the problem is assumed to be one-dimensional, two-dimensional elements 
were used in the writer’s analyses.
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The saturated hydraulic conductivity of this sand (Botany Sand) was 1.1 cm/min, 
the saturated volumetric water content 0 5 = 0 . 3 5  and and the residual volumetric 
water content 0=0.05.
From Fig. 3.13c), it can be seen that the agreement between the numerical and 
experimental results is very good. Note that, as pointed out previously, the 
volumetric water content curve of Botany sand was simulated in this analysis using 
linear function segments, rather than Brutsaert’s or Van Genuchten’s equations 
(Eqns 3.16a) and b) respectively). This is due to the shape of this curve as shown in 
Watson (1967) and Whisler and Watson (1968). Moreover, according to this curve, 
the air-entry value of this sand is 40cm. Therefore, since the ratio of the air-entry 
value to the column length is quite large, in most part of the experiment/numerical 
analyses, saturated conditions prevail. This explains the quick change in pore-water 
pressures in this test.
The second column drainage analysis, models a one-metre tall column packed with 
Del Monte sand. The flow through the column was regulated such that the vertical 
gradient of the total head became unity. When this initial condition was attained, the 
addition of water at the top of the sand column stopped, so that the top of the 
column became an impermeable boundary. Then the column was left to drain freely. 
The initial and boundary conditions of this problem are therefore the following:
t=0 z^Ocm h = z
t>0 z=Ocm h=Ocm
t>0 z= 100cm ^ = 0
dz (3.30)
The agreement between the experimental and the numerical results was found to be 
satisfactory apart from times earlier than lOmins (Figure 3.14). Note, however, that 
the same difficulty in simulating the earlier time level experimental results by 
Liakopoulos (1965a) was reported in Whisler and Watson (1968) (who performed.
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in all other sand column cases, successful comparisons with other researchers’ 
experimental results) and in Narasimhan (1975). The latter author, attributed these 
discrepancies to consolidation of the sand that had probably occurred (his argument 
for this was the outflow volumes noticed at the early times, while the soil was still 
saturated).
For the derivation of the results presented in Figure 3.14 the lumped formulation 
was used for the time-dependent matrix. The same problem was solved using a 
consistent formulation for the time-dependent matrix. As it can be seen in Figure 
3.15 the results between the two formulations do not differ significantly, although 
those derived from the lumped formulation tend to be slightly superior to those 
obtained when the consistent formulation was used.
Investigation o f the hydraulic property function performance
The experimental results from Liakopoulos (1965a) were also used in order to check 
the possible differences between the numerical results derived respectively by the 
three sets of mathematical equations. Thus, three different sets of runs were made, 
the first simulating the volumetric water content variation and the hydraulic 
conductivity variation using Eqn (3.16a) (referred to herein as Brutsaerts’ equation) 
and Eqn (3.16e) (Gardner’s equation). The second set of numerical analyses used 
Eqn 3.16a for the volumetric water content variation {Brutsaert’s equation) but the 
hydraulic conductivity variation was simulated here by Eqn (3.16g) (referred to 
herein as Irmay’s equation). The third set of numerical analyses used Van 
Genuchten’s equations (Eqns (3.16b) and (3.16f) for the volumetric water content 
and the hydraulic conductivity respectively).
The coefficients of the mathematical equations as back-fitted by the writer are: 
05=0.308, 0=0.05; in Brutsaert’s equation for the volumetric water content 
simulation A,=6.26238x10^ and n,=4.54533; in Gardner’s equation 2.63x10'^ 
cm/min, A2=5.86731xl0'* and n2=5.7466. In Van Genuchten’s volumetric water 
content equation aj=0.0075177, n=4.88219 and m =l-l/n; in Van Genuchten’s
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hydraulic conductivity equation a2=0.00652607. In Irmay’s equation ô was assumed 
to be equal to 3. The hydraulic property curves according to the various functions 
are represented in Figure 3.16.
As can be seen by the numerical results (Figure 3.17) the difference between the 
methods is not very significant, although at earlier times Van Genuhten’s equations 
seem to be slightly ahead with respect to the other two sets of analysis. A 
commentary that could be made here is that the two sets of analyses involving 
Brutsaert’s equations (i.e. Bruatsaert’s + Gardner’s and Brutsaert’s + Irmay’s sets of 
analyses) give results which are closer to each other. This is despite the fact that, up 
to pressure heads equal to approximately -80cm, Irmay’s hydraulic conductivity 
curve is much closer to Van Genuchten’s curve than to Gardner’s curve. Moreover, 
for pressure heads between -80cm and -100cm (which is the lowest pressure head 
that can be achieved in this particular problem), the distance between Gamder’s 
curve and Irmay’s curve and that between Van Genuchten’s curve and Irmay’s curve 
is almost the same (Van Genucthen’s equation is still slightly closer to Irmay’s 
curve). Therefore, since the numerical results involving Gardner’s and Irmay’s 
hydraulic conductivity curves are closer to each other (despite the fact that these two 
hydraulic curves are less close to each other than Van Genuchten’s curve) one can 
conclude that the most decisive factor for this transient analysis behaviour is the 
specific moisture capacity rather than the hydraulic conductivity. Indeed, Brutsaert’s 
+ Gardner’s and Brutsaert’s + Irmay’s sets of analyses have the same specific 
moisture capacity (since the latter is derived from Brutsaert’s equation for both of 
them).
Additional check o f the program behaviour based on column drainage results
To assess the performance of the numerical code another test was made. To check 
whether the program gives apparently valid and convergent answers, the hydraulic 
property values obtained during the solution of a one-dimensional problem were 
investigated. The one-dimensional problem modelled herein is again Liakopoulos’ 
experiment as described above. In addition to the plots of pressure heads with depth
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at different time levels presented above (Fig. 3.14) the following sets of plots based 
on the program results were also made, namely:
• plots of hydraulic conductivity distribution with pressure heads at different time 
levels (Fig. 3.18a)-e))
• plots of volumetric water distribution with pressure heads at different time levels 
(Fig. 3.19a)-e))
• plots of specific moisture capacity distribution with pressure heads at different 
time levels (Fig. 3.20 a) -e) )
• plots of hydraulic conductivity distribution with time at two different depths 
(Fig. 3.21 a))
• plots of volumetric water content distribution with time at two different depths 
(Fig. 3.21b))
• plots of specific moisture capacity distribution with time at two different depths 
(Fig. 3.21c))
• plots of hydraulic conductivity with depth at various time levels (Fig. 3.22)
• plots of volumetric water content with depth at various time levels (Fig. 3.23)
• plots of specific moisture capacity distribution with depth at various time levels 
(Fig. 3.24)
The aim of this exercise was to investigate whether these property values 
reproduced the expected values based on the hydraulic curves. (Nevertheless, some 
slight differences were observed in the hydraulic property values with respect to 
those of the curves for the pressures at each time level should be expected. This is 
because the hydraulic properties are calculated according to the pressure head values 
at the end of one iteration before the convergence has seen achieved). From the 
plots, it can be seen that the results are in agreement with the expected behaviour. 
Indeed, as concerns the hydraulic conductivity and the volumetric water content, the 
values are decreasing with higher absolute values of negative pressure heads; they 
are also lower at higher depths of the soil column (having higher negative pressures 
in absolute value), as well as at later times (were higher negative pressures -in
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absolute values- are developed). The specific moisture capacity values are, 
conversely, increasing within the range of negative pressure heads involved in this 
problem, and this is again in agreement with the increasing values of the specific 
moisture capacity for this range of negative pressures (as seen in Fig. 3.16 c) 
representing the specific moisture capacity variation with pressure head). As 
expected, the graphs of all hydraulic coefficient variation with time (Fig. 3.21a)-c)) 
are steeper at z=50cm with respect to those at z=90cm, since the latter present a 
wider suction variation and hence wider variation of the hydraulic coefficients. In 
general, all coefficient values are in agreement with those of the hydraulic 
conductivity curves.
3.5.4,3 Validation o f the hysteresis models
To check the correctness of the hysteresis models implemented in the writer’s 
program, experimental results found in Abrishami (1987) for one-dimensional 
column flow^ with variable boundary conditions were used (causing alternating 
drying and wetting of the porous medium). The material used was a medium sand of 
density equal to 1.64 gr/cm^. The height of the column was 34cm. The initial and 
boundary conditions of this experiment were the following:
t=0 0cm<z<34cm h=l 7.6cm
dht>0 z=34cm —  = 0
dz
First drying:
t=lmin z=Ocm h=l 1.8cm
t=2min z=Ocm h=5cm
2.5min<t<14min z=Ocm h=Ocm
First re-wetting
t=15min z=Ocm h=12cm
6 Again two dimensional elements were used for the solution of this problem
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15.5miii<t<24min z=Ocm h= 17.6cm
First re-drying:
t=25min z=Ocm h=8.5cm
t>26min z=Ocm h=Ocm (3.31)
The values of the coefficients involved in the hydraulic property curves as back- 
fitted by Abrishami (1987) 'were used (in Brutsaert’s and Gardner’s equations for the 
volumetric water content and the hydraulic conductivity respectively). These are the 
following: a) main drying curve 0 5 = 0 .3 5 9 , 0 =0.02; in Brutsaert’s equation for the 
volumetric water content simulation Aj=12x10^ and nj=5.82 for the drying curve 
and Aj=780 and nj=3 for the wetting curve; in Gardner’s equation K5g(= 0.106 cm/s, 
A2=3x10^^ and n2 = 18.25 for the drying curve and A2=2xl0’ and n2=9 for the wetting 
curve.
For the hysteresis model simulating the scanning curves as straight lines (referred to 
herein as the linear model), the four experimentally determined scanning curves 
published in Miles et a l (1988) were used. As explained above, (section 3.4.1), no 
interpolation for the values of the slopes of the remaining scanning curves was 
made. The slope of the intermediate scanning curves was therefore assumed to be 
the same as that of the nearest overlying experimentally measured scanning curve.
The numerical results for the first drainage (using the drying curve of the medium) 
show satisfactory agreement with the experimental results (Fig.3.25a)). For the re­
wetting case, it is shown that if the same curve as for the first drying simulation is 
used (i.e. the main drying curve of the material) the results tend to show faster rates 
of evolution than those found form the experimental results.
Conversely, the hysteresis models (namely the linear model as well as Mualem’s 
(1973) and Mualem’s (1984) models) show better agreement with the experimental 
results with the linear model being slightly more accurate (Fig. 3.25 b)-d)). Note
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that in Figs. 3.25b)-d) only one of the two models by Mualem is represented 
(Mualem, 1973), since the differences between the results derived by the two 
models were not significant (these differences were in most cases noticed only after 
the third decimal place).
Similar behaviour is shown by the first re-drying results. Namely, when the main 
drying curve is used throughout the analysis (i.e. no hysteresis is accounted for and 
a single-valued 0(y) function is assumed) the results tend to show faster rates of 
evolution than those found form the experimental results. The linear model 
simulating the scanning curves by straight lines gives in general results much closer 
to the experimental (Figs. 3.25 e)-f)). In this case, the performance of Mualem’s 
models was not as good as in the first re-wetting case. Nevertheless, their overall 
performance (apart from the initial time step) was still closer to experimental 
observations than the results derived from the main drying curve (i.e. in which 
hysteresis was not accounted for). Only one of Mualem’s models is shown in Fig. 
3.25g), since the differences between the results derived by the two models were 
again not significant (in this case however, there were some more significant 
differences between the two Mualem models at the last two time levels, as well as 
some small numerical instabilities in the results derived by Mualem’s (1984) 
method for the last time level).
Based on these results, the overall behaviour of the linear model for the scanning 
curves can be judged to be satisfactory despite the crude approximations that it 
involves. Conversely, that of Mulalem’s models for the secondary scanning curves 
needs further investigation, before it can be used with confidence. The results have 
also shown the inability of a model based on single-valued functions (e.g. use of one 
of the main curves throughout the re-wetting, re-drying process) to simulate this 
boundary condition problem. This finding points at the importance of including 
hysteretic behaviour of the medium in unsaturated flow models.
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3.6 Conclusions
In the present chapter the development of the Finite Element program taking into 
account unsaturated-saturated soil systems was presented and comparisons with 
analytical, experimental (physical and analogue models) as well as other numerical 
solutions were made. These comparisons showed that the program performs 
successfully for both steady and transient saturated, as well as unsaturated-saturated 
flows and for all types of elements, including the three-dimensional ones.
The performance of various options offered in the writer’s program were also 
investigated (namely, 1-D, 2-D and 3-D analysis options, lumped versus consistent 
time-dependent matrix, various mathematical curves for the simulation of the 
hydraulic properties and hysteresis modelling using three different methods). It was 
shown that all options performed well and therefore, there is no obvious reason for 
exclusion of any of them in further numerical work.
The only exception was the two Mualem models for hysteresis. The latter performed 
well only for a first cycle of reversal in boundary conditions, but failed to do so in 
the subsequent reversal cycle. For this reason, only the linear hysteresis model will 
be used in any further work presented in this thesis that will include hysteresis. 
Nevertheless, the results derived using Mualem’s models were, generally, closer to 
the experimental with respect to those assuming single-valued functions. This shows 
that the effect of hysteresis may be significant. Therefore, hysteresis will be 
accounted for in any subsequent analyses involving reversal in the boundary 
conditions.
Having examined and validated the performance of the finite element unsaturated- 
saturated flow program, it is now interesting to proceed to comparisons with other 
models of seepage involving phreatic surfaces, and investigate whether (and in 
which cases) the results between the writer’s approach and these models might be 
significantly different.
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Fig. 3.1 Free boundary approach results (showing the phreatic surface location) for steady 
state seepage through dams: (a) when linear triangular elements were used; (b) 
when linear quadrilateral elements were used.
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Comparison between analytical solutions based on Dupuit's assumptions 
and Finite Element results for well drawdown in an unconfined aquifer 
(steady-state flow)
Fig. 3.2 Comparison between the analytical solution based on the Dupuit assumptions and 
the Finite Element solution for radial flow to a well in an unconfmed aquifer 
(steady-state flow). Shaded cell represents the well at the origin o f the mesh 
(plan view of the aquifer).
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2-D Solution for diffusion through a rectangle comparison with analytical solution by 
Carslaw & Jaeger (1959). The results represent the head as a function o f time for a 
single node o f the F.E. mesh (node 6).
Fig.3.4 Comparison between the analytical 2-dim solution of diffusion through a rectangle 
provided by Carlslaw & Jaeger (1959) and the finite element solution. The results 
represent the head as a function of time for a single node (corner node bottom-left).
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Fig.3.5 Transient well drawdown from an areally extensive confined aquifer (Theis
Problem). The shaded cell on the finite element mesh represents the pumping well 
(plan view of the aquifer). The results are plotted for a distance of radius r=100m 
from the well.
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Fig. 3.6 Comparison between total head values at the interior nodes o f a finite 
element mesh for a rectangular dam (steady-state flow). The results are 
compared with Herbert and Rushton's (1966) electrical analogue solution
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Comparison of the finite element solutions with the analytical solution 
of the flow a dam for Dupuit’s assumptions
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Fig. 3.7 Free-surface location provided by the finite element solution (3-D elements)
compared to that based on the analytical solution (Dupuit's assumptions) for flow 
through a rectangular dam.
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Fig.3.8 Free-surface location in rectangular dam (steady-state), provided by the finite 
element solution and compared to other numerical solutions as well as to 
electrical analogue solutions.
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s i i i iF .E .  Results by Verruijt's variable mesh program 
***** Results by the present program (16x30 mesh) 
0ODŒOD Results by the present program (9x13 mesh)
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Free surface for steady state flow through a dam with sloping faces
Fig.3.9 Location of the phreatic surface for steady flow through dam with sloping faces 
as compared to a variable F.E. mesh solution (Verruijt, 1982).
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Fig.3.10 Location of the phreatic surface for transient flow between two parallel ditches 
compared to experimental results (Vauclin et al,  1976).
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Fig.3.11 Pressure Heads at various positions for a sandbox model (3-D analysis).
Comparison between Finite Element and experimental results provided by 
Vachaud et al, (1973).
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Fig. 3. 12 Comparative results for one-dimensional infiltration in Yolo Light Clay
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Fig. 3.13 Column drainage o f Botany Sand: comparison between experimental and numerical 
results
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Fig. 3.14 Comparison between experimental and F.E. results (lumped formulation) for Del 
Monte Sand column drainage
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison between experimental results and F.E. results derived from a lumped 
and a consistent time-dependent matrix formulation respectively (Del Monte Sand 
column drainage)
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Fig. 3. 16 Hydraulic property curves for Del Monte Sand
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Fig. 3.17 Comparison between F.E. results derived from three different sets o f equations for 
the hydraulic properties (Del Monte Sand column drainage)
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Fig. 3.18 Hydraulic conductivity versus pressure head for Del Monte Sand column drainage
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Fig. 3.19 Volumetric water content versus pressure head for Del Monte Sand column 
drainage
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Fig.3.20 Specific moisture capacity versus pressure head for Del Monte Sand column 
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Fig. 3.21 Hydraulic property variation with time at two different depths
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Fig. 3.22 Hydraulic conductivity versus depth for Del Monte Sand column drainage
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Fig. 3.23 Volumetric water content versus depth for Del Monte Sand column drainage
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Fig. 3.24 Specific moisture capacity versus depth for Del Monte Sand column drainage
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Fig. 3.25 Variable Boundary condition flow in a sand column: 
a) first drying; b)-d) first wetting e) -g) first re-drying
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a) first drying; b)-d) first wetting e) -g) first re-drying
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CHAPTER 4
APPLICATION OF THE UNSATURATED-SATURATED 
SEEPAGE PROGRAM TO THE SOLUTION OF GEOTECHNICAL 
PROBLEMS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the capabilities of the imsaturated-saturated seepage program are 
demonstrated through the solution of various geotechnical problems. A comparison 
with other solution techniques for the same problems is also presented for most of 
the cases. First, problems of steady-state seepage through dams are solved and 
compared with the solutions provided by the program developed by the writer, in 
which unsaturated zone flow is neglected (free boundary approach). Scale effects, 
soil non-homogeneity (i.e. layered soils) as well as the influence of the material type 
are investigated. These are followed by the solution of transient dam seepage, 
compared with free boundary approach results provided in the literature. Secondly, 
transient seepage problems through ditches are solved for two different soil 
categories and compared with different approaches to the modelling of transient 
imsaturated-saturated seepage.
This is followed by two sections in which transient pumping problems are solved; 
namely regional transient pumping from a grid of wells (the results focusing on the 
total head and pressure head profiles in the neighbourhood of a single well), situated 
in a layered aquifer. In the first section, a comparison is made between the results of 
the program considering non-linear variation of the hydraulic coefficients against a 
solution close to current geotechnical practice, assuming non-varying hydraulic 
properties (i.e. the soil and hence the hydraulic properties are assumed to be at full 
saturation throughout the transient process). In the second section, special attention 
is given to the investigation of the different layered material combination on the
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evolution of transient seepage (i.e. the evolution of the head and pressure profiles 
with time).
4.2 Steady-state seepage through dams
4.2.1 Geometry, boundary conditions and material properties
To compare the steady-state dam seepage solutions derived from models based on 
the free boundary approach against those obtained from unsaturated-saturated 
models, a series of dam analyses was conducted. The purpose of this exercise was to 
assess the influence of scale effects and material properties when modelling the 
unsaturated zone. The first set of analyses considered homogeneous rectangular 
dam sections of height 3m and of width 10m (referred to as small dam model), of 
height 30m and of width 100m (medium dam model) and of height 300m and of 
width 1000m (large dam model) respectively. Subsequently, three homogeneous 
dams with sloping faces were considered, of height 3m and of width 5m (small dam 
model), of height 30m and of width 100m (medium dam model) and of height 300m 
and of width 1000m (large dam model) respectively. The geometry of the dam 
sections is shown in Figures 4.1(a)-(c) and 4.1(d)-(f)) for the rectangular and the 
sloping edge dams respectively.
Three different homogeneous materials are considered, namely sand, silt and clay, 
with saturated hydraulic conductivities of lOm/day (sand), O.lm/day (silt) and 
0.001 m/day (clay) respectively. The hydraulic conductivities are assumed to vary in 
the unsaturated zone according to curves A (sand), B (silt) and C (clay) 
respectively* (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2(a)).
Subsequently, four core dam sections were analysed, namely a small (height 3m 
and width 10m) and a medium (height 30m and width 100m) rectangular core
’ Curves E(sand), F(silt), G(clay), are used for parametric study purposes only. Thus, the indices 
sand, silt do not refer to any actual soils of these types. They correspond, instead, to the values of the 
fitting parameters in Brutsaert’s and Gardner’s equations (namely parameters A,, n,, Aj, nj) and that 
originated from the actual A,, n,, A^ , U; values for a sand (Vauclin et al, 1976), a silt (Touchet silt. 
Brooks and Corey, 1966) and a clay (Jurong Clay, Leong and Rahardjo, 1995), which are 
represented in Table 4.2.
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dams, and a small (height 3m and width 10m) and a medium (height 30m and width 
100m) core dams with sloping faces. The dams consist of sand with a saturated 
hydraulic conductivity of 1 m/day which varies in the unsaturated zone according to 
curve D (sand) (see Fig 4.2(b) and Table 4.1). In the first set of analyses the core 
saturated hydraulic conductivity was assumed to be O.lm/day, varying in the 
unsaturated zone according to curves E (sand), F (silt) and G(clay) (see Fig 4.2(b) 
and Table 4.1). In the second set of analyses the core saturated hydraulic 
conductivity was assumed to be O.Olm/day varying in the unsaturated zone 
according to curves H (sand), 1 (silt) and J (clay) respectively (see Fig 4.2(c) and 
Table 4.1). In the third set of analyses the core saturated hydraulic conductivity was 
assumed to be 0.001 m/day varying in the unsaturated zone according to curves K 
(sand), L (silt) and M (clay) respectively^ (see Fig 4.2(d) and Table 4.1). Table 4.1 
contains a list of all parameters relevant to the above mentioned curves. Note that 
the coefficients Aj and nj of Bqn (3.16(e)) involved in the previously mentioned 
curves are those of a silty sand by Vauclin et al. (1976) for curves A,D,H,K, those 
of a silt by Brooks and Corey (1966) for curves B, I, L and those of Jurong Clay by 
Leong and Rahardjo (1995) for curves C,G,M.
It should be pointed out that the selected geometry and materials do not represent 
real dam sections, but have been chosen in order to demonstrate their effect on the 
numerical results via parametric studies. Nevertheless, the trends shown by these 
dam sections, should be indicative for shallow and deep water table domains (for 
small and medium/large dams respectively).
In all analyses just discussed the upstream face water level is maintained at 3m, at 
30m and at 300m for the small, medium and large dams respectively while the water 
level at the downstream face is 0.5m, 5m and 50m for the small, medium and large
 ^As before, curves H(sand), I(silt), J(clay), K(sand), L(silt), M(clay), refer to the soils from which 
the fitting parameters that they were attributed originated, namely a sand (Vauclin et al, 1976), a silt 
(Touchet silt. Brooks and Corey, 1966) and a clay (Jurong Clay, Leong and Rahardjo, 1995). They 
do not refer to real soils of these types but the names were used as such to facilitate recalling of 
which fitting parameter values were used in each parametric study.
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dams respectively. These boundary conditions are also shown in Figures 4.1(a)-(c) 
and 4.1(d)-(f) for the rectangular and the sloping edge dam section respectively.
4.2.2 Numerical Results for Steady Flow Cases
4.2.2.i Homogeneous dam cases
Figures 4.3-4.16 present the results from the free boundary approach and the 
unsaturated-saturated approaches for rectangular and sloping faces dams (small, 
medium and large dams), with section geometries as described above.
The free boundary approach results give the same relative water table position 
irrespective of dam dimensions and assumed hydraulic conductivity (i.e. the water 
table coordinates are proportional to the dam dimensions but always pass through 
the same relative section coordinates). Therefore, the results of the free boundary 
model runs are represented by a single figure only for all rectangular dam/material 
cases and another figure for all sloping face dam/material cases, namely Figures 4.3 
and 4.10 respectively. It should be remembered that all flow above the water table is 
discarded by definition when the free boundary approach is considered and this is 
explicitly represented by the variable mesh method adopted in the writer’s model (in 
this approach the mesh is adapted at each iteration, according to the new 
configuration of the water table). For this reason, only the water table configuration 
and not the flow vectors are represented in the free boundary analyses figures, since 
no flow is taking place in the unsaturated zone and therefore only the water table 
configuration, -constituting the geometrical boundary of the flow domain-, is of 
importance.
Because the numerical results derived from the unsaturated-saturated soil analyses 
for medium and large homogeneous dams led to the same relative water table 
configurations (i.e. same water table configuration, but proportional to the 
respective dam dimensions), and relatively the same amount of flow in the 
unsaturated zone, only the set of results referring to the medium dam is presented 
herein.
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According to the numerical analyses results presented in Figures 4.3-4.9 it can be 
seen that the water table position between the free boundary and the unsaturated- 
saturated approach is similar (note that the mesh spacing is not the same in the 
vertical direction between the two sets of graphs). A slight variation in the water 
table configuration is seen between the outputs of the small dams, according to the 
hydraulic conductivity curves used in each analysis. Conversely, all analyses 
deriving from the medium (and large) section dams present exactly the same water 
table configuration.
From the figures it can be seen that flow may take place above the phreatic surface 
and that flow vectors may intersect the phreatic surface, especially next to the exit 
point, where gradients are steeper. This is an indication that the phreatic surface is 
not the upper flow line of the domain and (since it is intersected by the flow 
vectors), neither is it a flow line at all, as is assumed by the free boundary 
approach. Indeed, according to the latter approach, the second boundary condition to 
be satisfied on the phreatic surface is that the flow gradients normal to it be zero (i.e. 
no flow above or across it).
The amount of flow in the unsaturated zone is particularly significant in the smaller 
dam and for the curve type B (silt), that is, the less steep curve that, additionally, 
shows that the soil does not dry out completely (Fig. 4.5). Some small amount of 
flow can, however, be seen for the smaller dam (SmxlOm) in the cases of the other 
two materials assumed herein (‘sand’ and ‘clay’), for which the hydraulic 
conductivity reduction in the unsaturated zone is abrupt (Figs 4.4 and 4.6). (This 
small amount of flow was expected since a steep hydraulic conductivity function 
implies that large hydraulic conductivity reductions occur with small suction 
variations).
The same can be noticed for soil material type B in the two larger dams (i.e. 
SOmxlOOm and SOOmxlOOOm -Fig. 4.8 represents the medium dam results; the large 
dam results are analogous and therefore not represented-). In all these latter cases.
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however, flow vectors can be seen forming at the element Gauss points just above 
the phreatic surface and most of them seem to be following paths mainly parallel to 
it (except at the very last element, adjacent to the exit point as well as next to the 
upstream face). Thus, these flow vectors, could be due to the contribution of the 
saturated part of the element. It could therefore be assumed that in these cases, the 
free boundary approach assumptions would not lead to big errors.
For the two larger dams and soil material types A and C (i.e. sand and clay 
respectively), presenting steep hydraulic conductivity variations, there is practically 
no flow at any Gauss point above the phreatic surface, except at the Gauss points of 
the element above the exit point (i.e. adjacent to the region of the steepest hydraulic 
gradients), where flow vectors ‘intersecting’ the phreatic surface can be seen (Figs. 
4.7 and 4.9). It would therefore be reasonable to assume that apart from these points, 
the free boundary approach could be considered satisfactory.
The results depicting homogeneous sloping edge dams, although qualitatively not 
very dissimilar, are much more impressive as to the effect of flow in the unsaturated 
zone. Here it can be clearly seen that in all smaller dam cases, the flow lines as can 
be traced by the flow vectors are clearly not parallel to the phreatic surface (i.e. the 
phreatic surface is not a flow line). More precisely, the flow vectors can be seen to 
cross the phreatic line upstream with an upward direction, then to form curved paths 
all along the unsaturated zone, finally to cross the phreatic surface with downward 
direction next to the downstream face (mainly in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12).
The upward crossing of the phreatic surface by the flow vectors might at first sight 
seem surprising, but it can physically be explained as follows: the high suctions 
developed in the unsaturated flow region above the phreatic surface create a 
pressure gradient, which generates upward flow. It should be noted that the results 
provided by Papagianakis and Fredlund (1983) for steady seepage through sloping 
dams present the same phenomenon. It should be also noted that there is flow above 
the phreatic surface for both A and B soil types (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12) although flow
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above the phreatic surface is extremely low in soil type C (Fig. 4.13) and it can be 
seen that flow lines, especially in soil type B (Fig. 4.12), follow unsaturated flow 
paths, all over the unsaturated zone length (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12).
As with the rectangular dams, the effect of the unsaturated zone flow almost 
vanishes in the bigger dam cases, and again some minor flow at certain Gauss points 
above the phreatic surface might be attributed to the contribution of the saturated 
soil zone adjacent to these points (Figs. 4.14-4.16), except possibly at the elements 
above the phreatic surface, which are adjacent to the upstream and downstream 
faces respectively. Again a slight variation in the water table configuration can be 
seen between the outputs of the small dams, according to the soil functions used in 
each analysis (Figs. 4.11-4.13). This variation of the water table is not apparent in 
the medium (and large) section dams, which have exactly the same water table 
configuration (Figs. 4.14-4.16).
4,2,2,2, Core dams
Figures 4.17-4.58 present the results from the free boundary approach and the 
unsaturated-saturated approaches for rectangular and sloping faces small and 
medium core dams, with section geometries and dam/core material properties as 
described above. Note that in all medium core dams a denser mesh was used to 
improve convergence.
From the small rectangular dam figures (Figs. 4.18-4.20, 4.25-4.27 and 4.32-4.34) it 
can be seen that the water table configuration resulting from the two sets of analyses 
(unsaturated-saturated approach as opposed to the free boundary approach) are again 
reasonably close, but it can be noticed that the smoother function (curves F, I, L) for 
all core saturated hydraulic conductivities gives water table configurations inside the 
core slightly lower than that of the free boundary approach and of a more ‘linear’ 
shape. The steeper soil functions (curves E, H, K and especially curves G, J, M) 
give water table configurations closer to those derived by the free boundary 
approach for all core saturated hydraulic conductivities.
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The small sloping dam unsaturated-saturated approach results give water table 
configurations for higher saturated hydraulic conductivities of the core close to 
those derived from the free boundary approach (although the smooth curve results 
are again slightly lower and of a more linear shape). Conversely, for lower saturated 
hydraulic conductivity cores, all small dam results (Figs. 4.46-4.4 S) give generally 
lower water table positions, with results assuming curves G, J, M (i.e. steep curves) 
for the core unsaturated hydraulic conductivity closer to those of the free boundary 
approach.
As expected, for the same core saturated hydraulic conductivities, different amounts 
of flow are taking place in the unsaturated zone, according to the hydraulic 
conductivity-suction relationship attributed to the core material. In all cases however 
(for either rectangular of sloping face small dams), flow vectors can be seen in the 
unsaturated zone, especially in the smooth hydraulic conductivity cores (curve F, I, 
L), for all saturated hydraulic conductivities (Figs. 4.19, 4.26, 4.27 and 4.33 for 
small rectangular dams and Figs. 4.40, 4.47, 4.54 for small dams with sloping 
edges), again underlying the fact that the water table is not the upper flow line. 
Thus, there is always some flow inside the core and especially in the downstream 
face of the core (this could play an important role in internal erosion, since even 
limited amounts of hydraulic gradients may cause mobilisation of some fraction of 
the soil).
The medium core dam results derived from the unsaturated-saturated approach 
analyses present significantly lower water table configurations inside the core than 
those produced following the free boundary approach. This might be due to the fact 
that, when the unsaturated-saturated approach is used, the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity of the core is reduced by several orders of magnitude, because higher 
suctions are developed (and this is particularly true for bigger dams as opposed to 
small dams), inducing higher head drop inside the core. The discrepancy between 
the two sets of results is greater for lower hydraulic conductivities. As in the 
homogeneous dams, practically no flow is taking place in the unsaturated zone
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(neither inside nor outside the core) regardless of material type. This might be due to 
the extremely low core hydraulic conductivities.
As expected, for all sets of results (unsaturated-saturated approach results and free 
boundary approach results) and any dam size, the smaller the hydraulic conductivity 
of the core, the greater the drop of hydraulic head inside the core. However, for the 
dams with a core hydraulic conductivity equal to O.Olm/d, there is still some small 
head drop outside the core, occurring mainly downstream.
Summary
The results derived by the free boundary approach and the unsaturated-saturated 
approach, seem to be in reasonable agreement for steady-state seepage, especially 
for homogeneous dams (although some slight differences might be seen for shallow 
flow domains and certain material types). Nevertheless, the differences between the 
two approaches are much more pronounced in core dams. In both cases however, 
(i.e. homogeneous and core dams), the phreatic surface does not constitute the upper 
flow line (which is contrary to the free boundary approach assumptions).
4.3 Transient seepage through dams
4.3.1 Analysis description
For the transient flow case, no comparisons could be made between the writer’s 
unsaturated-saturated flow program and the writer’s free boundary approach 
program, since the latter only deals with steady state flow cases. Therefore, the 
writer used previously published results by Bathe et al., (1982), who solved a 
problem of a dam with square cross section subject to rapid drawdown using the 
free boundary approach. The section of the dam is 16ff x 16ft. Initially, the soil is 
assumed to be saturated, following which the water table downstream falls to Oft. 
Therefore, the boundary conditions of this problem are Dirichlet boundary 
conditions of 16ft of total head along the upstream face nodes and fixed water level 
of Oft (i.e. fixed potential of Oft) at the corresponding elevation node of the 
downstream face (see Fig. 4.59).
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The hydraulic conductivity variation with suction is assumed to follow a step 
function in the Bathe et al., (1982) free boundary approach model. In Bathe et al., 
(1982) the ratio between the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the specific yield 
is one (L/T). In order to have similar material properties and because the concept of 
the specific yield is not explicitly used in the writer’s model, a porosity equal to 0.3 
(and hence a volumetric water content equal to 0.3) has been assumed for a saturated 
hydraulic conductivity of 0.3 ft/d. This is because the specific yield is equal to the 
porosity (or to the effective porosity for fine grained soils), and the volumetric water 
content is by definition equal to the product of the porosity n and the degree of 
saturation Sr (that \s n x 1 for fully saturated conditions). Therefore the specific 
yield is equal to the volumetric water content.
To be closer to the Bathe et al. (1982) assumption of a step function type variation 
of the hydraulic conductivity, a sandy soil (material N) was assumed (this is because 
the hydraulic conductivity variation of a sand curve is steeper and therefore closer to 
that assumed by Bathe et al, 1982). The soil N unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
and moisture capacity coefficient variation in the unsaturated zone are represented in 
Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(e) respectively. The coefficients Aj, n„ Aj, rij involved in 
Eqns 3.16(a) and 3.16(e) (i.e. Brutsaert’s and Gardner’s equations respectively) for 
sand soil N are equal to those of a silty sand as fitted by Vauclin et al. (1976). An 
elastic storage of 3.047xl0'Vft was used (typical value for a sandy soil). It should 
be noted that in Bathe et al (1982) model, the specific yield (i.e. the only parameter 
controlling the transient response of the system, since a Laplacian equation was 
solved for the saturated zone), was assumed to be constant throughout the analysis. 
Conversely, the writer’s model, from the two parameter’s controlling the transient 
behaviour of the system, only the elastic storage coefficient was kept constant, while 
the specific moisture capacity was varying in the unsaturated zone according to the 
rate of variation of the volumetric water content with decreasing pressure head.
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4.3.2 Numerical Results for Transient Flow
The results depicted at the five time levels, (Figs. 4.59), do not agree with those by 
Bathe et al. (1982) even for a case as simple as a homogeneous, square section dam 
problem, subject to sudden drawdown. From the results it is obvious that the free 
boundary approach tends to speed up the time evolution of the water table and that 
considerably lower water table configurations occur for all time steps except the 
initial step as compared with those derived using the unsaturated-saturated 
approach.
The fact that the free boundary approach results evolve rapidly in time seems to be 
justifiable, considering the assumptions inherent to the free boundary approach 
modelling. Specifically, since the phreatic surface is the upper flow boundary, no 
flow is allowed to develop throughout the unsaturated zone, and all flow quantity 
variation within the time step is modelled as a uniformly distributed infiltration on 
the phreatic line. In other words, the variable distribution in time and space of the 
amount of water (and hence, of its flow) within the unsaturated zone is not taken 
into consideration.
Despite this disagreement in the time evolution of the phreatic surface movement, 
the final steady state configurations of the phreatic surface derived by the two 
approaches do not differ significantly, but the time at which the steady state 
configuration is obtained is significantly higher, when unsaturated flow is allowed 
to develop (Fig. 4.59).
4.4 Transient seepage between two parallel drains
The purpose of this exercise was to compare the results derived from the writer’s 
unsaturated-saturated flow model with the model proposed by Lam et al. (1987) 
and Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993a) (referred to hereafter as ‘Fredlund’s model’), for 
the simulation of seepage through unsaturated-saturated soil systems. These authors 
used a constant specific moisture capacity term in the unsaturated zone of the order 
of 10'^  (Lam et al, 1987) or 10'  ^ (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a). Moreover, linear
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hydraulic conductivity curves were used by these authors. These are more 
simplistic curves than those used by the writer.
The problem solved herein is that solved in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.10) and compared to 
the experimental results of Vauclin et a l (1976). The problem consists of a 200cm 
high and 600cm long flow domain drained by two parallel drains. The total head is 
initially 145cm at both the upstream and downstream faces, when it is suddenly 
lowered to 75cm at both drains. Absence of rainfall was assumed. In reality, 
however, boundary conditions will change continuously between the two extremes 
of dry surface conditions (zero flux) and ponding, depending on the succession of 
rainy and dry periods. The geometry and boundary conditions do not represent any 
actual trench drain section, but they were selected as such, to correspond to those 
assumed by Vauclin et al (1976), such that comparison with these authors’ sandbox 
model results can be made. The geometry and boundary conditions of the problem 
are shown in Fig 4.60. Because of symmetry only 300cm of the domain was 
considered for the finite element discretisation (Fig 4.60). Two different soils, were 
used, namely a coarse-grained soil (a sand by Vachaud et al., 1976), and fine­
grained soil (Touchet silt by Brooks and Corey, 1966) the properties of which are 
presented in Table 4.2 and Figs. 4.6l(a)-4.61(c)).
Four sets of solutions are presented herein, one corresponding to the writer’s model 
and three others presenting solutions derived by the writer’s program in which 
constant specific moisture capacity assumptions were made. Namely, constant 
specific moisture capacity coefficients equal to 10 times the value of the elastic 
storage coefficient (similar to the specific moisture capacity used in Lam et al, 
1987), 100 times the value of the elastic storage coefficient (similar to the specific 
moisture capacity values assumed in Fredlund & Rahardjo, 1993) and 1000 times 
the value of the elastic storage coefficient (value corresponding to the order of 
magnitude of the specific yield of the soil, often used to quantify the flow volumes 
in the unsaturated zone) were assumed for each one of the two soils respectively. 
The other simplifying assumption often made (namely, that of linear hydraulic
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conductivity-suction curves) was discarded herein, and the hydraulic conductivity 
curves of the sand and silt presented in Fig. 4.61(a) (based on experimental soil 
data), were used for all solutions. The purpose was therefore to focus on the impact 
of assuming a constant specific moisture capacity term on the transient seepage 
simulations for different types of soils.
4.4.1 Presentation and Discussion of Numerical Results
The results showing the comparative phreatic surface positions at various time 
levels, are represented in Figs 4.62(a)-(b) and 4.63(a)-(b), for a sandy and a silty soil 
respectively. From the figures it can be seen that the constant specific moisture 
capacity model results differ significantly, in most instances, from the writer’s 
varying specific moisture capacity model. The former tend in general to speed up 
the time evolution of seepage with respect to the results derived by the writer’s 
varying specific moisture capacity model. For a sandy soil for instance, a steady 
state configuration (corresponding to a fiat water table, of elevation equal to that of 
the water elevation in the drains, since infiltration rate on the soil surface is assumed 
to be zero), is shown to be obtained as soon as in t=0.1h (Fig. 4.62(a)) for a constant 
specific moisture capacity of the order of 10'  ^ m’’ and at t=0.5h for a constant 
specific moisture capacity of the order of 10*^  m \  when the writer’s varying specific 
moisture capacity model has only approached (but not yet reached) steady state at 
lOh. Better agreement between the two models is obtained for constant specific 
moisture capacity coefficients of the order of lO'^m'  ^ but the transient evolution 
according to the constant specific moisture capacity model is still faster. It should be 
noticed (Fig. 4.62(a)) that the writer’s varying specific moisture capacity model 
results for a sandy soil, compare favourably with the sandbox model results 
presented in Vauclin et al. (1976).
For a silty soil, the constant specific moisture capacity model is shown to have 
reached steady state at t=10h for a constant specific moisture capacity of the order of 
10'^  m"', when the writer’s varying specific moisture capacity model results are still 
close to those obtained by the same model for t=0.1h (Fig. 4.63(a)). Reasonable
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agreement is obtained for constant specific moisture capacities of the order of 10'^  
m ' and 10'^  m‘* respectively, but still faster seepage evolution (with respect to the 
varying specific moisture capacity model) at t=0.5h is predicted by the former 
model (specific moisture capacity of the order of 10'^  m'^) while a constant specific 
moisture capacity coefficient of the order of 10‘^ m*' tends to slow down the results 
in the earlier time steps.
The general discrepancy between the two sets of results might be explained as 
follows. As can be seen in Fig. 4.61(c), the specific moisture capacity in the 
unsaturated zone is initially increasing by several orders of magnitude, it then 
presents an inflection point and subsequently it starts decreasing by several orders of 
magnitude. A high specific moisture capacity implies that the water retention 
capacity of the unsaturated soil zone is high. By keeping a constant, rather low 
specific moisture capacity, one fails to represent this variation of soil storage 
capacity with suction, accounting for high volumes of water retained in the soil. It 
implies, therefore, a faster release of water for a wide range of suctions, and this 
may explain why the constant specific moisture capacity method generally 
approaches a steady state more rapidly than the varying specific moisture capacity 
method. Indeed, for the sandy soil assumed herein, a constant specific moisture 
capacity of the order of 10'  ^m'  ^ might be a reasonable approximation for pressure 
head values up to -0.05m (see Fig. 4.61(c)). Subsequently, the specific moisture 
capacity gradually attains values of the order of 10"' m \  to decrease again abruptly 
after a pressure head value of about -0.80m. Thus, for the majority of pressure 
values developed between O.lh and lOh (as can be deduced by the phreatic surface 
configuration), the sand has a high specific moisture capacity of the order of 10"' 
m ' and up to about 0.7m'\ That is the reason why the results for constant specific 
moisture capacity of the order of 10'^  m"' do not differ from the varying specific 
moisture capacity results as much as the other constant specific moisture capacity 
results. Nevertheless, the transient evolution of the water table is still faster than that 
of the varying coefficient model (Fig. 4.62(b)), probably because the specific 
moisture capacity coefficients used in the latter model are still generally higher than
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0.1m'*, i.e. the constant specific moisture capacity coefficient value assumed here 
(according to Fig. 2(c) they might be up to about more than seven times this value).
In the silty soil, a specific moisture capacity value of the order of 10'^  m'* is a 
reasonable approximation for negative pressure heads up to -0.25. Conversely, a 
value of the order of 10'* m * is required in the region between -0.4m and -Im of 
pressure head. In a large part of this latter section, specific moisture capacity (Fig.
4.61 c)) does not vary significantly. The negative pressure heads (that can be 
deduced by the position of the phreatic surface) developed by the writer’s varying 
specific moisture capacity model correspond in most instances to specific moisture 
capacity terms of the order of lO'^m* and 10* m* for O.lh and 0.5h-10h respectively. 
This is the reason why the results are in reasonable agreement with the constant 
specific moisture capacity model for specific moisture capacity of the order of 10'  ^
m* and for times up to O.lh, while subsequently, the constant specific moisture 
capacity model speeds up the transient evolution process. For the same reason, the 
results derived by the constant specific moisture capacity model of the order of 10 * 
m* produce slower transient evolution at times up to O.lh than those assuming 
varying specific moisture capacity, while for subsequent times they are in 
reasonable agreement with the latter.
It can therefore be concluded that, for the successful simulation of transient drain 
seepage, not only the hydraulic conductivity, but also the specific moisture capacity 
value will be of great importance. A constant specific moisture capacity (as in 
Fredlund’s model) fails to represent the complex processes developed during 
unsaturated flow and may lead to discrepancies with observed soil behaviour, due to 
inadequate representation of the drainage process. Therefore, it cannot be considered 
as a model of general applicability, even if it may happen to give reasonable results 
for very limited cases. Indeed, such an assumption was shown to underestimate 
significantly the times needed for the transient flow process to develop, especially in 
coarse grained soils.
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4.5 Pumping analyses
In this section, two different boundary condition problems concerning regional 
pumping via a grid of wells are studied. This category of problems is of particular 
significance for the control of water levels in cities and for the estimation of pore 
pressure variations, differential soil movements and the problems that these might 
generate in structures. A common problem of this category, for instance, is 
subsidence due to water table depression, generated by extensive pumping.
In the first sub-section, pumping through a sand aquifer overlain by a low hydraulic 
conductivity clay layer is studied and the results from the writer’s unsaturated- 
saturated analyses are compared with solutions relevant to current geotechnical 
engineering practice for this type of problem.
The subsequent section considers the influence of the aquifer layer materials and 
heterogeneity on the transient evolution of pumping, through various possible 
combinations of the three types of materials presented in Table 4.2 and Figs. 4.61a)- 
c) (namely, a silty sand, Touchet silt and Jurong clay). All latter analyses assume 
that unsaturated-saturated conditions may develop in the aquifer and have been 
performed using the writer’s unsaturated-saturated seepage program.
4.5.1 Comparison between current geotechnical solutions and the 
unsaturated-saturated approach for aquifer pumping
The problem studied here is regional pumping from a grid of wells, 100m deep and 
spaced 1km apart. The simplified aquifer geology assumed considers an upper 50m 
layer of clay (with the Jurong clay characteristics presented in Table 4.2 and Figs.
4.61 a)-c)) and a 150m layer of more permeable material, which is being dewatered 
(in this case, the fine silty sand, with hydraulic properties as presented in Table 4.2 
and in Figs. 4.61a)-c)). The analyses have taken an initial hydrostatic state of pore 
pressure in both the clay and the underlying aquifer as the starting condition.
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A single well of the grid remote from the edge is being analysed herein. Therefore, 
the remote boundary conditions can be modelled as being completely impermeable, 
because of symmetrical conditions^ (Figure 4.64). Impermeable conditions are also 
assumed along the clay layer nodes adjacent to the well (i.e. a seepage face is not 
allowed to develop along these nodes). It is assumed that the pumping is produced at 
a constant head, corresponding to an initial sudden drawdown of 90m in the well 
(Figure 4.65). Although the type of fixed head boundary conditions in the well is 
less usual in water resources and geotechnical analyses compared with petroleum 
engineering practice, it has been chosen as more appropriate in the modelling of 
pumping from fine-grained soils. In fact, according to Powrie and Preene (1993), 
constant rate boundary conditions are not well-suited to modelling pumping from 
fine grained soils (Kg<10'  ^ m/s) because, as the authors state ‘in practice, in fine 
soils, the capacity of the pumping equipment will normally be much greater than 
that of the well, so that after the first few minutes of pumping, the drawdown in the 
wells will remain constant, while the flow rate decreases’. The pressure head at the 
top of the clay layer is fixed at Om (i.e. a 0 kPa pressure), throughout the analysis.
In civil engineering, the solution of such a problem (i.e. dewatering systems 
modelling) is commonly achieved through a simple analytical solution, based on 
several simplifying assumptions. Calculation of steady state flow raters and 
drawdowns for both confined and unconfined aquifers is often based on the 
assumption of predominantly horizontal flow. Soil consolidation theories (e.g. Biot, 
1941) are used to estimate the times needed to achieve particular drawdowns where 
the flow is confined. Powrie and Preene (1994) present various analytical solutions 
based on soil consolidation theory and compare theoretical predictions with data 
obtained from case studies o f dewatering of fine grained soils. As explained in 
Chapter 2, solutions of the type described above are based on assumptions of 
homogeneous and constant hydraulic conductivity and compressibility of the soil.
 ^ In practice, these perfectly symmetrical conditions are not achieved, due to different rates of 
pumping from different wells at different times. This assumption was made for modelling 
convenience only. This remark applies to all pumping problems presented in this chapter, as well as 
to the pumping analyses presented in Chapter 5, section 5.3
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The equations obtained are similar to those found in other application areas, for 
example the conduction of heat through solids. Use can therefore be made of 
standard solutions for heat conduction (e.g. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). It should be 
pointed out that these solutions are all linear. It was reported (Preene and Powrie, 
1993; Powrie and Preene, 1994) that there are usually significant discrepancies 
between observed field data and analytical solutions of pumping problems. This is 
partly due to the difficulty in proper estimation of the hydraulic properties of the soil 
(especially the hydraulic conductivity) and to the assumption made concerning the 
boundary conditions. Nevertheless, the use of simplistic assumptions such as 
constant hydraulic coefficients (and hence linear hydraulic behaviour of the soil 
throughout the analysis) is probably also responsible for the difficulty in modelling 
field conditions.
To study the effect of considering that the hydraulic conductivities and water 
volumetric content (hence the storage term) are dependent on the pressure head, two 
analyses have been performed, using the writer’s computer code. In the first 
analysis, the hydraulic conductivities were held constant at the saturated values 
(7.8x10'^ m/s for the clay and 9.7x10'^ m/s for the sand) and the transient volumetric 
responses were governed solely by the elastic storage coefficients. (Figures 4.66 (a),
(b) and (c) show the calculated variations of pore pressure with depth at times of 
7.3 days, 109.5 days and 1460 days for the first analysis). In the second analysis 
(Figures 4.66 (d), (e) and (f)) the hydraulic conductivities and the volumetric 
responses (i.e. storage term) vary with negative pressure head, according to the 
relationships defined above (see Eqn. 3.16a) and Eqn. 3.16c)).
4,5,1.1 Discussion on the results
The analysis with constant hydraulic conductivities quickly developed a pore 
pressure profile typical of those measured in clayey layers overlying more 
permeable materials, and consistent with the under-drainage of clay. The 
development of horizontal drainage in the sand (towards the well) can also be 
clearly seen (Fig. 4.66(a)). The final state is one of steady downwards seepage
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above the new water table and the pore pressure profile (Fig. 4.66(c)) is consistent 
with this (nearly all the head drop is across the clay and this leads to the suction 
profile in the clay and at the top of the sand). It is remarkable that, according to the 
analysis considering constant hydraulic coefficients, a steady state configuration is 
achieved after just 4 years.
Conversely, from an examination of Figures 4.66(d) to 4.66(f) it is clear that the 
development of this flow regime was retarded in the analysis with varying hydraulic 
conductivities and storage terms, although examination of similar pore pressure 
profiles at much larger times (not shown here) indicate that the system was heading 
towards the same final state as the analysis with constant hydraulic coefficients. 
This slowing down of the flow process when unsaturated soil conditions are 
developed seems to be physically reasonable and consistent with the hydraulic 
conductivity reduction and the configuration of the storage term described above 
(Figs.4.61a) and 4.61c)) accounting for water retention and transfer throughout the 
unsaturated zone.
4.5.2 Influence of the aquifer material on pore pressure changes due to 
pumping
The second pumping analysis investigated another boundary condition pumping 
problem, relevant to well drying when water is continually abstracted for a certain 
time period in either a homogeneous aquifer or a multi-layered aquifer system. The 
purpose of these analyses was to focus on the effects of the material properties 
(sand, silt, clay) and the influence of the heterogeneity in the progression of the pore 
pressure development, when a multi-layered aquifer system was considered. For this 
reason, five different sets of transient analyses have been made. The first three 
analyses considered homogeneous soil throughout the aquifer, namely silty sand 
(curve type A), Touchet silt (curve type B) and Jurong clay (curve type C), with the 
unsaturated hydraulic properties as shown in Figs.4.61(a)-(c) & Table 4.2. In the 
following section, these three analyses are referred to as (AA), (BB) and (CC) 
respectively. Two subsequent analyses consider layered aquifers, consisting of an
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impermeable material overlying a permeable material. Thus, the first of these 
analyses represented a sandy aquifer overlain by a clayey layer (analysis CA), while 
the second analysis represented a silt layer overlying a sand aquifer (analysis BA).
This exercise is of interest if one recalls that, in the simulation of phreatic surface 
seepage, it is common practice in the literature to use simplified curves for both 
hydraulic conductivity and storage capacity, and apply them in different types of 
materials, irrespective of their actual behaviour. For instance, as mentioned 
previously, researchers following either the free boundary approach (e.g. Desai et 
al, 1983; Bathe and Kosghoftaar, 1979; Bathe et a l, 1982; Hsi and Small, 1994) or 
unsaturated-saturated models (e.g. Papagiannakis and Fredlund, 1984 and Ng and 
Small, 1995) have widely used an unsaturated hydraulic conductivity for the 
unsaturated zone, dropping linearly up to a value one thousand times smaller than 
that of the saturated hydraulic conductivity. Only the curve slope might be made 
more or less steep, in order to simulate the different materials considered (Desai and 
Baseghi, 1988). It is known however, that the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
might vary with suction by several orders of magnitude for the same material. 
Equally, as already explained, the specific moisture capacity curve follows a path 
increasing and then decreasing again by several orders of magnitude with respect to 
suction (Fig. 4.61c). In a previous section (section 4.4), it was demonstrated how the 
introduction of a back-fitted specific moisture capacity curve based on experimental 
results affects the transient analyses results, with respect to those derived when a 
simplified storage term (in that case a constant specific moisture capacity value) is 
used.
In the present section it will be investigated how different unsaturated hydraulic 
curves back-fitted from experimental results would affect the results of the solution 
of the same transient pumping problem. This problem is again relevant to pumping 
from a grid of wells 100m deep and spaced 1km apart, pumping an aquifer 200m 
deep, with a plan view and geometry similar to that of the previous pumping 
problem (Fig. 4.64 and 4.65). When a layered aquifer is analysed, this consists of an
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upper 50m layer of a relatively impermeable material and a 150m layer of more 
permeable material, which is being dewatered. An initial hydrostatic state of pore 
pressure has been assumed throughout the aquifer depth, in both the homogeneous 
and zoned aquifer problems.
As before (section 4.5.1), because of symmetry, only a single well (remote from the 
edge) is considered. The boundary conditions around the aquifer are zero head 
gradients (Neumann boundary conditions, i.e. impermeable boundaries) apart from 
fixed head conditions equal to the level of the water in the well (resulting after a 
sudden drawdown of 90m in the well), at the corresponding nodes of the mesh. It is 
assumed that a seepage face can develop along all boundary nodes adjacent to the 
well (which are lying above the water level in the well).
The aquifer profile and the boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 4.67(a) for a 
homogeneous aquifer and in Fig. 4.67(b) for a non-homogeneous aquifer 
respectively. The results are represented in form of total head profiles at different 
distances away from the well.
4.5.2.1 Presentation and discussion o f the results 
4.5.2.1.1. Homogeneous soil cases
From the results it can be seen that (as expected) the desaturation of the 
homogeneous soil head profiles (sand, silt, clay) progresses in a similar way, but 
the main difference between the various materials is the time scale necessary for the 
different effects to develop. More precisely, the difference between the three 
materials consists of the time period for each transient configuration to develop and 
the total time needed until a steady state configuration is obtained (i.e. uniform 
potential throughout the soil, equal to the water level in the well so that no more 
flow is produced). Thus, indications of some suctions in the homogeneous sand soil 
(analysis AA) develop at very early times (see e.g. in Fig. 4.68(a)) where the total 
head at 8 days time suggests negative water pressures at the top of the sand), while 
some suctions at the top of the homogeneous silt (BB) and clay (CC) soils are
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shown to develop in 1 year and 22 years time respectively (Fig. 4.69(a) and Fig. 
4.70(a)). The development of suctions at the top of these layers is due to the 
boundary conditions assumed. As expected, the changes of the total head profiles in 
clay is in general much slower than in the other two soils, due to the very low 
hydraulic conductivity of the clay. This is the reason why pressure head contour 
profiles are almost the same over a large period of time (compare the total heads 
between times equal to 22 and 248 years. Fig. 4.69(b) and Fig. 4.70(b)).
A steady state position for the sand was achieved at 248 years -corresponding to a 
vertical total head configuration throughout the aquifer-, (Fig. 4.68(b). Silt had 
achieved the same total head configuration in 5500 years when the analyses stopped 
(this figure is not shown here because it similar to Fig. 4.68(b) since the steady 
configuration is the same for any material). Conversely, clay had not achieved 
steady state in 5500 years time, set to be the end of the analyses. Obviously the 
latter time levels are too high to have any practical significance (as well as pumping 
from such an impermeable material as clay), but they were pursued as parametric 
studies in order to demonstrate the effect of the material properties on the numerical 
results.
It is interesting to note the sloping total head configurations on the top of the sand, 
silt and clay layers (where suctions have started to develop). They denote that some 
vertical flow is taking place and are consistent with the expected configuration of 
the total heads in a non-homogeneous soil, where a relatively impermeable material 
is overlying a more permeable material. Indeed, the desaturation of the layer results 
in a drop of the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. This behaviour cannot be 
reflected by a fully saturated analysis.
4.5.2.1.2 Non-homogeneous soil cases
Figures 4.71-4.72 represent the transient results deriving from the analyses CA 
(clay-sand) and BA (silt-sand). From these figures (Figures 4.71(a)-(e) and 4.72(a)-
(c)), it can be seen that for all sets of analyses (as expected) at the initial time steps.
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the controlling parameter for the pumping evolution is the most permeable soil. The 
total head profiles in the impermeable material show a substantial head drop, 
consistent with the under-drainage of the impermeable layer. More precisely, the 
clay-sand profiles show that in 1 years time, the clay layer is still saturated and that 
most of the head drop is within the clay (Fig. 4.71(b)). There is indication of some 
horizontal flow in the clay, in contrast to what is normally assumed in aquitard- 
aquifer analyses (but this is likely to happen due to the assumed boundary 
conditions). The sands yielding capacity is already reduced as with respect to the 
profile of 8 days (Fig. 4.71(a)). This is shown by the total head profile that tends to 
assume a vertical position in the sand. After 73 years (Fig. 4.71(c)), the sand has 
already achieved steady state (i.e. much faster than in a homogeneous sand aquifer, 
obviously because the low hydraulic conductivity of the clay does not allow any 
significant contribution in water discharge from that layer). Conversely the flow 
patterns in the clay layer are evolving at very slow pace and the total head difference 
between 248 and 5500 years (when the analyses are stopped) is only a few metres 
(Fig. 4.71(d) and Fig. 4.71(e) respectively). This may be an indication that the 
desaturation of the lower part of the clay throughout the aquitard-aquifer system (as 
seen in Figures 4.71c)-e)), due to continuity of the potential across the sand-clay 
interface, results in an even lower hydraulic conductivity (in the order of 10'  ^m/d), 
which is practically obstructing any flow between the two layers.
The BA (silt-sand) analyses results start off showing the typical behaviour of a 
relatively impermeable material (silt) overlying a more permeable material (sand),
i.e. an inclined head profile in the silt (showing head drop inside the more 
impermeable layer and under-drainage of this layer) and a relatively horizontal total 
head profile in the sand (Figs. 4.72(a) and (b)). Subsequently, however, (see Fig. 
4.72 (c)) the silt-sand layered material behaviour changes, and the profiles head 
uniformly towards the steady state (i.e. become progressively vertical throughout 
both layers, as seen in Fig. 4.72(d) showing the total head profiles after 73 years of 
pumping), as in the homogeneous sand aquifer. Steady state is eventually achieved 
after 248 years (see Fig. 4.72(e)), that is, at approximately the same time as in the
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uniform sand aquifer. It seems, therefore, that, in this case, the sand controls the 
behaviour of the layered aquifer, throughout the pumping process.
This behaviour may be explained by Figs 4.72(a) and (b), which show that, the total 
heads initially developed in the sand correspond either to positive pressure heads, or 
to low (in absolute value) negative pressure heads (i.e. the range of negative 
pressure heads where the hydraulic conductivity of the sand is still higher than that 
of the silt). Moreover, the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the silt is only two 
orders of magnitude lower than that of the sand (unlike that of the clay) so that the 
contribution of the silt to pumping induced flow is not as insignificant as that of the 
clay. In subsequent times however, the hydraulic conductivity of the sand drops, and 
the silt-sand system starts acting as an homogeneous material of similar hydraulic 
conductivity. As an example, at time equal to 22 years, it can be seen that in the 
(BA) analysis, the pressure head profiles in the sand are almost the same as those in 
(AA) at corresponding depths (see Figures 4.72c and 4.68c respectively). At the top 
of the sand, the pressure heads are already lower than -10m, corresponding to 
hydraulic conductivities in the order of 10'^  m/d. Conversely, at the bottom of the 
silt (e.g. at 160m where the pressure heads are about -5m), the hydraulic 
conductivity of the silt is about three orders of magnitude higher than that of the 
sand.
It can also be seen that there is horizontal flow developing in the silt layer at time 
levels lower or equal to 1 year Fig. 4.72(a). This is not what it is commonly 
assumed when regional pumping analyses are performed, i.e. that when a permeable 
material is overlain by a less permeable material (difference of at least two orders of 
magnitude in hydraulic conductivities), flow is vertical in the aquitard and 
horizontal in the aquifer.
4.6 Summary and conclusions
In the first section of this chapter, a series of comparisons were made between two 
methods used for solving seepage problems involving phreatic surfaces, namely the
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free boundary approach and the method adopted by the writer to solve 
simultaneously seepage in both the unsaturated and saturated zones. The purpose of 
these analyses was to assess the validity of the free boundary approach ignoring any 
flow above the phreatic surface and to investigate whether these two completely 
different formulations might still give comparable results.
Concerning steady state problems, the results of the unsaturated-saturated flow 
program were compared with results from a variable mesh program written by the 
writer (free boundary approach). Steady state configurations for dam problems as 
derived by the two methods were compared. Both homogeneous and horizontally 
layered soils (core dams) were considered. Special attention was given to the 
influence of scale effects (i.e. flow domain dimensions) and to the influence of the 
hydraulic properties assumed (i.e. hydraulic conductivity functions versus suction). 
For the transient dam problem cases, the writer’s results were compared with other 
numerical results, namely those presented by Bathe et al. (1982), since the writer’s 
free boundary approach program can only handle steady state seepage.
According to the numerical results presented above it was shown that:
• For steady state cases and in homogeneous dams, the water table configurations 
obtained by the free boundary and the unsaturated-saturated approach seem to be 
in reasonable agreement. When the free boundary approach is used, the water 
table configuration is always the same, independent of the soil curves adopted 
for the homogeneous dam materials. When the unsaturated-saturated approach is 
adopted, the water table configuration is almost the same (there may be slight 
variations from one material to another) although a slightly higher number of 
iterations might be needed for steeper hydraulic conductivity functions. The 
water table is proportionally the same for both bigger and smaller homogeneous 
dams (either rectangular or with sloping edges).
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Nevertheless, the results from the writer’s unsaturated-saturated seepage 
program show that the water table is not necessarily the upper flow line, or even 
a flow line at all, since not only might flow be produced above it, but also the 
flow vectors can cross the water table which means that the latter cannot be a 
streamline. More precisely, the unsaturated flow components seem to be more 
important in smaller flow domains rather than in bigger and in soils that show 
more gradual changes in hydraulic conductivity with respect to suction and that 
do not dry out completely (rather than in soils with steep hydraulic conductivity- 
suction frmctions that reach very low hydraulic conductivities).
For steady state analyses in core dams, the water table configuration provided by 
the two approaches is not always the same, especially in the case of bigger dams. 
Indeed, the lower the core permeability, the more the water table configurations 
derived from the two methods differ. In general, the unsaturated-saturated 
approach results have a tendency to give lower water table configurations. Steep 
hydraulic conductivity functions for the core material, tend to give results closer 
to the free boundary results. As in the homogeneous dam cases, flow is taking 
place in the unsaturated zone (mainly inside the core), especially for less steep 
hydraulic conductivity functions.
In small core dams, the influence of the various core hydraulic conductivity 
functions on the flow in the unsaturated zone (for the same saturated hydraulic 
conductivities), is analogous to that observed in the homogeneous dams. 
Namely, the smoother the hydraulic conductivity variation in the unsaturated 
zone, the bigger the amount of flow above the water table.
From the above results, it seems that for steady state solutions the free boundary 
approach might generally be a valid approximation. The exceptions to this are 
very small flow domains, very impermeable vertical zones of materials, and very 
smooth hydraulic conductivity-suction functions that do not drop to very low 
hydraulic conductivity values. Nevertheless, the assumption in steady state
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seepage that the phreatic line is the upper flow line (assumption that constitutes 
one of the boundary conditions imposed on the phreatic surface during a free 
boundary approach solution) is erroneous, since flow can be observed above the 
phreatic surface, especially in small dams of materials presenting a smooth 
variation of the hydraulic conductivity with suction.
• Concerning transient flow, it appears that the results between the two methods 
do not agree, even for the simple case of a square section, homogeneous dam, 
subject to rapid drawdown. The free boundary approach seems to underestimate 
significantly the time needed for the steady state to be reached. The discrepancy 
between the two sets of results seems to be due to the fact that the free boundary 
approach neglects all water retained by and flowing through the unsaturated 
zone and assumes instantaneous flow of the water stored or released by the soil 
when rise or fall of the water table occurs.
In the subsequent section, the results from the writer’s model for the transient case 
were compared with a conceptually different unsaturated-saturated model (Lam et 
al, 1987 and Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993), that discards any storage coefficient 
variations in the unsaturated zone. The results differ again, significantly, concerning 
the rates at which transient seepage progresses: indeed, those derived from the latter 
model considerably underestimate the time needed for the steady state to be 
achieved. Therefore, they also underline the major role that a proper treatment of the 
storage term plays in the modelling of transient unsaturated-saturated flow.
The regional pumping analyses which compare the results when constant hydraulic 
coefficients are assumed (an assumption often made in civil engineering practice) 
with those derived for hydraulic coefficients varying with suction, indicate a similar 
trend: the time scale for the transient phenomena to occur is considerably lower in 
the former case, with respect to the time scale as seen by the latter case, although 
both analyses tend towards the same steady state (achieved at completely different 
time levels). The slowing down of the flow process when varying coefficients are
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assumed is consistent with the reduction in both the hydraulic conductivity and the 
amount of water stored in the unsaturated zone, as expressed by the varying storage 
capacity coefficient.
The latter section also dealt with a regional pumping problem and investigated the 
influence of both the aquifer material and aquifer heterogeneity in the pressure head 
development (and hence pore pressure development) when well drying-out takes 
place after extensive pumping. The analyses showed the different time evolution of 
the total head according to the material used and succeeded in reproducing well- 
known phenomena such as under-drainage of an impermeable material underlain by 
a permeable material in a layered aquifer. The most interesting finding of this set of 
analyses was that, when unsaturated flow is involved, the response of soil due to 
pumping may diverge from commonly assumed behaviour: the results from the 
present analyses suggest that in layered soils subject to desaturation, an inversion of 
the conditions might occur, such that the coarse material becomes less permeable 
than the fine-grained material. Therefore, if desaturation is expected to occur, 
further research might be needed in order to assess the validity of simplifying 
assumptions commonly used in regional models of multi-layered aquifer systems, 
e.g. that the system will show mainly horizontal flow in the permeable material and 
vertical flow in the aquitard material, provided these two materials differ by two 
orders of magnitude. It has been shown here (analysis (BA), section 4.5.2.1.2), that 
this assumption may not hold true throughout a transient pumping analysis when the 
soil layers are allowed to desaturate.
Having assessed the importance of using experimental functions (albeit back-fitted 
by analytical formulae) to express the hydraulic properties, as a step ahead towards a 
better approximation of phreatic surface seepage, (as known by practical evidence), 
it is interesting to investigate the performance of such an unsaturated-saturated 
seepage model in reproducing field data. This is the primary focus of the next 
chapter, in which case studies of pumping are presented.
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Table 4.1 Hydraulic properties of the soils used in the dam analyses^
Soil Type Saturated 
Hydraulic 
Conductivity 
Ksat (m/d)
Saturated 
Volumetric 
Water Content
Residual 
Volumetric 
Water Content 
8r
Coefficient A\ 
(m)nl
Coefficient
ni
Coefficient A2 
(m)n2
Coefficient
n2
A (sand) 10. 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
B(silt) 0.1 0.469 0.12663 1.5053591 2.84871 0.3301794 5.19217
C (clay) 0.001 0.3935 0.319716 1.37054 0.58755 0.0011111 2.0
D (sand) 1. 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
E(clay) 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
F (clay) 0.1 0.469 0.12663 1.5053591 2.84871 0.3301794 5.19217
G (clay) 0.1 0.3935 0.319716 1.37054 0.58755 0.0011111 2.0
H(clay) 0.01 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
1 (clay) 0.01 0.469 0.12663 1.5053591 2.84871 0.3301794 5.19217
J (clay) 0.01 0.3935 0.319716 1.37054 0.58755 0.0011111 2.0
K(clay) 0.001 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
L (clay) 0.001 0.469 0.12663 1.5053591 2.84871 0.3301794 5.19217
M (clay) 0.001 0.3935 0.319716 1.37054 0.58755 0.0011111 2.0
N (clay) 0.0914 0.3 0.0 0.0633957 2.9 0.0003 5.0
Table 4 .2  Hydraulic properties o f the three soils used in the drain and pumping analyses^
Soil Type Saturated 
Hydraulic 
Conductivity 
Ksat (m/d)
Saturated 
Volumetric 
Water 
Content Gg
Residual 
Volumetric 
Water 
Content 0r
Coefficient
Ai(m)ol
Coefficient
ni
Coefficient
A2(m)n2
Coefficient
02
Silty Sand (Vauclin etal., (1976) 8.4 0.3 0.0 0.063395 2.9 0.003 5.0
Touchet Silt (Brooks & Corey, 
1966)
0.432 0.469 0.12663 1.505359 2.84871 0.3301794 5.19217
Jurong Clay (Leong & Rahardjo, 
1995)
0.00067392 0.3935 0.319716 1.37054 0.58755 0.0011111 2.0
4 A„ n,, and Aj, Uj correspond to the fitting parameters in Brutsaert’s and Gardner’s equations 
respectively (Eqns (3.16a) and (3.16e)).
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Fig. 4.1 Dam sections considered
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Figs. 4.2 Hydraulic properties o f the soils used herein
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Fig. 4.3 Flow through rectangular homogeneous dam, free boundary approach. The phreatic 
surface configuration is the same irrespective of material and dam section 
dimensions.
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.099 m/day
Fig. 4.4 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K= 10 m/day, (curve type A)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.2129x10"^ m/day
Fig. 4.5 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.1 m/day, (curve type B)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.392x10“4 m/day
Fig. 4.6 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.001 m/day, (curve type C)
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.24 m/day
Fig. 4.7 Flow through 30mxl00mx5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.1 m/day, (curve type A)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.07x10"^ m/day
Fig. 4.8 Flow through 30mxl00mx5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.1 m/day, (curve type B)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.4xl0"4 m/day
Fig. 4.9 Flow through 30mxl00mx5m rectangular homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.001 m/day, (curve type C)
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Fig. 4.10 Flow through sloping homogeneous dam, free boundary approach. The phreatic 
surface configuration is the same irrespective of the dam material and dimensions
Darcy velocity vector scale: 6.9 m/day
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Fig. 4.11 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m sloping 1 
K=10 m/day, (curve type A)
Darcy velocity
lomogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated soil, 
vector scale: 7.25 xl0"2 m/day
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Fig. 4.12 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m sloping 1 
K=0.1 m/day, (curve type B)
Darcy velocity
lomogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated soil, 
vector scale: 6.83x10“4 m/day
^  A. X. X
Z Z  :
Fig. 4.13 Flow through 3mxl0mx0.5m sloping homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated soil, 
K=0.001 m/day, (curve type C)
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 6.73 m/day
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Fig. 4.14 Flow through SOmxlOOmxSm sloping homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=10 m/day, (curve type A)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 6 .83x 10"4 m/day 
V"
Fig. 4.15 Flow through 30mxl00mx5m sloping homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.1 m/day, (curve type B)
Darcy velocity vector scale: 6.696x 10"4 m/day
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Fig. 4.16 Flow through 30mxl00mx5m sloping homogeneous dam, unsaturated-saturated 
soil, K=0.001 m/day, (curve type C)
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Fig. 4.17 Flow through rectangular dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day, free boundary approach 
(the free surface configuration is the same irrespective to the dam section 
dimensions).
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.214401m/day
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Fig. 4.18 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
E), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.229238m/day
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Fig. 4.19 Flow through rectangular dam 3xlOm with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
F ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.202656m/day
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Fig. 4.20 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
G ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.224168 m/day
Fig. 4.21 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
E), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.22851 m/day
Fig. 4.22 Flow through rectangular dam 3Ox 100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
F ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.22231 m/day
Fig. 4.23 Flow through rectangular dam 3Ox 100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve t\pe
G ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Fig. 4.24 Flow through rectangular dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=lm/day and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day, free boundary approach 
(the free surface configuration is the same irrespective of the dam section 
dimensions).
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.91963E-02m/day
Fig. 4.25 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type H ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.43593 lE-02m/day
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Fig. 4.26 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type I ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.311468E-02m/day
Fig. 4.27 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type J ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.253964E-02m/day
Fig. 4.28 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic
conductivity K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 
m/day (curve type H ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.343974E-02m/day
Fig. 4.29 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic
conductivity K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 
m/day (curve type I ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.242325E-02m/day
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Fig. 4.30 Flow through rectangular dam 30xl00m with core, saturated hydraulic
conductivity K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 
m/day (curve type J ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
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Fig. 4.31 Flow through rectangular dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=lm/day and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day, free boundary approach 
(the free surface configuration is the same irrespective to the dam section 
dimensions).
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.406262E-03m/day
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Fig. 4.32 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type K ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.206456E-03m/day
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Fig. 4.33 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type L ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.225794E-03m/day
Fig. 4.34 Flow through rectangular dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type M ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.394605E-03m/day
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Fig. 4.35 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic
conductivity K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 
m/day (curve type K ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.47751 lE-03m/day
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Fig. 4.36 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic
conductivity K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 
m/day (curve type L) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.399034E-03m/day
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Fig. 4.37 Flow through rectangular dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type M ), unsaturated-saturated approach
\
Fig. 4.38 Flow through sloping dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity K=1 m/day
and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day, free boundary approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.306047 m/day
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Fig. 4.39 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type 
E ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.319073 m/day
Fig. 4.40 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type 
F ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.287345 m/day
Fig. 4.41 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type 
G ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.324095 m/day
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Fig. 4.42 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type
E ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.329047 m/day
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Fig. 4.43 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type 
F ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 0.32222 m/day
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Fig. 4.44 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.1 m/day (curve type 
G ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Fig. 4.45 Flow through sloping dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity K=lm/day 
and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day, free boundary approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.257963E-02 m/day
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Fig. 4.46 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulie conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve
type H ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 3.728516E-02 m/day 
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Fig. 4.47 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type I ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 2.968832E-02 m/day
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Fig. 4.48 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type J) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.776489E-02 m/day
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Fig. 4.49 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type H ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.932518E-02 m/day
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Fig. 4.50 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type I ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.720456E-02 m/day
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Fig. 4.51 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.01 m/day (curve 
type J ) , unsaturated-saturated approach
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Fig. 4.52 Flow through sloping dam with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity K=1 m/day 
and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day, free boundary approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.12563E-03 m/day
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Fig. 4.53 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type K ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 6.404482E-03 m/day
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Fig. 4.54 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type L ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.741305E-03 m/day
Fig. 4.55 Flow through sloping dam 3x1 Om with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type M ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.006953E-03 m/day
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Fig. 4.56 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type K ), unsaturated-saturated approach
Darcy velocity vector scale: 5.199706E-03 m/day
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Fig. 4.57 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=lm/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type L ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Darcy velocity vector scale: 4.98242E-03 m/day
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Fig. 4.58 Flow through sloping dam 30x100m with core, saturated hydraulic conductivity 
K=1 m/day (curve type D) and core hydraulic conductivity K=0.001 m/day (curve 
type M ), unsaturated-saturated approach
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Fig. 4.59 Comparison between the free boundary approach and the unsaturated-saturated flow 
results for transient flow through a homogeneous dam of rectangular cross section
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Fig. 4.60 Drainage between two parallel drains. Geometry of the section and boundary 
conditions
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Figs 4.61 Hydraulic properties of the soils used in drain and pumping analyses
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PHREATIC SURFACE EVOLUTION WITH TIME FOR A SANDY SOIL
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PHREATIC SURFACE EVOLUTION WITH TIME FOR A SANDY SOIL
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Figs. 4.62 Trench Drain Analyses: Comparative results for sand
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Figs. 4.63 Trench Drain Analyses: Comparative results for silt
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Fig. 4.64 Plan view of the grid of wells showing the well to be modelled
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Fig. 4.65 Section and boundary conditions of the problem to be modelled
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Fig 4.66 Variation of pore pressures with 
depth at various time levels 
(constant hydraulic properties)
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Fig. 4.67 Section and boundary conditions of the second pumping problem
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Fig. 4.68 Presentation of selected results for a homogeneous sandy aquifer
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Fig. 4.69 Presentation of selected results for a homogeneous silty aquifer
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Fig. 4.70 Presentation of selected results for a homogeneous clay soil
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Figures 4.71 Presentation of selected results a elay-sand aquitard-aquifer system
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES
5.1 Introduction
In addition to the validations described in Chapter 3, the performance of the 
numerical scheme has also been evaluated by comparing it with results from 
pumping case studies. First, a dewatering case study is presented, involving local 
dewatering from a line of wells, and is compared with field results provided by 
Powrie and Preene (1994). Secondly, the performance of the computer code is 
checked via the numerical simulation of pumping from the deep aquifer in Central 
London. Simplified geometry and boundary conditions are assumed. Two separate 
stages are considered to represent the history of abstraction in Central London over 
the past two centuries. The first stage simulates falling groundwater levels due to 
pumping from the underlying aquifer. Then, a second stage assumes a change in 
boundary conditions, resulting in rising groundwater levels. The numerical results of 
the model are compared with field measurements for Central London found in the 
literature.
5.2 Pumping from a line of wells
5.2.1 Geometry, boundary conditions and material properties
The dewatering case study presented herein involves local dewatering for new 
construction and is compared with field results provided by Powrie and Preene 
(1994). According to the authors, the best practice currently available leads to an 
estimate of the time for dewatering a site which is between 1/3 and 3 times the 
actual time needed. The uncertainties which make more accurate prediction difficult 
include the calculation of the in-situ hydraulic conductivity, the spatial variability of 
the ground and the unknown boundary conditions. Other factors include the 
tendency of the pumping equipment to clog with slime and the behaviour of the
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ground when it desaturates. The present section addresses the errors related to the 
most common assumption made in dewatering practice; i.e. that the soil remains 
saturated throughout the dewatering period. Powrie and Preene (1994) present a 
number of simplified analytical solutions based on the assumption of one­
dimensional saturated consolidation with parabolic isochrones. Therefore, they 
chose field examples for which the confined flow assumption is valid. Their results 
seem to agree reasonably well except for a case in which slight desaturation of the 
soil occurs and the authors attribute the non-agreement to having neglected 
desaturation. It is precisely this case that has been back-analysed by the writer. It 
consists of pumping from a line of wells, modelled as an equivalent slot (plane 
flow). The pumped soil section comprises an upper 2m layer of fill and a 3m layer 
of fine sand, underlain by silty clay. The well is 3.5m deep, with its base lying at 
1.5m below the top of the sand layer (Figure 5.1).
Only the sand layer has been considered and discretised for the finite element 
solution. In the writer’s analyses the fine sand hydraulic properties assumed are 
those presented in Fig. 3.1 provided by Vauclin et al. (1976) for a silty sand. The 
starting condition assumed an initial hydrostatic state of pore pressure. It is assumed 
that the pumping is conducted at a constant head, corresponding to an initial sudden 
drawdown of 3m in the well. The fixed-head boundary condition was chosen by the 
authors as more appropriate than flux boundary condition for fine-grained soils (see 
above. Chapter 4).
Because of the fact that in fine soils, the hydraulic conductivity values at the design 
stage may range over several orders of magnitude two different hydraulic 
conductivities were used in the authors’ analyses for this pumping case study 
namely, K=6.4xlO'Ws and K=1.6xl0'^m/s. The latter hydraulic conductivity value 
was back-calculated from the steady-state performance of the dewatering system, 
while the former was the optimum hydraulic conductivity from data available at the 
design stage selected as such according to guidelines explained in Powrie and 
Preene (1994).
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5.2.2 Numerical results
Comparative results between the writer’s finite element results and the analytical 
solution proposed by Powrie and Preene (1994) against field results can be seen in 
Figures 5.2(a) and (b). These figures present drawdown plots with respect to time, 
for two different distances from the well-points, namely r=3.5m and r=9.2m 
respectively. From the figures it can be seen that the writer’s solution (which allows 
desaturation to develop), provides results closer to the observed field results than the 
theoretical solution by Preene and Powrie (1994), for the assumed hydraulic 
conductivity values.
Indeed, similarly to the pumping analysis with constant hydraulic coefficients, 
presented in Chapter 4 (section 4.5.1), the analytical solution by Powrie and Preene 
(1994) generally over-predicts drawdowns. The discrepancy between the analytical 
and the field results is, in most cases, more that 10%, when the writer’s results 
(apart firom the first point in time) deviate from the field results by much less than 
10% (in 6 out of 10 cases they only differ by 0-6% Figs. 5.2 (a) and (b)). Thus, as 
in the results from transient analyses presented in Chapter 4, failure to model the 
complex physics of desaturation underestimates the times needed for a particular 
head configuration to be achieved and therefore, results in significant discrepancies 
with observed soil behaviour.
Note that the writer’s results are particularly good for distances r=3.5m from the 
well (i.e. from the point closer to the well), at which the effect of desaturation (due 
to proximity of the well) is anticipated to be more pronounced. At r=9.2m the results 
are still good but the greater difference with respect to the experimental results 
might be due to the fact that away from the well, the remote boundary condition 
assumptions might have a greater influence on the numerical results than closer to 
the well.
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5.3 Analysis of pumping from a grid of wells in London aquifer
5.3.1 Background to the problem
In recent years, groundwater levels have been rising in many large UK cities, as a 
consequence of the decline in water abstraction. In London, after a period of 
intensive pumping that reached its peak by the middle of the twentieth century, 
subsequent decline in pumping has led to rising groundwater levels in the aquifer 
below the city centre. Initially, the average rate of groundwater level rise was 
1 m/year (Simpson et al, 1989) but in the past ten years rates of as much as 1.88 to 
2.5 m/year have been reported (O’Shea et al, 1995; Lucas & Robinson, 1995). The 
engineering implications of the changing groundwater conditions in London have 
been recognised and the proposal of remedial measures has constituted the subject 
of intensive research during the past two decades (e.g. Blower, 1987; Brassington, 
1990; Clow, 1989; Cox, 1994; Johnson, 1994; Nicholson & Harris, 1994; Simpson 
et al, 1989; Taylor, 1987; Wilkinson, 1985). Potential solutions to these problems 
can be viewed either on a regional scale (groundwater control over the whole 
aquifer extent) or a local scale (protection of particular buildings by local pumping).
Concerning the first issue, a number of regional scale computer models have been 
provided for the London Basin in order to predict and control groundwater levels 
(e.g. those developed for the Thames Water Authority and described in Simpson et 
al 1989, or, more recently that of The National Rivers Authority (Lucas & 
Robinson, 1995)). These are large scale models, normally considering a planar view 
of the aquifer and with the hydraulic properties given in an average sense 
throughout the depth of the layer. Therefore, phenomena such as unsaturated flow 
are not explicitly modelled (but potential existence of a water table is accounted for 
through an average value of the so-called ‘unconfined storativity’ value of the 
unconfined layer). Moreover, the existing regional models often do not attempt to 
solve transient groundwater table movement (e.g. Howland et al, 1994).
Concerning local pumping, the standard approach to modelling time dependent 
dewatering of soils in civil engineering practice is to use the analogy of heat flow in
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a heat conducting medium (e.g. Nicholson and Harris, 1994), This'approach 
inherently adopts the assumptions of saturated flow, underestimating the times 
needed for a given water pressure configuration to develop (see above, section 4.5 
and Mavroulidou et al, 1997) and (as explained above, section 5.2.1) provides 
results that usually differ significantly from observed field data (Powrie and Preene, 
1994^
It is known that due to extensive pumping, the deep London aquifer has desaturated 
and that unsaturated conditions still exist despite reduced pumping (O’Shea et al, 
1995). Therefore, a model such as that developed by the writer, allowing for 
desaturation to develop, seems more realistic to simulate these conditions. In this 
section, the performance of the writer’s computer code is checked via the numerical 
simulation of pumping from the deep aquifer in Central London, according to a 
pumping scheme proposed by Simpson et al (1989) as a possible strategy for 
counteracting rising water levels. A presentation of some geological and 
hydrogeological information about London, used for the selection of the geometry 
and boundary conditions of the pumping analyses, will now be described.
5.3.2 Geological and Hydrogeological data
Most of the information concerning the geological and hydrogeological situation in 
Central London used in the present study was taken from CIRIA Special Publication 
69 (Simpson et al, 1989). The Central London area, as referred to in the CIRIA 
report, is considered to be the 10km x 10km area extending approximately from 
Tower Hamlets (East) to Kensington and Chelsea (West) and from Euston (North), 
to Lambeth (South).
The geology of the London Basin can be described as a syncline in the Chalk and 
overlying Tertiary deposits. The stratigraphical succession of the region is such that 
Tertiary deposits comprising mainly London Clay and a series of other clays and 
sands (Blackheath Beds -sometimes absent-, Woolwich and Reading Beds, Thanet 
Sands) are overlying the Cretaceous deposits comprising mainly Chalk (Upper,
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Middle and Lower Chalk). Although the Chalk attains a maximum thickness of 
about 240m near Staines, (where it is overlain by as much as 150m of Tertiary 
deposits), in Central London, according to Simpson et al (1989) ‘the Tertiary cover 
is typically only 50m thick. The Tertiary deposits comprise a thick clay, the London 
Clay, resting on a series of sands and clays collectively referred to as the Lower 
London Tertiaries. The lower deposits of the Lower London Tertiaries are sands, 
referred to as the Basal Sands and these together with the underlying Chalk form the 
deep aquifer of the London Basin’. It is therefore generally assumed that the Chalk 
and the Basal Sands are in hydraulic continuity, although the extent and nature of 
the hydraulic connection between them is variable (O’Shea et al, 1995). The much 
more impermeable overlying Lower London Tertiary Clays (Woolwich and Reading 
Beds) together with the London Clay, behave as a confining layer to the deep 
London aquifer. Above the natural deposits, the central area of London is covered 
by man-made fill, the thickness of which can vary from Om-lOm and is usually in 
the range of 1-4 metres (Simpson et al, 1989).
In the history of the groundwater levels in London, two distinct eras exist; namely, 
falling groundwater levels from the early 19*^  Century to the mid 1960’s and rising 
groundwater levels, from the mid 1960’s to the present date. Before exploitation of 
the deep London aquifer (which started at about the late 18^ -^early 19* century), it is 
known that the conditions in the chalk aquifer were artesian, leading to overflowing 
of the first wells that pumped from this aquifer (Simpson et al, 1989; Lucas & 
Robinson, 1995). Nevertheless, by 1850, exploitation of the aquifer had caused 
groundwater levels to fall in many areas such that, by 1965, a large cone of 
depression had been formed in the deep London aquifer. The corresponding drop in 
the deep aquifer groundwater levels was reported to be 70m (Simpson et al, 1989). 
After 1965, abstraction decreased, inducing a rise in groundwater levels in the 
London Basin. Thus, in 1992, the abstraction from the confined aquifer was only 
40% of that in 1966 (Lucas & Robinson, 1995).
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5.3.3 Geometry and boundary conditions assumed for the pumping scheme
Based on the above geological data for Central London (see section 5.3.2), the 
simplified geology assumed herein considers an upper 45m horizontal layer of 
Tertiary Deposits (namely, London Clay, Woolwich and Reading Clay and 
Woolwich and Reading Sand) overlying a 160m horizontal layer of more permeable 
material (namely Thanet Sand and chalk) which is being dewatered.
More precisely, the Tertiary deposits comprise a 35m horizontal layer of London 
Clay, resting on a 5m horizontal layer of Lower London Tertiary Clays (Woolwich 
and Reading Clays) which is underlain by a 5m horizontal layer of Woolwich and 
Reading Sands, 10m of Thanet Sands and 70m, 45m and 35m of Upper, Middle and 
Lower Chalk respectively (see Table 5.1).
The layers above the London Clay are not represented in the present model, because 
of uncertainties about the appropriate modelling of the highly variable man-made 
fill materials covering Central London. This should not however affect the solutions, 
since the upper London aquifer is not supposed to be directly influenced by 
variations in the lower London aquifer, except in places where the Tertiary cover is 
very thin or even non-existent (Simpson et al, 1989). The perched upper water table 
conditions are accounted for by a fixed zero pressure head boundary condition 
imposed along the top of the London Clay layer.
The pumping scheme described here attempts to simulate regional pumping by a 
number of wells according to a pumping scheme proposed by Simpson et al (1989). 
More precisely, Simpson et al (1989) suggested that additional pumping from the 
Central London aquifer not exceeding 30Ml/d would be a possible strategy for 
counteracting the effects of rising groundwater levels in Central London. This 
additional pumping would require about 30 wells -already in existence-, spaced 
across Central London. Such a grid of 100m deep wells, spaced 1km apart, is 
assumed herein. As in Chapter 4 (section 4.5) a single well of this grid, (remote 
from the edge) is being analysed, so that the boundary conditions on the edge of the
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mesh (remote from the borehole) can be assumed to be completely impermeable, 
because of symmetrical conditions (Figure 5.3). Moreover, because of symmetry, 
axisymmetric analyses were judged sufficient to solve the problem in hand 
(although, as shown in Chapter 3, the writer’s program can handle full 3- 
dimensional analyses).
To model the hydrogeological conditions described above, the present analyses 
commence assuming full saturation of all strata, with total heads in all layers equal 
to the average total height of the layers, i.e. 205m. This corresponds to an initial 
hydrostatic distribution of pore pressure in all layers. To represent the fall of 70m in 
water levels, it was assumed that pumping is conducted at a constant head, 
corresponding to an initial sudden drawdown of 70m in the well (Figure 5.4). Thus, 
the issue addressed in the first set of results is whether or not the depressed water 
table, caused by the original pumping from the aquifer, can be reproduced. 
Therefore, this set of analyses corresponds to the falling groundwater level period 
(i.e. the condition before the recovery of the water table that is currently taking 
place). To model the subsequent rising groundwater conditions phase, it was 
assumed that pumping had stopped and that the head in the well was raised by 30m 
(i.e. a rise in head of about 40% with respect to the maximum drawdown). This is a 
simplistic assumption, and it is aimed at assessing the performance of the program, 
rather than representing exactly the boundary conditions during reduced pumping.
5.3.4 Hydraulic properties of the materials used
To obtain the hydraulic properties of Chalk, the curves given by Croney and 
Coleman (1954) based on pressure plate tests have been used. These curves, 
expressing the relationship between the percentage gravimetric water content w% 
and the suction (measured in pF units, i.e. the logarithm of the negative water 
pressure expressed as the height of a column of water in centimetres), refer to Upper 
and Lower Chalk respectively. Only the characteristic curve for the Upper Chalk 
has been used in the present research, since the Middle and Lower Chalk are lying 
below the minimum water level and therefore remain saturated throughout the
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analysis. To obtain the soil water characteristic curve in terms of the volumetric 
water content 0  (or alternatively, the degree of saturation Sy ) against suction by the 
formula Sy = wGs/e, the specific gravity as well as the void ratio e must be 
known. Alternatively, if the porosity n of the Chalk is known, then the void ratio e 
can be calculated form the formula n=e/(l +e).
In the present analysis, a representative value for the specific gravity of the Upper 
Chalk was assumed to be 2.7 (according to Clayton, 1989). Concerning the porosity 
values of the Chalk, these are known to be varying within the same formation. Here 
however, the Upper Chalk layer was assumed to be homogeneous with a porosity 
equal to 38.8%. This value is based on the porosity values for Chalks in the Thames 
and Chiltems area, provided by Broomfield et al. (1995). The soil water 
characteristic curves for drying and wetting, can then be obtained as shown in Fig. 
5.5(c). Horizontal saturated hydraulic conductivities of lOm/d, Im/d and 0.2m/d 
were attributed to the Upper, Middle and Lower Chalk respectively, while saturated 
hydraulic conductivities of 7m/d, 0.5m/d and 0.006m/d were assumed in the 
vertical direction for the Upper, Middle and Lower Chalk respectively. These values 
are based on those reported by Howland et al. (1994), O’Shea et al. (1995) and 
Banks et al. (1995). The hydraulic conductivity values of the Upper Chalk were 
selected to be higher than those of the underlying layer, to represent the high 
effective Chalk hydraulic conductivities because of possible desaturation and 
dissolution (Price, 1985; Banks et al., 1995). The hydraulic conductivity variation 
with respect to the degree of saturation is modelled by the following equation 
(Irmay 1954) written in terms of degree of saturation S, rather than
volumetric water content 6 :
K {Sr) = (5.1)
L or,,
in which is the hydraulic conductivity at saturation, Sr^ ^^  is the residual degree of 
saturation and ô is a constant, varying depending on the soil type.
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In Eqn (5.1) a value of 6=4.0 has been adopted for Upper Chalk according to values 
proposed by Corey (1954) for porous rocks (reported in Fredlund and Rahardjo, 
1993a). The elastic storage Sj of all categories of Chalk was assumed to be equal to 
O.OOOlm'^  (Lucas & Robinson, 1995).
The Thanet Sands are uniform fine silty sands (Simpson et al, 1989), with average 
hydraulic conductivity values of around 2m/d (Howland et al, 1994; O’Shea et al., 
1995; Powrie & Batten, 1997). The lower part of Woolwich and Reading Beds is 
also predominantly sandy and together with the Thanet Sands and Chalk, forms the 
deep London aquifer. Because of a lack of more precise information on the 
unsaturated properties of the sandy part of the Woolwich and Reading Beds as well 
as that of the Basal Sands, the drying and wetting soil water characteristic curves of 
a silty sand provided by Vachaud et al (1973) have been used to represent these 
layers. The porosity of both these sand layers has been assumed to be 0.3 (a typical 
value for sand). The saturated hydraulic conductivity values assumed herein are 
based on a synthesis of values reported in the literature (namely Howland et al, 
1994; O’Shea et al, 1995; Powrie & Batten, 1997). Thus for the Woolwich and 
Reading Sands a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 0.5m/d was assumed for the 
horizontal direction and a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 0.001 m/d for the 
vertical direction (based on value ranges provided by Howland et al, 1994 and 
Powrie and Batten, 1997). For the Thanet Sands values of 1.8m/d and Im/d were 
assumed for the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities respectively. To 
calculate the hydraulic conductivity variations in the unsaturated zone (Eqn. (5.1)), a 
value of 6=3.0 was used for the sand, according to values proposed by Irmay (1954) 
(reported in Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993a) for uniform sands. The elastic storage 
of the Basal Sands and the Woolwich and Reading Sands was taken equal to 
0.0000333 m'^  and 0.0001 m"^  respectively (Powrie & Batten, 1997).
For the London Clay hydraulic properties, the natural soil curve showing the 
gravimetric water content w% variation with suction for different soil states has 
been used in conjunction with the natural soil shrinkage curve (showing the void
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ratio e variation with per cent water content at various matric suctions) provided 
by Croney and Coleman (1954), in order to calculate the degree of saturation Sy at 
each suction level. The characteristic curve accounting for subsequent wetting 
provided by the same authors has also been used in conjunction with the shrinkage 
curve in order to account for hysteresis. In the absence of more precise information 
on the hydraulic properties of Woolwich and Reading Clays, these were assumed to 
vary according to London Clay curves. The assumed specific gravity for London 
Clay and Woolwich/Reading Clays (needed to calculate the degree of saturation Sy 
curve) has been taken as 2.7 in both strata.
For an unsaturated soil of compressible structure, the hydraulic conductivity is a 
function of both the degree of saturation and of the void ratio variation. In the 
present analysis however, a hydraulic conductivity variation curve for London Clay 
was not necessary, because for the ranges of suctions considered herein the soil 
remains saturated (according to Croney and Coleman (1954) curves, clay will 
remain saturated up to pressure head values of -100m. These values are lower than 
those that could possibly be involved in London situatioiO- The elastic storage of 
London Clay was assumed to be 0.0002 m'* and that of Woolwich/Reading Clay 
(which is less compressible than London Clay (Skempton and Henkel, 1957), was 
assumed to be equal to 0.00015 m'^  (consistent with stiffness values reported in 
Powrie & Batten, 1997).
It is known that in-situ, London Clay is highly fissured, (especially the upper 10m) 
because of weathering. The Woolwich and Reading Clays are also fissured. The 
frequency of the fissuring has a significant effect on the mass hydraulic conductivity 
of the clays. In the present research, an explicit modelling of the preferential flow 
through fissures has not been made. This is because, the clay and chalk properties 
provided by Croney and Coleman (1954) were based on field studies; therefore it 
has been assumed that they were representative of the average field hydraulic 
conductivity (i.e. mass hydraulic conductivity) of the different types of clay and 
chalk. Moreover, concerning the fissuring of the upper part of London Clay, it has
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been reported (Skempton and Henkel, 1957) that when London Clay is overlain by 
gravel (as assumed herein, modelled by the zero pressure head conditions along the 
London Clay, to simulate the overlying perched water table) it is usually blue-grey 
(i.e. not weathered), thus it was assumed that fissures due to weathering would not 
be of great relevance to the present study.
5.3.5 Presentation and discussion of numerical results
Figures 5.6 (a), (c), (e) and 5.6(b), (d), (f), show the calculated variations with depth 
of the pressure heads and the total heads respectively at times of 17 days, 21 years 
and 145 years after pumping has started. Commencing the pumping in 1820, the 
‘145 years’ figures represent the year 1965, which marks the end of the falling 
groundwater level era. Figures 5.6(g) and 5.6(h) representing respectively the 
pressure heads and the total heads after 24 years of a 40% reduction in abstraction, 
correspond therefore to 1989.
From the figures it can be noted that a pore-pressure profile typical of those 
measured in London Clay and consistent with its under-drainage is developed. The 
development of horizontal drainage (i.e. towards the well) in the chalk can also be 
seen (Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.6 (b)). The steady state vertical total head configuration in 
the chalk and the head drop in the clay layers is consistent with steady downwards 
seepage above the new water table. The pressure heads in the clay layers are still 
seen to be positive in 1965 and 1989 and at a value of about 50% of the hydrostatic 
distribution value, consistent with clay pore pressure values in Central London 
provided by Simpson et al. (1989) (see Fig. 5.7). Moreover, the pressure distribution 
in the clay has a bowed profile, consistent with pore pressure distribution in 
heterogeneous clay strata where the hydraulic conductivity reduces with depth 
(Bromhead, 1994).(Here, the vertical hydraulic conductivity of Woolwich Clay is 
lower than that of London Clay).
What might seem surprising is that there is a head drop in the upper sandy layers 
(Fig. 5.6(d) and 5.6(f)). This may be explained by the abrupt drop of the hydraulic
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conductivity in the sand layer, which has been assumed to be produced during sand 
desaturation (Fig. 5.5(b)). Thus, the hydraulic conductivity ends up to be of the 
same (or nearly the same) order of magnitude as the overlying clay layer. This is 
particularly pronounced in the vertical hydraulic conductivity evolution of the 
Woolwich sand layer (see Fig. 5.5(b)). This feature of the model seems to be 
physically reasonable if one considers that once the water has drained out of the 
sand, the effective hydraulic conductivity of this material should indeed be very 
low. There is also evidence from field data that the piezometric levels in the Basal 
Sands are higher than those in the chalk (which is reproduced here), indicating the 
potential of vertical downward flow from these layers towards the chalk (O’ Shea et 
al, 1995). Because of the very low hydraulic conductivity at the interface of the 
aquifer and the aquitard (due to both the hydraulic conductivity of the clay, as well 
as to the sand drying), it can be seen that the head configurations between times 
equal to 21 and 145 years do not change significantly (see Figs 5.6 c)-f)).
The rise in the deep aquifer piezometric level between the 1965 (Figures 5.6(e) and 
5.6(f)) and 1989 (Figures 5.6(g) and 5.6(h)) configurations is seen to be 24 metres, 
consistent with the 1 m/year rise in deep aquifer piezometric levels reported in 
Simpson et al (1989). The piezometric levels in the deep aquifer are therefore 47m 
in 1989, consistent with piezometric values of about 50m reported in Simpson et al 
It can be seen, however, that Fig. 5.6(h)) suggests horizontal recharge from the well 
into the aquifer. This is due to the boundary conditions that have been assumed to 
represent the rising groundwater level conditions (i.e. pumping stops inducing a 
40% rise in the water level in the well), and does not necessarily represent an actual 
phenomenon (in reality the well might still be pumping, albeit at a reduced rate).
Despite the good agreement between reported field values and numerical values, the 
numerical model is based on many simplifying assumptions, such as that all flow 
balance modifications in the aquifer are due to pumping variations only, a simplified 
geometry, etc. Some hydraulic properties had to be hypothesised in the absence of 
appropriate experimental data. Moreover, the model is based on average material
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values reported for Central London, and as such it models the observed trends in an 
average sense, rather than attempting to simulate conditions observed at precise 
locations. Nevertheless, it has satisfactorily reproduced the average trends in the 
pumping history of London from the early 19* century, up to 1989\
5.4 Conclusion
In the present chapter the writer’s finite element program incorporating unsaturated- 
saturated soil systems has been used to model some pumping case studies. An 
interesting issue has arisen from comparisons of predicted and observed behaviour 
for pumping from a line of wells. According to the results, considerable 
improvement in modelling field situations was obtained by the writer’s program, 
compared with traditional solutions which ignore the development of desaturation. 
This is even more important if one considers that the degree of the desaturation of 
the soil in the above mentioned case study was so small that a practising engineer 
would probably have ignored it.
It is also interesting to underline that these improved results have been obtained with 
soil properties belonging to a soil of the same category as that investigated (i.e. silty 
sand of in the order of 10'^  m/sec), but not specific to it. This shows that 
meaningful results from an engineering point of view can be obtained even when 
typical soil properties are used. This approximation would be useful in cases where 
the precise relationship between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and suction, and 
between volumetric moisture content and suction curves was not known. Although 
still approximate, in the sense that a given soil is assumed to follow a generic, 
qualitative type of behaviour (rather than a behaviour represented by a curve proper 
to itself) this method is still superior to the traditional one, which ignores the 
development of an unsaturated zone in the soil and simulates pumping mainly by 
analogy with heat conduction through an infinite medium or via Terzaghi’s one-
' Note that this good agreement with the observed values was achieved without any need to re-adjust 
the assumed property values in order to obtain better fit with observations
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dimensional consolidation equations. This can be a very useful feature for practising 
engineers.
From the simulation of well pumping from the deep London aquifer, it can be 
concluded that the results show promise concerning the capabilities of the present 
model to provide a more realistic modelling of the process of pumping when 
desaturation is produced. To simulate more accurately specific field situations 
appropriate boundary conditions and material parameters (based on field 
monitoring) will be needed. In such a case there is potential for using this model to 
design and evaluate pumping schemes with more confidence and (moreover), for 
implementing it into a coupled finite element program such as CRISP, in order to 
model the impact on structures of the falling and rising groundwater levels in cities, 
due respectively to increase and reduction in water abstraction. Additional work 
undertaken by the writer aimed at the future implementation of such an unsaturated- 
saturated flow model into CRISP is presented in Appendix A4.
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Table 5.1 Geometry and hydraulic properties of the soil layers assumed for 
London aquifer
Soil type Layer
Thickness
(m)
Hydraulic 
conductivity 
in r-direction 
K,(m/d)
Hydraulic 
conductivity 
in z-direction 
Kz(m/d)
Elastic 
storage 
coefficient 
Ss ( m ')
porosity n
London Clay 35m 0.0001 0.00001 0.0002 0.45
Woolwich/
Reading
Clays
5m 0.05 8.64x10-' 0.00015 0.45
Woolwich/
Reading
Sands
5m 0.5 0.001 0.0001 0.3
Thanet
Sands
10m 1.8 1.0 0.0000333 0.3
Upper Chalk 70m 10.0 7.0 0.0001 0 3 8 8
Middle
Chalk
45m 1.0 0.5 0.0001 not used
Lower Chalk 35m 0.2 0.006 0.0001 not used
0
1
2
3"
4"
5*
9 m ine of woNpoints .O  /  . ' . .. ----  InMal
!
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■
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 ^ Sdty ctey
Figure 5.1 Section of soil pumped by a line of wellpoints
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Fig. 5.2 Transient well drawdown from a line of wellpoints at two different positions 
away from the well. The results are compared with field data as well as the 
analytical solution proposed by Powrie and Preene (1994) assuming saturated, 
confined flow.
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CHAPTER 6 
OVERALL DISCUSSION ON THE THESIS FINDINGS
This chapter is a critical synthesis of the knowledge acquired during the writer’s 
work and presents an overall discussion of the writer’s results, showing the 
advances which have been made during the present thesis with respect to the state- 
of-the-art at the beginning of the writer’s research.
6.1 Selection of modelling method
The selection of an appropriate modelling method for seepage with phreatic 
surfaces was based on a review of the relevant literature carried out by the writer. 
This literature review showed the following concerning existing modelling 
techniques:
a) Current geotechnical practice
Due to the difficulty in exact measurement of the factors involved (e.g. boundary 
conditions and the soil properties) in field problems such as drainage or pumping 
system design, practising geotechnical engineers generally use simplified analytical 
and numerical solutions to estimate flow rates (e.g. induced by pumping or 
drainage) and pressure variations associated with ground water movements. 
Calculation of steady state flow rates and drawdowns for both confined and 
unconfined aquifers is often based on the simplistic assumption of predominantly 
horizontal flow. Soil consolidation theories (e.g. Biot, 1941) or heat conduction 
equations (e.g. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1948) can also be used to estimate the times 
needed to achieve particular drawdowns in confined flow analyses.
To handle moving water table problems, two methods are usually adopted. The first 
solves transient phreatic surface movement as a sequence of successive unconfined 
steady states, often using analytical solutions (based on horizontal flow i.e. Dupuit- 
Forchheimer assumptions, homogeneous and isotropic soils). It should be noted that
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such an approach is not applicable to categories of problems where"*the time 
dependent variations of the boundary conditions are significant. The second uses 
confined seepage solutions, modelling the transient water table movement as an 
imposed pressure boundary condition at the start of a confined seepage analysis (or 
of a series of such analyses). The soil properties are assumed to be constant at all 
times and desaturation above the water table is ignored in both methods.
As already mentioned predicted curves according to these models differ 
significantly from observed field data (see for instance Hutchinson, 1977, 
concerning trench drain design or Preene and Powrie, 1993 and 1994, concerning 
local pumping design). These discrepancies are not only due to difficulties in 
hydraulic property measurement and in assuming appropriate boundary conditions, 
but also to the fact that these solutions inherently adopt assumptions of saturated 
flow. Indeed, it was reported (Powrie and Preene, 1994) that even slight 
desaturation might cause the results obtained by previously mentioned techniques to 
deviate significantly from the field results.
These discrepancies can be expected from a consideration of the physics of 
unsaturated flow. When the soil desaturates (as might happen in trench drainage or 
in construction dewatering cases that involve lowering of the water table), the 
transient response of the system is different to that based on the elastic strains of the 
soil skeleton assumed in consolidation theory. This is because during desaturation, 
an elemental soil volume releases water as part of a completely different physical 
process.
b) Advances in the research field
As regards contributions from the academic environment, two main methods seem 
to be common for defining the position of the phreatic surface in seepage analyses. 
The first approach assumes that water flow below the phreatic surface is of primary 
importance and idealises the flow domain as one confined to the saturated zone 
only. The phreatic surface is treated as a geometrical boundary between a 
completely saturated and a completely dry zone in which any flow is ignored (free
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boundary approach). Although real soils do show a decline in hydraulic 
conductivity with increasing suction, it is clear that most previous workers have 
used the former approach as an artifice to eliminate (or greatly reduce) flows above 
the phreatic surface. In transient analyses, the rate of movement of the phreatic 
surface is simulated by the application of a flow term uniformly distributed along 
the phreatic boundary, to account for the volume of water released or absorbed (in 
case of falling or rising water table conditions respectively). When using this 
approach, any subsequent flow above the phreatic surface is, in effect, ignored.
In the writer’s opinion, the inherent problem in adopting this method is the uniform 
distribution of the volume of water released during desaturation, which does not 
account for the uneven distribution of flow above the phreatic surface due to 
variations of the soil storage capacity. Indeed, as shown in curves presented in this 
thesis, (see e.g. Chapter 4), the storage coefficient curve in the unsaturated zone 
reaches its maximum at some negative pressure level (i.e. not at zero pressure, 
which corresponds to the phreatic surface level) and then reduces gradually. 
Therefore, representing the flow above the phreatic surface as a flow term on it, and 
moreover, distributing it evenly along the surface can only give a poor 
representation of the physics involved in seepage with a moving phreatic surface. 
This conclusion is supported by the results from transient dam analyses presented in 
Chapter 4 (section 4.3).
The second approach is more realistic, since it models seepage with a phreatic 
surface considering continuity of flow between the saturated and unsaturated zones, 
without introducing any arbitrary boundary assumptions between the two zones. As 
shown in the writer’s literature review chapter, this method has been widely 
adopted in fields other than geotechnical engineering (such as soil science, 
agricultural engineering and hydrology). Because the focus of these disciplines is 
different to that of geotechnical engineering, the solutions provided by them are not 
always immediately applicable to geotechnical engineering problems. Indeed, such 
models often simulate moisture distribution in the unsaturated zone of a soil system, 
rather than pressure distributions. The independent variable for which the equation
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is solved is therefore the moisture content, the variation of which ceases to be 
meaningful in the saturated flow zone. Thus only moisture diffusion in the 
unsaturated zone is modelled, while the water table is modelled as a prescribed 
head/moisture boundary condition (especially in analytical solutions).
Because of the complexities involved, geotechnical engineers have traditionally 
tended to ignore unsaturated flow effects and have adopted the first method of 
modelling seepage with phreatic surfaces. The argument to justify this attitude is 
that suctions developed in the unsaturated zone do not constitute the worst case for 
structural stability, therefore the unsaturated zone could be ignored. It seems 
however contradictory to assume fully saturated soil theories for soils that are 
clearly unsaturated (e.g. compacted fills for dam cores). Moreover, it was shown 
(see Appendix A.4) that soil volume changes result from the combined influence of 
suction and effective stress. Therefore, models that could give an estimate of 
suctions in the unsaturated zone would be invaluable for the geotechnical engineer.
In the less frequent and relatively recent cases when geotechnical engineers have 
modelled the unsaturated zone, simplified models have often been proposed, in an 
attempt to provide geotechnical engineers with familiar equations. Thus, idealised 
fiinctions for the hydraulic conductivity -pressure head relationships have been used 
(assuming linear relations) and the storage coefficient variations have been 
modelled as two separate constant values, one for the saturated zone (corresponding 
to the coefficient of volume compressibility m )^ and one for the unsaturated zone, 
accounting for degree of saturation variations (Lam et a l, 1987). Other geotechnical 
engineers have considered the unsaturated zone from a different point of view, 
namely for its effects on stress and deformation of soils and have often discarded 
transient flow effects (i.e. drained analyses only).
Summary
Scientists and engineers have often, for different reasons, split the unsaturated and 
saturated zone of the soil, focussing on one or the other, and have modelled them 
independently ignoring their interaction (or making simplistic boundary condition
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assumptions to account for it). This approach often leads to contradictory 
assumptions about the role of the unsaturated zone in different geotechnical 
problems and it is important to establish whether ignoring it (or making simplified 
assumptions about it) might lead to overall wrong calculations that would 
ultimately affect predictions. Thus, the writer opted for the more realistic approach 
that accounts for continuity of flow between the two zones and aimed at answering 
whether simplifying assumptions adopted in geotechnical engineering are the best 
way of solving common soil mechanics problems. In contrast to other geotechnical 
engineering models focussing on stress and deformation of the soil, this thesis has 
focussed on the effects of unsaturated-saturated soil flow only, and on how the 
results can change our understanding of the importance of including unsaturated 
flow modelling.
6.2 Discussion on the proposed model performance and results
6.2.1 Results derived at the validation stage
Before using the writer’s code for the solution of geotechnical engineering 
problems,its reliability needed first to be assessed. For this reason , comparisons with 
analytical, analogue, numerical and experimental results, as well as with case 
studies provided in the literature were made. It was found that the performance of 
the computer program was satisfactory for all comparisons. Another task set during 
the validation stage, was to investigate whether various options of the computed 
program affected significantly the numerical results. The reason for this was the 
need to choose the most appropriate method (or to exclude potentially inappropriate 
methods), before applying the code to problems for which the solution is unknown. 
The various options available in the writer’s code that were assessed in comparison 
with experimental results were the following:
a) the consistent versus the lumped formulation for the time-dependent storage 
matrix
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b) the three different sets of mathematical functions modelling the- hydraulic 
property variation in the unsaturated zone
c) the possibility of including hysteresis of the hydraulic properties and a 
comparison between three different hysteresis models
A detailed discussion on these points based on the writer’s results now follows.
a) Consistent versus lumped formulation
Results shown in Chapter 3 based on comparisons with Philip’s analytical solution 
of one-dimensional infiltration as well as with experimental results for soil column 
drainage, showed that the lumped formulation gave slightly superior results with 
respect to the consistent formulation. Nevertheless, the overall improvement of the 
results when using the lumped formulation was not so important to suggest that the 
consistent formulation of the time-dependent matrix should be avoided for reasons 
of accuracy'.
b) Effect o f the hydraulic property curve equations on the numerical results
As shown in the writer’s literature review (Chapter 2) a lot of research effort was 
input into providing adequate mathematical functions for the representation of the 
hydraulic property variations in the unsaturated zone. Although it was widely 
investigated how good a fit of the experimental values these functions provided, to 
the writer’s knowledge no investigation or comparative examples were provided for 
their influence on unsaturated-saturated seepage numerical results. Therefore, the 
writer chose some of the most well-established and commonly used functions in 
numerical models and made an investigation on their impact on the numerical 
results. It was found that all methods were giving substantially the same results for 
the problems solved, despite some differences in the form of the curves (provided 
that they all gave a reasonable fit to the experimental data of the soil hydraulic 
properties). Thus, there is no obvious reason for the exclusion of one or the other
1 The stability issue has not been addressed here, because o f the large amount o f previous research 
work found in the literature, which all pointed at the fact that the lumped formulation gives 
generally more stable results (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.2.2). Note however, that for the range of 
problems solved at the writer’s code validation stage, no instability problems were encountered 
when the consistent simulation was used.
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function from numerical calculations, except, of course, in cases of soils where the 
experimental data of the hydraulic properties seem to follow curves of clearly 
different shapes than the ones provided by these formulae (it was reported in 
Chapter 2 that these functions cannot fit all ranges of soils and suctions 
successfully, so that some of them might not be appropriate for a given soil). 
Therefore, it is suggested that before using a function, a plot is always made of the 
curve that it produces, in order to check whether its form is appropriate for a given 
soil and the ranges of suctions involved in a particular problem.
c) Modelling hysteresis
Existing models from geotechnical engineers (with the exception of that by 
Abrishami, 1987) ignore hysteresis of the hydraulic properties. The writer included 
three models of hysteresis of the hydraulic properties when several cycles of drying- 
wetting came into play. Comparisons were made with experimental results and with 
four sets of numerical results based on the writer’s program. The first set of these 
results ignored hysteresis (and used the main drying curve throughout the analyses) 
and the other three used respectively the three programmed hysteresis models. The 
results accounting for hysteresis were closer to the experimental, while the former 
tended to give wrong transient response of the soil upon re-wetting and re-drying. 
Nevertheless, the available experimental results were relevant to shallow water 
tables only (thus appropriate, for instance, for seasonal shallow water table effects). 
As shown in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2.1 on dam analyses), shallow domains tend 
anyway to be more sensitive to unsaturated flow effects. The relative effect of the 
hysteresis when modelling deep water table movement (relevant to problems such 
as rising groundwater levels in inner cities) is yet to be assessed.
Concerning the relative performance of the three hysteresis models implemented in 
the writer’s code, it should be pointed out that Mualem’s two models did not 
perform very well after a second reversal of the boundary conditions, while the 
overall performance of the linear model for the scanning curves, was clearly 
superior despite the simplicity of the model. The larger discrepancies between 
Mulaem’s models and the experimental results were noted at the first time steps
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after second reversal of the conditions. The explanation for this may be That, at the 
first time steps most suction values are relatively low so that many nodes may have 
suctions above (in absolute value) the air-entry pressure. For this range of pressures 
it was recognised that some models proposed by Mualem (e.g. Mualem, 1973 and 
Mualem, 1974) do not simulate scanning curves successfully (Mualem, 1973; 
Mualem and Miller, 1979). It is interesting to note however that both Mualem 
(1973 and 1984) models gave substantially the same results, although the latter was 
supposed to be an improvement of the former.
The good performance of the linear model is in agreement with Jaynes (1984) 
results based on the numerical solution of a similar problem as the one considered 
by the writer (sand column drainage). The author found that the comparative results 
(in terms of volumetric water contents) from another linear model and from that of a 
model by Mualem^ were very close between each other and in rather good 
agreement with experimentally measured values. Nevertheless, Jayne’s problem 
involved only one reversal of the boundary conditions, and this (as admitted by the 
author) does not constitute a particularly severe test of the models. For one reversal 
of the boundary conditions only, the writer’s results also showed that all three 
methods performed well. Therefore to conclude on the performance of Mualem’s 
model (supposed to be one of the most elaborated and refined hysteresis models) 
further research is suggested.
6.2.2 Application of the model to the solution of geotechnical problems
Once the writer’s code was validated, it was applied to the solution of a number of 
geotechnical problems. It should be noted that most geotechnical contributions to 
the solution of seepage problems involving phreatic surfaces have so far focused 
mainly on dam problems. The writer decided to examine additional categories of 
geotechnical problems, in which unsaturated flow would be relevant (such as trench 
drainage problems and pumping problems) and that, to the writer’s knowledge, 
have not been tackled so far using a unified saturated-unsaturated model.
2 This model is that by Mualem (1974), which is very similar to Mualem’s (1973) model used by 
the writer.
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A lot of emphasis was placed in particular on the solution of pumping problems 
related to rising water levels in inner cities (a phenomenon present in many British 
cities such as London, Birmingham and Liverpool) and possible dewatering 
methods to counteract them. To the writer’s knowledge, simulation of such 
problems using a moving phreatic surface model was not provided previously. 
Thus, the writer attempted at simulating the history of falling and subsequently 
rising water levels in London during the past 200 years. A lot of effort was put into 
the selection of material properties of the layers. Some assumptions had to be made, 
however, when information could not be found in the relevant literature for some 
material properties. Moreover, in the present study, simplified boundary conditions 
were used, due to lack of precise information. Homogeneous compressibility 
characteristics were assumed for the clay layers. It is, however, anticipated that the 
introduction of clay compressibility varying with depth would have improved the 
results, as it is a more realistic assumption. Despite these deficiencies, the results 
were satisfactory and corresponded to measured pore-water pressure profiles in 
Central London. It is interesting to note that this good agreement with observations 
was obtained without any need to readjust the assumed material parameters in order 
to obtain a better fit.
Satisfactory results were also provided from the case study of construction 
dewatering (local pumping analyses), despite the approximation of the unsaturated 
soil properties. Therefore, numerical models such as that of the writer give promise 
for more accurate modelling of water levels in inner cities. For more confident 
modelling, further progress needs also to be made in field measurements 
(concerning better information about material properties and boundary conditions).
Results for problems which have no known solutions and for which no field data 
are provided (eig. . the pumping results presented in Chapter 4, section 4.5) seem 
also to be good, since they produce qualitatively expected shapes of pore-water 
pressures (i.e. bowed pressure profiles in the relatively impermeable layer and total 
heads consistent with under-drainage of the less permeable layer).
2 2 2
A remark could be made concerning the clay properties used for the"*analyses 
presented in Chapter 4 (sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2). As already mentioned, these were 
taken from published curves by Leong and Rahardjo.(1995). The authors report that 
the hydraulic conductivity curve was derived indirectly (using a statistical model) 
from the soil water characteristic curve as obtained in the laboratory using axis 
translation techniques. The form of the hydraulic conductivity curves presenting a 
sharp drop in conductivity for suctions in the region of 0 kPa may look surprising 
for a clay soil (because of the low air-entry values of suctions, compared to those of 
the other two soils (sand and silt) used throughout the analyses). Normally, a clay 
would be expected to have the highest air-entry values of suction (see Fig. 2.4 
Chapter 2, presenting type curves for three soils after Freeze and Cherry, 1978), 
which is not the case here. Note, however, that similar forms of clay soil curves 
have also been published elsewhere (e.g. Lam et al., 1987 for Regina clay and 
Bouwer, 1964). Some of these curves that also show sharply hydraulic 
conductivities within small suction ranges, are shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. The 
sharp drop of the hydraulic conductivities may be attributed to soil structure (e.g. 
uniform soil) and, in the case of curves obtained from field measurements (e.g. the 
curve labelled 27 in Fig. 6.2(c)), by the occurrence of relatively larger pores. It 
might be interesting, however, to re-investigate the cases using other (more typical) 
clay soil properties in the future.
6.2.3 Remarks on the free boundary approach model
The writer has also acquired some experience concerning numerical problems 
related to the free boundary approach, while programming a code modelling steady 
state seepage through dams based on a variable mesh free boundary approach, that 
was used for comparison purposes. The results of this program showed some 
instability concerning the exit point location when linear quadrilateral elements 
were used, as opposed to the case when linear triangular elements were used. The 
probable reason why triangular elements perform better than quadrilateral might be 
the better distribution of nodal flow between the two triangular elements so that the 
error in the exit point flux calculation is minimised. (The problem with the 
modelling of the exit point in the free boundary approach is that it belongs both to
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the phreatic surface and the seepage face. Being a point of the phreatic surface, it is 
assigned zero flux -or it is expected to justify the zero flux condition-, while being 
a point of the seepage face, in which water exits the dam, it has clearly a non-zero 
flux).
These findings on potential numerical problems when adopting a variable mesh free 
boundary approach are in agreement with Cividi and Gioda’s (1989) observations, 
while they contradict suggestions by Griffiths (1990) according to which no such 
problems are manifested when using this method.
6.3 Comparisons with other methods results
As mentioned previously, it could be important to establish whether on not the 
unsaturated zone could be ignored without greatly affecting overall predictions. 
Thus, the question that the thesis has attempted to answer was whether some 
simplifying assumptions usually adopted in civil engineering offer the best way of 
solving common geotechnical seepage problems.
To the writer’s knowledge, no such a comparison between the free boundary 
approach, Fredlund’s model and the unsaturated-saturated approach was made 
previously, nor was the impact of saturated flow assumptions (made by practising 
engineers) investigated. Some evidence (albeit sparse) that the free boundary 
approach may be unsatisfactory has been provided by researchers outside the soil 
mechanics field. These include the finite difference results of Freeze (1971) for dam 
problems only, and the experimental findings of Vauclin et al. (1976), who 
compared sandbox model results (allowing for soil desaturation) with Hele-Shaw 
model results (based on the analogy with electric conduction and hence ignoring 
desaturation).
Thus, the writer devised several sets of comparisons for a selection of geotechnical 
problems (such as dam analyses, trench drains, pumping and aquifer modelling 
,analyses). In these, the results from the free boundary method, Fredlund’s 
simplified model for the storage coefficient variation in the unsaturated zone and
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the use of constant hydraulic coefficients (usually made by practising'ëTïgineers) 
were compared with results derived by the writer’s program. The results of the 
writer’s research showed the following:
a) dam analyses
Concerning steady state dam analyses, the writer decided to proceed to a set of 
consistent comparisons in order to investigate systematically the effects of scale, 
material parameters and heterogeneity (homogeneous versus core dams). The tools 
used for this were the two computer codes developed by the writer (using the free 
boundary approach and an unsaturated-saturated soil seepage approach 
respectively). The writer is aware of a similar contribution provided by 
Papagiannakis and Fredlund (1984). In this paper the authors presented finite 
element results for dam flow. Some parametric studies concerning the influence of 
factors such as the slope of the hydraulic conductivity function and dam 
heterogeneity were also provided, but no comparisons with the free boundary 
approach were made. Furthermore, only steady-state dam problems were 
investigated by these authors.
The writer’s comparative results showed that, in most cases, the answers derived 
from the free boundary are in agreement with those derived from the saturated- 
unsaturated approach. Nevertheless, for some categories of soil functions, or upon 
the introduction of material heterogeneity (core dams), there might be some 
differences concerning the phreatic surface configuration and the flow quantities 
above it. It was shown that the influence of the unsaturated zone was bound to be 
more important for shallow flow domains. Although the writer’s results have been 
based on properties and parameters taken from three different soil categories (sand, 
silt and clay), further investigation using much more pronounced material 
differences might be needed for the results to be conclusive. This should be 
addressed by future work.
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Concerning the comparisons between the writer’s results and the free boundary 
approach results for transient dam analyses^ (for which the correct solution is 
unknown), it can still be deduced that the writer’s approach is a better way of 
modelling the problem than the free boundary approach. This is because of the 
unrealistic assumptions involved in the free boundary approach that have been 
discussed previously: limitation of the flow domain below the phreatic surface 
when this extends clearly throughout the capillary fringe and modelling of the 
transient changes of water volumes by use of a distributed flow vector along the 
phreatic surface (although the maximum storage capacity of the medium as shown 
by the unsaturated soil curves is away from the phreatic surface). This assumption 
should lead to very big flow vectors normal to the phreatic surface (to represent the 
contribution of the unsaturated zone to water volume change) which seems to be an 
unrealistic way of modelling the phenomenon as far as the distribution and direction 
of flow vectors is concerned.
Moreover, it was reported by Ng (1996) that the results of his unsaturated-saturated 
flow model, in which approximate hydraulic property curves were used compared 
favourably with the free boundary approach results of Bathe et al. (1982). Note that 
Ng’s method is similar to Fredlund’s method, since he assumes linear variation of 
the degree of saturation (i.e. abrupt, linear drop) corresponding to a constant storage 
coefficient (i.e. the derivative of the degree of saturation versus suction curve). 
Since the transient results of Fredlund’s constant coefficient method were shown to 
differ significantly from experimental ones\ it can be deduced that the free 
boundary approach results would also fail to compare satisfactorily with 
experimental data and would show a faster evolution of pressures with time.
3 For transient dam analyses the writer’s unsaturated-saturated approach results were compared with 
results found in the literature, since the writer’s free-boundary approach program can only handle 
steady-state seepage problems.
4 (see below, discussion on trench drain analyses, as well as Chapter 4, section 4.4)
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b) Trench drain analyses
For trench drainage problems, comparisons were made between the writer’s method 
and Fredlund’s method in which only the simplified assumptions for the storage 
coefficient were made, in order to investigate the impact of the latter on the 
numerical results. For both sets of runs, the writer’s program was used. The two 
methods were compared for a coarse-grained (sand) and for a fine-grained (silt) soil, 
so that material effects were also taken into account. The writer’s results compared 
well with available experimental data (Vauclin et al, 1976) for the sandy soil. 
Conversely, the results based on Fredlund’s method underestimated significantly 
the times needed for particular pore pressure configurations to develop. Since, in 
these analyses, only the storage coefficient variation was given a simplified form 
(i.e. a constant value) while the hydraulic conductivity was taken by real soil data 
and was kept the same for all sets of analysis, it is obvious that the only reason for 
this discrepancy was the inappropriate modelling of the storage coefficient. As in 
the free boundary approach, a constant storage coefficient in the unsaturated zone 
fails to represent its non-monotonie variation by several orders of magnitude in this 
zone. Hence, erroneous estimates of the water retaining capacity of this zone are 
made, showing faster transient response of the soil. It is noticeable that in papers 
such as Lam and Fredlund (1984) and Lam et al (1987) in which Fredlund’s 
method is used for transient problems (mainly dams) only comparisons for the final 
steady state configurations are provided.^
c) Pumping analyses
Concerning pumping analyses, a different method was devised in order to compare 
with the assumptions made by practising engineers. It was decided to perform two 
sets of pumping analyses, one with hydraulic coefficients varying with desaturation 
and another assuming constant hydraulic properties (maintaining them at their 
saturated values) throughout the transient dewatering process. In the latter analyses, 
the volumetric responses were governed solely by elastic storage coefficients that 
remain constant throughout the analyses. Although this is not exactly the method 
that practicing engineers follow, the effect of pressure head dependent hydraulic
 ^It is interesting to note that Lam et al (1987) admit that the transient response of their model maybe 
different than that of Neuman’s (1973) model, due to the different assumptions involved
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conductivities and storage coefficient was still demonstrated. Despite the fact that 
the solution of this pumping problem is unknown, the results from the writer’s 
method seem to be more reliable, since they reproduce expected pore water pressure 
profiles (in a qualitative way), namely, bowed pressure profiles in the under-drained 
soil of low saturated hydraulie conductivity. Conversely, the pumping analysis 
results derived using constant hydraulic coefficients failed to do so except at very 
early stages.
d) Aquifer modelling involving desaturation o f heterogeneous soils 
Another problem that received little attention in the past, was how the heterogeneity 
of unsaturated soils might affect regional pumping predictions. The writer’s results 
show the interesting feature that upon desaturation, the behaviour of the system 
throughout the transient pumping process, might cease to be that expected for a 
finer layer overlying a more permeable (at saturation) layer. Such a behaviour is 
seen in the results of the silt-sand analyses. Chapter 4, seetion 4.5.2.1.2, in whieh, 
only at the earlier stages are the profiles consistent with those of a relatively 
impermeable material overlying a more permeable material. This may be explained 
by the fast change in the hydraulic properties of the more permeable material at 
saturation (indeed, it can be seen by the hydraulic conductivity curves in Fig 
4.61(a), that in the unsaturated zone, only for a very restricted region of suctions 
near saturation is the coarse material more permeable that the fine-grained 
overlying material; thus flow from the overlying material may eventually be 
obstructed). This feature of the unsaturated heterogeneous media has often been 
underlined in works by hydrologists and soil scientists (e.g. Stauffer and Dracos, 
1986; Philip, 1980 and 1986). For instance, Stauffer and Dracos (1986) report data 
from previous researchers, according to which ‘fine layers overlying coarse soils 
can show a fluid retention and an increased hydraulic conductivity compared to the 
coarse layer’.
This fact changes the hydraulic properties of the aquifer-aquitard as a system, which 
may not correspond to the average behaviour of the component materials (for
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instance, after a certain point, the rates at which transient seepage devetOps in the 
sand-silt aquitard-aquifer, are very similar to these of the homogeneous sandy 
aquifer). This finding is in agreement with that reported by Philip (1986) claiming 
that, when attempting to find an average value of the hydraulic properties for a 
layered system (that would be equivalent to that of an homogeneous system) ‘the 
apparent composite properties of a composite material need not be any kind of 
compromise mean of the corresponding properties of the constituent materials’.
The eonsequence of ignoring these particularities of flow in heterogeneous aquifers 
when desaturation enters into play, is that many assumptions made for the 
development of two-dimensional (plane) aquifer models might not hold true 
throughout the transient flow process. This raises questions eonceming the validity 
of the results derived by such models. With the present advanees in computer 
technology as well as in numerical modelling, three-dimensional aquifer solutions 
(in which soil desaturation would be taken into consideration) could be provided 
fairly quickly. Therefore recourse to two-dimensional plane-flow models, with all 
the simplifying assumptions that they involve for the modelling of phreatic surface 
flow might not any longer be justified in the near future.
Conclusion
The writer’s results have shown that the major issue in unsaturated-saturated 
seepage models concerns transient problems. Indeed, the answers from all other 
methods tend to overestimate the rates at whieh steady state configurations are 
achieved, compared to the writer’s approach. This was the case for any problem 
considered. That the writer’s results are superior can be demonstrated by the fact 
that they agree with experimental and field results (e.g. trench drainage from a 
sandy soil. Chapter 4, section 4.4 and case study of pumping from a line of 
wellpoints Chapter 5, section 5.2, respectively) or that they qualitatively reproduce 
pore-water pressure profiles shown in the literature (see pumping analyses Chapter 
4, section 4.5.1), when the results from other methods fail to do so.
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All previous findings, as well as those which show improvement of the results when 
hysteresis is modelled, point to the eonclusion that any variation in the unsaturated 
hydraulic properties has an effect on the transient analysis numerical results. One of 
the most important issues eonceming the modelling of transient seepage with 
phreatic surfaces, is in particular the appropriate representation of the storage 
eoefficient. Therefore, reliable data for each soil present are needed for accurate 
modelling when soil desaturation is occurring.
It is interesting to note, however, that for field problems the results have still 
improved even if assumed soil curves were used in the absence of precise soil data 
(i.e. use of curves for another soil of similar type). This was shown by comparison 
between the writer’s results, and both field and simple analytical method results 
provided by Powrie and Preene (1994) for local pumping involving desaturation 
(Chapter 5, section 5.2). In this case, the writer’s model gave improved predictions 
of field behaviour as opposed to the analytical solution discarding desaturation. 
This improvement might be expected, in view of the big number of approximating 
assumptions made by practicing engineers when modelling field problems (which 
involve many uncertainties).
6.5 Limitations of the model
Despite the improvement of the results and the promise for modelling field 
situations with more confidence when a model such as that developed by  the writer 
is used, some further additions could be made in the code for even more accurate 
results. The main limitations of the approach developed by the writer for the 
transient phreatic surface flow solution (apart from the inherent approximations due 
to the adoption of a numerieal rather than an analytieal solution) are as follows:
a) Single-phase flow is assumed. The air is therefore assumed to be at atmospheric 
pressure throughout the analysis. This might be a realistic assumption for a 
number of geotechnical problems when air can flow freely, but would not 
necessarily be the ease in problems where air cannot escape freely from the
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system and where its flow affects the flow of water (e.g. for infiltration 
problems involving a wetting front advaneing in very dry soils).
A two-phase flow model should improve the results in pumping problems. 
Indeed, it is expected that, upon pumping, air would enter into the system and 
flow simultaneously with water. This would generate pressure differences at the 
interfaee of the materials due to air flow changing with time and degrees of 
saturation. Ignoring air flow in this instance is equivalent to assuming that 
steady state conditions for air pressure are maintained throughout the pumping 
process, which is rather unrealistic (air may not be free to escape from the 
system). Air pressure is also expected to oppose water flow, particularly in cases 
of rising groundwater table conditions.
Comparison of solutions from two-phase and single-phase air flow models for 
dam problems (for which one of the standard assumptions is that single-phase 
flow is a good approximation) could also be interesting. For instance, it could 
be anticipated that air flow generated due to water infiltration would affect the 
pressures in the dam. This case eould not be modelled by a single-phase flow 
model.
b) The possibility of soil heterogeneity in the hydraulic properties is accounted for 
only for layered soils. Continuous variation of these properties in space (e.g. 
their variation with stress level) is not taken into account. If heterogeneity of 
soil properties had been accounted for (such as clay compressibility variation 
with depth, for instance), more realistic results would be expected in multi­
layered aquifer systems.
Phenomena such as preferential flow that might occur in discontinuities (i.e. 
fissured or fractured soils) are not explicitly modelled, but they are accounted 
for in an approximate way (see Chapter 5, section 5.3), by assuming anisotropy 
of the hydraulic parameters (in this way preferential flow towards the direction 
of the higher hydraulic conductivities is generated). Stochastic rather than 
deterministic hydraulic property fields to account for soil property heterogeneity
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might also provide a more realistic modelling. A more thorough investigation 
and simulation of soil heterogeneity and its influence on seepage could 
constitute the aim of future work.
c) The effects of externally applied loads are neglected and total stress is assumed 
to be constant throughout the flow process.
d) The hysteresis model is based on the assumption of non-deforming soil.
e) Although the material hydraulic properties used are based on experimental 
results, there is an approximation induced by the fact that continuous curves 
(based on mathematical formulae proposed in the literature) are introduced to 
simulate discrete experimental data. Moreover, these formulae are not 
necessarily valid for the whole range of suctions accounted for.
f) Darey’s law is assumed to represent the flow through porous media for both 
saturated and unsaturated zones. Nevertheless, it is known that flow in highly 
impermeable material as well as in faults and fissures, would not obey Darcy’s 
law. Therefore, the applicability of Darcy’s law in unsaturated soils where the 
hydraulic conductivity is reduced to a value very close to zero, or to highly 
fissured and desiccated unsaturated soils, may be questioned.
g) It would be expeeted that variations in temperature might affect the pore fluid 
pressures and consequently influence the flow properties and flow process. In the 
present study however, the temperature effects are assumed to be secondary (as 
is normally assumed in the solution of most geotechnical problems); hence flow 
is assumed to occur under isothermal conditions.
h) Osmotic suction effects are neglected. Nevertheless, there is some experimental 
evidence that osmotic suction component influences the flow process in 
unsaturated soils (Alonso et al, 1989).
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i) Use of numerical techniques for faster solutions when a high number of nodes 
and elements is involved (e.g. using parallel solver techniques) should be also 
considered for future work, so that problems such as regional pumping 
modelling involving desaturation (eventually using a two-phase model) eould be 
solved more efficiently.
6.6 Conclusion: progress made during the present thesis
Most current methods for modelling seepage with phreatic surfaces ignore flow in 
the unsaturated zone, or simulate it via simplified hydraulic parameters. In the 
present thesis it has been shown through a series of novel comparative analyses for 
a number of geotechnical problems (dam, trench drain and pumping analyses) that 
the values obtained by such methods often disagree with measured data, especially 
when transient processes are involved. The writer’s program modelling soil 
desaturation based on real soil data gave improved results, showing the need for 
taking desaturation into aecount and also for a realistic modelling of the hydraulic 
parameters involved. In particular, the proper modelling of the storage capacity of 
the soil was proven to be a major factor controlling the reliability of transient 
problem results.
The program was successfully applied to the solution of falling or rising water level 
problems in inner cities (namely, to the modelling of the history of pumping from 
the deep London aquifer, and for construction dewatering) a field in whieh, to the 
writer’s knowledge, unsaturated-saturated flow models have not previously been 
applied.
Special consideration was also given to the combined effect of heterogeneity and 
desaturation, information on which can rarely be found. A series of novel pumping 
analyses in which the effect of soil material and heterogeneity was investigated has 
indicated that commonly made assumptions for aquifer pumping modelling might 
not be valid when desaturation enters into play.
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The overall message from the thesis is that, when unsaturated soils are involved, 
current methods of solution based on simplifying assumptions might not be valid. 
The development of numerical tools such as that of the writer, give promise for 
more confidence in numerical predictions.
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Figure 6.1 Hydraulic properties of three different soil types (after Lam et al, 1987)
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
7.1  Introduction
In this chapter, the most important conclusions resulting from the research on 
numerical modelling of seepage with phreatic surfaces are presented. These 
conclusions are related to the main question set at the beginning of the thesis, 
namely whether there is any need for more sophisticated seepage models than those 
currently used in geotechnical engineering, so that soil desaturation is accounted for. 
Thus, after an overview of the state of the art at the beginning of this research, the 
writer’s work and findings concerning the performance of methods used for the 
numerical solution of a number of engineering problems are presented. The 
relevance that these findings have for the geotechnical engineering practice is also 
discussed.
Some additional conclusions related to particular issues in solving numerical 
modelling difficulties or improving the quality of the numerical results are also 
included. These contributions emerged by the experience acquired through writing 
and validation of computer code. A series of recommendations concerning future 
work are presented at the end of this chapter.
7. 2 Overview of the thesis
In this chapter, conclusions are drawn concerning three facets of the writer’s work:
• the literature review
• the computer program developed by the writer for the numerical solution of 
seepage through unsaturated-saturated soils
• applications of this program to geotechnical engineering problems, showing the 
differences arising from comparison with other solution techniques.
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A review of the literature has shovm that:
1. At the start of the writer’s research, most numerical methods developed for the 
solution of soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering seepage problems that 
involve the presence of phreatic surfaces, considered
• single phase fluid flow
• no flow in the unsaturated zone
• the phreatic surface as a moving boundary of the flow domain (free 
boundary approach assumptions).
2. Most techniques which have been developed elsewhere (for example by soil 
scientists, agricultural engineers and hydrologists) considering flow in the 
unsaturated zone have generally concentrated on predicting moisture content 
distribution in this zone and have not, therefore, been suitable for the prediction 
of flows and heads below the phreatic surface.
3. In the rather rare and relatively recent cases where the unsaturated zone has been 
modelled by geotechnical engineers, idealised and simplified unsaturated soil 
properties have often been used (as, for example, in Lam and Fredlund, 1984, 
where the hydraulic conductivity-pressure heads curves were assumed to be 
linear, and the storage coefficient has been assumed to remain constant in the 
unsaturated zone). To the writer’s knowledge, most of these consider only two- 
dimensional flows (plane or radial), which might not be appropriate for the 
modelling of complex flow/aquifer systems. Hysteresis of the hydraulic 
properties is not generally taken into account (with the exception, to the writer’s 
knowledge, of Abrishami, 1987), although there is experimental evidence from 
other fields (for example, hydrology and soil science) concerning the influence 
of hysteresis on the flow process. Moreover, there is evidence that hydraulic 
hysteresis affects the mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils (Wheeler and 
Karube, 1995).
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The work carried out for this thesis has involved not only an extensive ulTd critical 
review of the literature, but has also included:
1. the programming of a code considering steady state seepage through dams, 
using the free boundary approach assumptions in conjunction with a variable 
(adaptive) mesh.
2. the development of a three-dimensional finite element seepage code, which:
• takes account of seepage in both unsaturated and saturated zones
• allows both the hydraulic conductivity and the storage coefficient to 
vary in a continuous way as a function of the pressure head using real 
soil data (taken from relevant literature) rather than idealised 
simplified curves.
• tackles falling, rising and fluctuating water table conditions
• takes account of soil anisotropy and heterogeneity (layered soils)
• allows existence of seepage faces
• considers hysteresis of the hydraulic properties
The program has been validated against analytical, analogue, numerical and 
experimental results, as well as case records to be found in the literature.
3. an investigation of how the numerical results are influenced by such factors as:
• different forms of mathematical functions to simulate the hydraulic 
property variations in the unsaturated zone
• the method used for the discretisation of the element time-dependent 
storage matrix (namely lumped or consistent formulation)
• hysteresis of the hydraulic properties
4. a systematic comparison between three approaches to the prediction of seepage 
involving the presence of phreatic surfaces, namely:
• the free boundary approach
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• Fredlund’s model using simplified hydraulic properties
• the unsaturated-saturated model developed and implemented as part 
of this thesis
This has been done via the solution of specific geotechnical engineering 
problems (dam and drain modelling).
During these comparisons, the importance of factors such as scale effects, 
material type and soil non-homogeneity on the answers obtained by the various 
methods has also been investigated. To the writer’s knowledge, a systematic 
comparison of the numerical results yielded from these methods has not 
previously been made.
5. An investigation of how assumptions commonly made by practising 
geotechnical engineers for the solution of transient pumping problems affect the 
prediction of the times needed in order to achieve particular drawdowns. These 
assumptions (using consolidation theory (e.g. Biot, 1941) or heat-conduction 
equations (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959 as solution tools), ignore potential soil 
desaturation and assume constant hydraulic coefficients throughout the pumping 
process.
6. An investigation of the influence of both the aquifer material and soil 
heterogeneity (layered soils) on the rate at which transient unsaturated-saturated 
seepage develops.
7. 3 Main Findings
The previously mentioned work led to conclusions relevant to two different fields of 
interest; namely, that of the numerical modeller, and that of the geotechnical 
engineer.
1. Considering the first field of interest (that of the numerical modeller) some of 
the answers provided by the foregoing work are:
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the use of different mathematical functions (namely Gardner’s, 1958 
type, Irmay’s, 1954 type and Van Genuchten’s, 1982 type) to 
simulate the experimental results led to substantially the same results
considering hysteresis modelling, linear models for the scanning 
curves seem to give generally better answers than Mualem’s models, 
for more than one reversal in the boundary conditions
the lumping of the time-dependent storage matrix leads to improved 
results (closer to the experimental data)
when a variable mesh free boundary approach is adopted, use of 
triangular rather than quadrilateral linear elements is recommended to 
avoid numerical instabilities
2. The main question of interest for geotechnical purposes, was whether existing 
modelling methods for various seepage problems are satisfactory, or whether 
there is any need to consider a more sophisticated modelling approach, such as 
that adopted by the writer. In the present thesis, it was demonstrated that
• as far as steady state seepage is concerned, dam analyses showed that 
the differences between the various methods (namely, the free 
boundary approach, Fredlund’s simplified hydraulic coefficient 
method and the writer’s unsaturated-saturated approach) would not 
normally lead to significant differences. Nevertheless, for some 
categories of soils (the ones that desaturate more gradually and at 
higher suctions), there is an indication of some flow in the 
unsaturated zone related to the presence of suctions. Some 
differences between the different method results also exist when 
heterogeneity comes into play; specifically for core dams, it was 
shown that head drop in unsaturated dam cores is higher than that
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calculated when flow in the unsaturated zone is ignored^ Shallow 
water table systems are bound to be more affected by unsaturated 
flow than deep ground water table systems (the latter yielded the 
same steady state results irrespective of the method used).
totally different however, are the conclusions drawn from all 
transient analyses related to the categories of problems considered 
herein (dam analyses, trench drain modelling and pumping 
problems). For these types of analyses, the results provided by the 
different methods vary significantly. It was demonstrated that any 
method using simplifying assumptions (for example those made by 
practising geotechnical engineers for pumping analyses, the 
assumption of constant storage coefficients, or the free boundary 
approach) all led to an underestimation of the time needed for the 
transient processes to develop. Moreover, they failed to represent the 
physics of seepage phenomena when desaturation came into play.
The numerical results presented in this thesis indicate that, when 
aquifer modelling on a regional scale is attempted (for instance, as 
investigated herein, for regional pumping), the response of the 
layered soil upon desaturation might differ from commonly assumed 
behaviour in simplified, two- dimensional (plane) aquifer models that 
do not model desaturation explicitly. It was shown that, if 
desaturation occurs, assumptions (such as that of mainly horizontal 
flow in a permeable material and vertical flow in a less permeable 
material) might not be valid throughout the transient process, due to 
variation of the hydraulic properties of the layers in the unsaturated 
zone. It was also shown that the transient response of a layered 
aquifer system does not correspond to the average response of the 
component materials when considered separately. More research is 
needed for the results to be conclusive, since the analyses presented
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in this thesis are based on experimental data (taken from the 
literature) for a limited number of soils.
• It was also shown that taking hysteresis into account gives different 
transient results than when single-valued soil functions are used 
(Chapter 3). This finding also points to the conclusion that 
appropriate and realistic curves for every soil should be used, rather 
than idealised ones.
• It is interesting to note however that, despite the need for reliable, 
actual soil data, the inclusion of soil desaturation, even when based 
on approximate hydraulic properties (e.g. adoption of functions of a 
soil of similar type to the one in question, in the absence of more 
precise knowledge), still leads to some improvement of the results 
with respect to methods ignoring desaturation. This was indicated by 
ease studies (Chapter 5).
3. Some implications of the previous findings for geotechnical engineering practice 
are as follows:
a) dam analyses
• Existing solution tools (e.g. computer software or analytical 
solutions) ignoring flow in the unsaturated zone, could generally 
be used for steady state analysis, especially for homogeneous 
soils. One might, however, consider the possibility that some 
undesirable flow (leakage) at the downstream face of a core dam 
might occur (due to pressure differences in the unsaturated zone), 
the magnitude of which cannot be calculated from a model 
ignoring flow in the unsaturated zone. Moreover, unsaturated 
analyses yield higher gradients within the cores, which implies 
higher potential for internal erosion than that calculated by
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methods ignoring unsaturated flow. Another disadvantage of the 
commonly used solution tools is that they fail to calculate degree 
of saturation and suction variations in the unsaturated zone, 
quantities responsible for volume changes and fissuring of 
unsaturated fills.
Conversely, for transient flow analyses, modelling tools such as 
the writer’s program (which takes into account flow in the 
unsaturated zone) would be needed, since the commonly used 
techniques tend to give incorrect time dependent results. This has 
serious implications for the geotechnical engineer: different 
(faster) rates of pore pressure dissipation and consolidation of 
layered fills (related to long term dam stability due to deformation 
and cracking) or different wetting fronts upon dam impounding.
From a stress-deformation analysis point of view, the main 
advantage of ignoring flow in the unsaturated zone is to allow for 
the use of saturated flow-deformation models rather than 
venturing into the newly developed area of complex unsaturated 
soil flow-deformation models. Unfortunately, it seems that such a 
model is still necessary when a fully coupled flow-deformation 
consolidation analysis is performed, since the transient seepage 
response of an unsaturated soil is totally different than that 
assumed for saturated soils. The problem of needing an 
unsaturated soil constitutive model could only be by-passed if 
uncoupled (drained) seepage-stress analyses were performed, 
exploiting the finding that steady state configurations are in most 
cases similar regardless of the modelling method used. 
Alternatively, the boundary conditions may be split into 
increments and one-step transient analyses may be performed for 
each increment. (This should minimise the difference between the
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results of the two approaches, since the volume of water that is 
assumed to be released instantaneously after phreatic surface 
movement according to the free boundary approach, is 
significantly reduced). The next stage is to proceed to a drained 
stress analysis for each time step, with pore pressure input derived 
from the seepage program (uncoupled analysis).
b) trench drainage and dewatering design
• More realistic modelling is needed when desaturation is expected, 
in order to design drainage and dewatering systems with more 
confidence. Indeed, concerning, for example, trench drainage 
system design, the influence of the unsaturated zone when 
shallow water tables are involved can be significant (as shown in 
Chapter 4). A modelling of the unsaturated zone based on soil 
data rather than simplifying values for the parameters will be 
required. Use of constant hydraulic coefficients in the unsaturated 
zone (use of constant hydraulic conductivity and storage 
coefficient, or of constant storage coefficient only) may show a 
faster transient flow evolution than that observed. This could 
lead, for instance, to underestimation of the time needed for the 
drainage system to be effective or non-adequate representation of 
the seasonal variations of the shallow water table. Hysteresis 
should be taken into consideration for the modelling of a shallow 
water table system.
• Similar conclusions can be drawn considering incorrect 
calculations of the time needed for a pumping system to be 
effective when soil desaturation is not taken into account. 
Incorrect estimates of pore-pressures at particular times would be 
given if the unsaturated flow zone is not modelled appropriately 
(that would lead to incorrect rates of volume change for low-
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permeability materials). Thus, relevant problems, suchras rising 
or falling groundwater levels in inner cities (due, respectively, to 
a reduction or increase in dewatering) would be modelled with 
more confidence by tools sueh as the writer’s model.
c) aquifer modelling 
• The validity of most existing regional-scale aquifer models 
(performing two-dimensional (plane) flow analyses and not 
modelling soil desaturation explicitly) might need to be re­
assessed for the case of soil layer desaturation.
Overall, the conclusion is that it is important to account for unsaturated zone flow 
using realistic values of hydraulic property variation. The present model leads to an 
improvement of the results, that could not (in most instances) have been obtained by 
commonly used methods. Therefore, it shows promise in providing more realistic 
solutions of phreatic surface seepage problems.
7.4 Recommendations for future study
The present research indicates that further study is required on certain aspects of 
unsaturated-saturated soil seepage modelling. On the other hand, other related topics 
of interest to the geotechnical engineer are yet to be taekled. Some possible lines for 
future study are listed below:
• Concerning the issues related to dam analyses, a new series of 
numerical analyses should be planned, in order to eonsolidate the 
findings of the present work. It is suggested that a set of more 
detailed parametric studies is made, for both transient and steady 
flows. Based on these parametric studies, further investigation 
should be made about how the flow rates and the pore pressures in 
the unsaturated zone are affected by the soil properties as well as
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dam geometry and size (a magnitude evaluation would be of 
interest). More realistic dam sections should also be considered
Concerning pumping from aquifers, analyses with other 
impermeable (clay) soil properties should be performed, to 
observe how the patterns of pore pressures are affected.
The effects of heterogeneity should be further investigated. 
Inclusion of variation with depth of soil properties such as elastic 
storage (especially for highly compressible soils) is also 
suggested, since this is a more realistic way of modelling a multi­
layered aquifer system comprising compressible soil layers.
It was shown that it is important to take into account hysteretic 
behaviour for problems involving several cycles of drying-wetting 
and shallow water tables. It would be interesting to assess the 
importance of hydraulic property hysteresis in problems involving 
deep water tables (relevant to problems of rising groundwater 
levels in cities) based on measured data. A further investigation of 
the suitability of proposed hysteresis models is also recommended.
The problems considered here were based on the assumptions of 
single-phase flow. It would be worthwhile to solve them again 
(especially the pumping problems), using two-phase flow 
assumptions.
Finally, in the light of how desaturation of the soil affects the 
transient evolution of the flow, it would be interesting to develop a 
fully coupled unsaturated-saturated soil model in order to 
investigate the coupled flow-deformation behaviour of the soil in 
the same problems. In order to proceed further with coding, choice
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of an appropriate soil constitutive model should be mnde based 
either on existing models (see Appendix A.4) or proposing a novel 
constitutive equation.
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APPENDIX A .l Glossary^
accretion The rate (volume per unit horizontal area per unit time) at which liquid is 
added to an aquifer, or a saturated region of the porous medium, at its free 
surface boundary. Negative accretion occurs when liquid is withdrawn from 
a liquid body through its free surface. It is referred to herein by the symbol 
N.
air entry value
aquifer
aquiclude
aquitard
The value of the negative pressure head (or of the negative pressure), in 
which air starts entering the soil pores (in the case where this term refers to a 
pressure rather than a pressure head, it can be called, alternatively, air-entry 
pressure or bubbling pressure)
Saturated, permeable geological unit, that can transmit significant quantities 
of water under ordinary hydraulic gradients.
Geological unit incapable of transmitting significant quantities of water 
under ordinary hydraulic gradients.
A geological unit which is permeable enough to transmit water in quantities 
that are significant in the study of regional groundwater flow, but its 
permeability is not sufficient to allow the completion of production wells 
within it.
artesian groundwater 
conditions
bubbling pressure 
capillary fringe
coefficient of 
hydraulic conductivity 
(K)
coefficient of 
permeability (K)
Term used to mean groundwater conditions according to which groundwater 
would overflow at ground surface from a well bored into a confined aquifer 
(see below)
See air-entry value
The portion of the soil immediately above the water table which remains 
saturated even though the pore pressures are negative and an unsaturated soil 
portion. It can also be referred to as tension-saturated zo«e.(See also vadose 
zone).
It is defined as: K=kpg/p, where p and p denote the viscosity and the 
density of the fluid respectively. As opposed to k, referred to as the specific 
or intrinsic permeability and describing the conductive properties of the 
porous medium independently from the fluid flowing through it, K is a 
function of both the porous medium and the fluid. In the present thesis, the 
terms permeability and coefficient of permeability may also be used to 
denote the coefficient of hydraulic conductivity, although in other authors’ 
works, the term permeability is actually referring to the intrinsic (specific) 
permeability of the porous medium.
In the present thesis it is used as a synonym of coefficient of hydraulic 
conductivity (see above).
This glossary is mainly based on a synthesis (or selection) of definitions found in Freeze and 
Cherry (1979), Bear (1972), Bear and Verruijt (1987), Simpson et al (1989), Ridley and Wray 
(1995), Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993a) and (1993b) and Craig (1992), but occasionally other 
sources might have been used.
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compressibility The volume change of a fixed mass with respect to a pressure change per unit 
volume.
confined aquifer 
consolidation
constant (or fixed) 
mesh technique
coupled analysis
Aquifer confined between two aquitards.
The time dependent process of volume change in soil, as water is squeezed 
out from the pores.
This is a method using the assumptions of the fi-ee boundary approach (see 
below), in which the geometry of the mesh is kept constant throughout the 
iterative solution process. When this method is adopted, the position of the 
location of the fi-ee surface is determined by use of a non-linear hydraulic 
conductivity in the soil (usually reducing the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity by a factor of 1000).
In the present case (i.e. coupled seepage-consolidation analysis) it refers to 
the solution of the governing equations simultaneously for displacements 
and total heads.
degree of 
saturation (SJ
dependent
domain
hysteresis
models
The ratio of the volume of water to the total volume of void space. It is 
usually reported as a percent (or, less fi-equently, as a decimal fraction).
Hysteresis models based on the assumption that the draining or filling of 
each pore of the domain is dependent on the state of the neighbouring pores
discharge
Dupuit’s assumptions
elastic storage 
coefficient S.
Removal of water into the saturated zone of the soil, across the water table, 
and the associated flow towards the water table, within the saturated zone
(For an unconfined aquifer): i) The flow is horizontal; and ii) The hydraulic 
gradient is equal to the slope of the water table.
see specific storage
elevation head (z)
equipotential surface 
evaporation
excess pore water 
pressure
exit point
The elevation of the point of measurement with respect to the datum. It can 
also be referred to as gravitational head.
The contour connecting points of equal hydraulic head.
Removal of water from the soil across the ground surface, and the associated 
water flow through the unsaturated zone
The component of the pore pressure above the static pore water pressure 
value (in a consolidation analysis, the static pore water pressure refers to the 
initial, constant pore water pressure value that is assumed to be governed by 
a static position of the water table)
The intersection point between a free outflow boundary and a phreatic 
surface. The position of this point is not known a priori, therefore in a 
numerical simulation its position is defined by a series of trial-and-error 
solutions.
fixed mesh technique see constant mesh technique
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flow line
flux (q)
At a macroscopic level, it defines the flow path followed by arThlement of 
water during seepage.
Flow rate, v, multiplied by a cross sectional area. A, through which flow 
occurs.
free boundary 
approach
free surface
gravimetric 
water content 
(w)
gravitational head (z) 
groundwater
This approach, belonging to the category of mathematical problems 
known as ‘free boundary problems’, ignores any flow above the phreatic 
surface, which is considered as the upper limit of the flow domain.
This term refers to the ground water table/phreatic surface, when the 
idealising assumption is made that the flow in the unsaturated zone is 
negligible, and therefore the ground water table/phreatic surface is not only a 
surface along which the pore-water pressure is atmospheric, but also the 
uppermost flow boundary. Therefore, the free surface is a geometrical 
boundaiy of the seepage domain, above which it is assumed that no seepage 
is occurring.
It is defined the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of the soil solids 
Mg. It is expressed as a percentage, (in geotechnical engineering known as the 
moisture content).
See, elevation head
This term is usually reserved for the subsurface water that occurs beneath the 
water table in soils and geological formations that are fully saturated. In the 
present study, the term is used to refer to subsurface water regime in a 
broader sense.
hydraulic 
head (h)
hysteresis of 
the hydraulic 
properties
independent
domain
hysteresis
models
See, total head
This expression refers to the phenomenon that the soil responds differently 
when it is drying than when it is wetting. It is represented by two different 
curves expressing the functional relationship between the property 
(volumetric water content, degree of saturation, hydraulic conductivity) and 
the negative pressure head (or suction), as well as by the scanning curves (see 
below) spanning between the main drying and main wetting hydraulic 
property curves (see below)
Hysteresis models based on the assumption that the draining or filling of each 
pore of the domain is produced independently of the surrounding pores state 
and that the volume difference between the empty and the filled state of each 
pore is independent of the pressure head. It is assumed that only the pore 
geometry determines the drying and wetting characteristics of each pore
infiltration
intrinsic
permeability
k
The entry of water into the soil through the ground surface, together with the 
resulting flow within the unsaturated zone.
Term describing the conductive properties of the porous medium 
independently from the fluid flowing through it
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isochrones In a consolidation analysis, this term refers to curves showing the 
variation of excess pore water pressure (see above) with depth at 
different times
linear
hysteresis
models
Hysteresis models simulating the scanning curves (see below) by straight 
lines
matric suction 
(Pa- P J
moisture (or water) 
retention curve
nearly saturated soils
osmotic suction
perched aquifer
perched water table 
phreatic surface 
porosity(n)
A measure of the energy required to move a water molecule within the soil 
matrix. It equals the capillary suction component of the total suction (i.e. the 
suction component due to capillary phenomena), and is expressed as the 
difference between pore-air and pore-water pressures.
The characteristic curve of a particular soil, relating the changes in moisture 
content to changes in matric suction (or, for single phase, water flow, to 
changes in the water pressure and consequently changes in pressure head).
Unsaturated soils of high degrees of saturation (usually within a range of 
80%and 100%), containing air-bubbles in an occluded form. This air 
occlusion renders the pore fluid compressible.
The additional energy needed to move a soil water molecule from the soil 
matrix to the vapour phase, due to dissolved salts. In the present thesis, this 
component of the total suction is ignored.
A special case of phreatic aquifer, formed on an impervious (or semi- 
pervious) layer of limited areal extent located between the water table of a 
phreatic aquifer and the ground surface. Sometimes such aquifers may exist 
only temporarily, during a relatively short part of each year, since they may 
drain to the underlying phreatic aquifer.
Water table formed in a perched aquifer (see above)
An isobar of zero pressure.
The ratio of the volume of voids to the total volume of the soil.
potentiometric surface The contour of the water level elevations in wells tapping a confined aquifer, 
providing a map of the hydraulic head in the aquifer.
pressure head \\j 
recharge
residual degree of 
saturation
residual volumetric 
water content 0,
Equal to the pore-water pressure u„ divided by the product of the density of 
water and the gravitational acceleration g.
Entry of water into the saturated zone of the soil, through the water table, as 
well as the associated flow within the saturated zone
The degree of saturation at which an increase in suction does not produce 
any longer a significant change in the degree of saturation
The volumetric water content at which an increase in suction does not 
produce any longer a significant change in the volumetric water content 
value
saturated flow See, saturated soil
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saturated soil
scanning curves
seepage(or
percolation)
One in which all voids are filled with water. The flow of wateTTinder such 
conditions is termed saturated or fully saturated.
Lines spanning between the main drying and main wetting soil water 
characteristic curves (see above) or, between the main diying and the main 
wetting hydraulic conductivity curves as a function of the negative pressure 
head. They express the hysteresis of the soil properties under reversible 
boundary conditions (i.e. form drying to wetting, when the soil was only 
partially dried, or from wetting to drying, when the soil was only partially 
wetted). They can be referred to as primary, secondary etc wetting (or, 
alternatively, re-wetting) or drying (or, alternatively, re-drying) scanning 
curves, according to the number of reversals in the boundary conditions 
(from drying to wetting or, inversely, from wetting to drying)
The slow movement of water through soils.
seepage face
seepage
surface
(sometimes called also seepage surface): in a saturated-unsaturated system 
exists in the vicinity of a free-outflow boundary, such as the downstream 
face of a dam, this term refers to the portion of the outflow boundary across 
which water exits from the aquifer (flow system). Along the seepage face, 
the head at any point is equal to the elevation of that point.
See, seepage face
shrinkage curve
soil water
characteristic curve
specific 
gravity (of 
the soil 
particles) Gs
specific moisture 
capacity (C)
specific storage S,
specific yield S
A curve showing the reduction of the void ratio e with respect to the 
gravimetric water content (w%) values, at various suctions
The curve relating the volumetric moisture content variation (or the degree 
of saturation variation) in the unsaturated zone, as a function of the pressure 
head. It can be either a drying or a wetting curve, according to whether the 
porous medium is diying or wetting.
Defined as ; the ratio of the density of the soil particles p„ to the density of 
the water p„, (at 4° C and under atmospheric pressure conditions). It is used 
to express the density of the soil particles in a dimensionless form.
The slope of the soil water characteristic curve relating moisture content to 
pressure head. It is defined as C= d0/d\j/ and representing the storage 
property of an unsaturated soil. (See also storage coefficient). Alternative 
names used in the relevant literature may be: water capacity, differential soil 
water capacity, capillary capacity etc.
The volume of water that a confined aquifer (see above) releases from 
storage per unit volume of aquifer per unit decline in hydraulic head. It can 
also be referred to, herein, as elastic storage coefficient
The volume of water that an unconfined aquifer releases from storage per 
unit volume of aquifer per unit decline in hydraulic head. In the relevant 
literature, this can also be referred to as unconfmed storativity. Note that this 
is a concept used in the free boundary approach, to express the storage term 
of an unconfmed aquifer, but it is not meaningful in the unsaturated- 
saturated approach.
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steady-state flow
storage coefficient (S)
The flow during which the magnitude and direction of the flow velocity are 
constant with time at any point in a flow field. For steady state flow the 
boundary conditions are independent of time.
Term used in the present thesis, to refer to the volume of water that the 
aquifer releases from storage per unit volume of aquifer per unit decline in 
total head. In the present thesis it can also be referred to as storage term. It is 
assumed that the storage coefficient is equal to the specific storage (see 
above) in the saturated zone. In the unsaturated zone, the storage coefficient 
is assumed to be equal to the specific moisture capacity (see above), relating 
changes in the volumetric water content to changes in pressure head. Note 
that other authors may use this term as synonymous to the term storativity. 
This is never the case herein.
storativity S,,
stress state variables 
suction
total head (h)
total suction
transient flow
transmissivity (T) 
unconfined aquifer
unconfined seepage
The product S,(=S;b of the specific storage S, and the saturated thickness of a 
confined aquifer. (For a confined aquifer, b equals the aquifer thickness).
nonmaterial variables required for the characterisation of the stress condition
The difference between the soil pore air-pressure and the soil pore-water 
pressure. In the present thesis, since single-phase water flow only is 
considered, while the air-pressure is assumed to be atmospheric throughout 
the flow processes analysed, the term suction wherever used, refers to the 
negative pore water pressure.
The sum of the pressure head \\i and the elevation head z (the velocity head 
for seepage through a soil is negligible in comparison with the gravitational 
and the pressure heads and therefore is neglected). It can also be referred to 
as hydraulic head.
A measure of the energy needed to remove a soil water molecule from the 
soil matrix into the vapour phase. It is expressed as the sum of the matric and 
the osmotic suction (see above). In the numerical analyses presented in the 
present thesis, the term suction refers to the matric rather than the total 
suction, since osmosis is not accounted for.
The flow during which the magnitude and direction of flow velocity change 
with time at any point in the flow field. These changes are usually produced 
as a response to changes in the boundary conditions with respect to time. It 
can also be referred to as unsteady or nonsteady flow.
The product T=Kb of the hydraulic conductivity and the saturated thickness 
of the aquifer. For a confined aquifer, b equals the aquifer thickness.
This term is used in the relevant literature, to refer to an aquifer in which the 
water table forms the upper boundary of the aquifer. This implies the free 
boundary approach assumptions.
Seepage during which a phreatic surface is formed, which constitutes the 
upper flow boundary. This term implies that the free boundary approach 
assumptions are made, (see also above, unconfmed aquifer), therefore it was 
judged unsuitable for the general description of flow, in which a phreatic 
surface is present. Instead, the term phreatic surface seepage is used herein, 
for this purpose. When the term unconfmed seepage is mentioned in this 
thesis, this Implies automatically free boundary flow assumptions.
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unconfined storativity Term used as synonymous of specific yield (see above)
unsaturated 
diffusivity (D)
unsaturated flow
It is defined as the ratio of the hydraulic conductivity K to the specific 
moisture capacity C (see above)
See, unsaturated soil
unsaturated-saturated
approach
unsaturated soil
unsaturated zone
This term refers to methods for the solution of seepage problems, in which 
continuity of flow between the saturated and unsaturated zones is 
accounted for. The hydraulic parameters (namely the water content and/or 
degree of saturation, the hydraulic conductivity and the soil water storage 
capacity) are assumed to vary in a continuous way, as functions of the soil 
suction. When such a solution is adopted, the position of the phreatic 
surface emerges as a by-product of the calculation, namely the boundary 
between positive and negative pressures and needs not be calculated 
explicitly. This procedure of locating the phreatic surface is similar to that 
adopted by the fixed mesh free boundary approach (see below) except that 
no flow conditions need now be imposed on the phreatic surface (in fact, 
according to this approach, the phreatic surface is not a geometrical 
boundary of the flow; the upper flow geometrical boundary being defined 
by the soil surface).
A soil in which the voids are only partially filled with water, the remainder 
of the pore space being taken up by air. The flow of water under such 
conditions is termed unsaturated or partially saturated.
The part of the soil profile above the capillary fringe (see above), in which 
the soil is unsaturated.
vadose zone The part of the soil profile above the water table, where the pore water 
pressures are negative. This zone can be broadly subdivided into a portion 
immediately above the water table which remains saturated even though the 
pore pressures are negative, called the capillary fringe (see above) and a 
portion where the soil is unsaturated (i.e. the unsaturated zone). Some 
authors (e.g. Freeze and Cherry, 1979) use a different definition of the term 
vadose zone, according to which vadose zone is an alternative term for 
unsaturated zone.
variable mesh 
technique
A method using the assumptions of the free boundary approach (see above), 
in which the geometry of the mesh is re-adjusted at each iteration, 
according to the new trial position of the free surface (only the region 
beW# the free surface is considered in the analysis and discretised)
void ratio (e) The ratio of the volume of voids to the total volume of the soil.
volumetric 
moisture content (0)
water table
The ratio 0=V ^ t of the soil unit volume of water and the total soil volume. 
It is usually reported as a decimal fraction.
The surface on which the fluid pressure u^  in the pores of a porous medium 
is exactly atmospheric. It can also be referred to as phreatic surface.
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APPENDIX A.2 
A.2.1 Derivation of the mass balance equation
The unit volume of Fig. (A.2.1) with sides parallel to the coordinate axes in a 
Cartesian reference system, is used for the derivation of the mass balance (or 
conservation of mass) equation. In fluid mechanics such a volume is called an 
elemental control volume. For transient saturated flow, the conservation of mass 
requires that the rate at which the fluid enters the control volume equals the fluid at 
which the fluid leaves the control volume plus the time rate of change in storage, 
that is, the net rate of fluid mass flow into the elemental control volume be equal to 
the time rate of fluid mass storage within the element. This can be written as:
net rate o f  flu id  inflow-fluid inflow-fluid outflow=rate o f  change in f lu id  mass storage
(A.2.1.1)
The rate at which the fluid is entering the unit volume per unit area, consists of 
three components; namely pv ,^ pVy and pv^, (M/L^T), where p is the density of the 
fluid and v^  ,Vy and v^  the apparent groundwater flow velocities, entering the element 
control volume perpendicular to the yz, zx and xy planes respectively.
The component of the outflow (i.e. the rate at which the fluid leaves the control 
volume) in the x direction can be written using a Taylor series approximation:
pvx +  — (/7Vx)Ax + ------ -(/7Vx)Ax + ------- ~{pvx)lsx  +... (A.2.1.2)
The higher-order terms of (A.2.1.2) can be discarded, considering the element 
control volume to be very small. Moreover, since the elemental control volume is a 
unit volume
Ax=Ay=Az=l (A.2.1.3)
Thus, the rate of outflow from the unit volume can be written as:
outflow=pVx + — (/?v%)A% = pvx + — {pvx) (A.2.1.4)
The net rate of inflow in the x direction can then be written as:
A8
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d dpvx-[pvx + -—(^ pvx)\ =  (/tfjc) (A.2.1.5)
ox ox
The components of the net rate of inflow in the other two directions, y and z, can be 
written in a similar form.
Because of A.2.1.3, the rate of change in fluid storage within the control volume, 
during a time increment, will accordingly be written as:
= ^  (A.2.1.6)
Thus, from (A.2.1.1), (A.2.1.5) and (A.2.1.6) the mass conservation or mass
balance equation for transient saturated flow, is obtained as:
- A  (pv,) -  A  (py,,) _  A  (A.2.1.7)
OX oy oz ot
In the unsaturated transient water flow equation (single phase flow), the degree of 
saturation of the porous media also changes with time, thus S =S,(t). Therefore, 
the mass of the water within the elemental control volume is pnS,. The conservation 
of mass equation for an unsaturated soil can be derived similarly as: 
d d d d(Srpn)
- ^  (P^^) ~ ~  (pvy) - — -  — ——  ->  ox ^  dz ot
d d d (A.2.1.8)
- — yffVx) (zny) (/TVz) — nSr f- c)Sr h n p ----
In fact, the mass conservation equation for the transient saturated flow is a particular 
case, where Sr=constant. Nevertheless, the demonstration presented herein has 
started from the detailed development of the saturated transient flow mass equation 
derivation, for the shake of clarity.
The conservation of mass equation for the saturated flow can be obtained by a 
similar derivation. Thus, departing from the requirement that in steady flow, the rate 
at which the fluid is entering the elemental control volume equals the rate at which 
the fluid is leaving the elemental control volume, namely:
net rate offluid inflow=fluid inflow - fluid outflow- 0 (A.2.1.9)
A9
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the conservation of mass equation can be expressed as: 
ox oy oz
(A.2.1.10)
portiori of 
control surface
P'Ux+
P '"y+  3%(P'Uy)
control volume
Figure A.2.1 Inflow and Outflow from a unit volume
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A.2.4 Linearisation of Boussinesq’s equation
Boussinesq's equation derives from equation 2.5, adopting Dupuit-Forchheimer 
assumptions (i.e. that along a vertical line the total head is constant and equal to the 
free surface elevation, assumption implying horizontal flow). Having made this 
assumption, the relationship h(x,y,z,)=Zfs(x,y,z) (in which z^ g stands for the elevation 
of the free surface), is valid for all points of the flow domain (rather than just on the 
free surface). By substitution in equation 2.5 (written in one-dimensional form and 
for isotropic soil, for simplicity) one obtains:
(A.2.4.1)
Ot ox dx
For simplicity, Eqn. (A.2.5.1) has been written herein for flow without accretion, 
above a horizontal, impermeable substratum. It can, however, be expressed in a 
similar way, for a sloping substratum and considering accretion.
There are several methods for linearising Eqn (A.2.4.1), one of which consists in 
considering z (i.e. the depth of the saturated zone which is equal to the elevation of 
the free surface) to be constant and equal to some average value of the depth of the 
saturated flow region, which will be referred to as Zfs. Substituting it in A.2.4.1 one 
obtains:
in which n^  is the effective porosity (or specific yield) and T is the aquifer 
transmissivity (a term often used by hydrologists and hydrogeoligists). Eqn A.2.5.2 
is a parabolic, second order differential equation, known as the heat conduction 
differential equation, for which a large number of analytical solutions have been 
provided in the literature (e.g. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). Some examples of 
analytical solutions of phreatic surface seepage problems, based on the solution of
A15
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the one-dimensional heat equation include: a) flow between parallel drains, b) flow 
into a ditch with instantaneous or gradual drop of the water table, c) spread or decay 
of a groundwater mound without accretion, etc. Two-dimensional solutions of the 
heat conduction equation have also been provided (Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962; 
Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).
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APPENDIX A.3 
A.3.1 Brief description of the free surface computer program for 
solution of steady state seepage through dams
The governing equation for steady fluid flow through saturated porous media is:
Ô dh d dh Ô dh
where h is the total head, K ,^ Ky and are the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y 
and z directions respectively. It should be noted that Eq. (A.3.1.1) is written with 
respect to the main axes of hydraulic conductivity. For homogeneous and isotropic 
soils Eq. (A.3.1.1 ) reduces to the well-known Laplace equation.
The integral form of (A.3.1.1) to be discretised according to the finite element 
method is:
Œ  OC ^  ^  Œ  Œ  OC ^  Œ
(A.3.1.2)
in which h* stands for the virtual total head field and 1^ ,ly X  the direction cosines.
Having physically neglected the flow in the unsaturated zone, the phreatic surface 
becomes not only a zero pressure isobar, but also the limit of the flow domain. In 
steady-state flow, this means that the phreatic surface also constitutes the upper 
streamline which is expressed mathematically by the boundary condition that the flux 
normal to the surface should be zero. This is the second boundary condition to be 
satisfied along the free surface, the first being that the water pressure along it is zero.
The writer’s finite element model follows the so-called variable mesh technique (see 
Chapter 2) and employs a finite element mesh for the zone of saturated soil below
A27
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the phreatic surface. According to this method, the geometry of the mesh is adjusted 
as part of an iterative solution procedure, because the position of the phreatic surface 
is usually not knovm a priori. More precisely, the iterative procedure adopted in the 
writer’s finite element code can be described as follows: first, an initial guess of the 
free surface position is needed before the iterative process starts. In the present 
computer code, fully saturated initial conditions are assumed, i.e. the initial free 
surface is assumed to be a straight line coinciding with the upper geometric 
boundary of the flow domain. Zero-flux boundary conditions are imposed along the 
free surface (i.e. the phreatic surface is assumed to be a streamline). A first 
numerical solution is thus obtained, the correctness of which is checked via the 
second boundary condition that a free surface should satisfy, namely that the free 
surface is an equipotential line of zero pressure. This is equivalent to checking 
whether the total head equals the elevation head on the free surface nodes. If these 
are not equal within the specified tolerance, the iterative procedure is repeated 
starting with the updated position of the free surface (and hence that of the flow 
domain), after the coordinates of all internal nodes have been readjusted 
accordingly.
In the writer’s program non-homogeneous and anisotropic soil conditions can be 
handled. The Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure is used for the solution of the matrix 
equations. The elements used in this finite element code are linear triangular (3- 
noded). The shape functions of the linear triangular elements are the following:
1
N ’ { x , y )  = — [{Xj y ,  - x ’y^ ) + { y j  ~ y k ) x  + {Xt - x ‘ )y]
N /  (Jc,;') = + - y ° ) x  +  { x ‘ - x / ) y ]
{ x , y )  =  X \ . ^ ^ i  y j  + (>',' - y j ‘ ) x  +  { x /  - x ‘ ) y ]
(A.3.1.3)
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The derivatives of these shape functions are:
a#; (y /-V )
ÔX 2A‘
_ i y ^ - y - )
dx 2A’
( y ’ - y / )
dx 2A‘
a#; _ ( x / - x / )
2A‘
_ ( x ; - x / )
2A‘
d N l ( x / - x / )
dy 2A’ (A.3.1.4)
In equations Eqn (A.3.1.3) and Eqn (A.3.1.4), A® is the area of the triangular 
element equal to the determinant of the equations:
= -
2
1 x; y;
1 x; y ;
1 <  y l (A.3.1.5)
Therefore:
=(x,‘y ; - x / y , ' )  + ( x / y / - x / y / )  + ( x / y /  - x / y / )
(A.3.1.6)
The program was validated in comparison with numerical results in Verruijt (1982) 
as well as analytical results by Muskat (1937), for steady state flow through 
rectangular dam.
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A.3.2 Derivatives and shapes functions of the elements used
Four different types of isoparametric elements have been used, namely, the 1-D 
linear bar element, the 2-D four-noded quadrilateral element and the 2-D quadratic 
8-noded quadrilateral element (plane and axisymmetric), and the eight-noded 
parallellepiped element respectively. The shape functions and their derivatives 
(which can be found in textbooks on the Finite Element Method, such as 
Zienkiewicz, 1971 or Smith and Griffiths, 1988) for each of these elements are the 
following:
1. Shape functions for a linear bar element:
Af, = | ( l  + a
Derivatives of the shape functions for a linear bar element:
d Nl  _ 1
2
d N l  ^  1 
2
2. Shape functions for a 4-noded quadrilateral element:
Derivatives of the shape functions for the 4-noded quadrilateral element
A30
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0JV4 1
5^ 4
ô N ,  1
=  - 7 ( 1 - # )
3. Shape functions for a 2-D quadrilateral 8-noded element: 
iV, = ^ ( l - # ) ( l - « ) ( - # - « - ! )
# 2  =  ^ ( 1 - # ) ( !  + # ) ( ! - " )
# 3  =  ^ (1  + #)(1 -  «)(# -  « - 1)
N , = ^ { \  + m  + n )(l-n )
N , = i ( l  + ^ )(l + „)(^ + „ - l )
^ 5  = ^ ( 1 - # ) ( !  + # ) ( !  + «)
A ,  = — (1-^) (1  + %%-# + M-1)
A^ 8 = ^ ( 1 - « ) ( !  + « ) ( ! - # )
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Derivatives of the shape functions for the 8-noded quadrilateral element
^  = l ( l - » ) ( 2 f  + n)
dN2
^  = l ( l _ „ ) ( l  + „)
^  = L l  + n)(2# + n) 
9 ÿ  4
= - ( l  + n)^8N6  
9#
%  = L l  + n)(2#-n)  
4
= - —(1 + »)(! -  «)
^  = l ( l - f X #  + 2n)  
4
d N ,
dn
^  = j ( l  + a ( #  + 2n)
dn 4
^ = l ( i - a ( i + # )dn 2
^  = i ( l - ^ ) ( 2 n - ÿ )  
4
dNl 
dn
-(1 -  ^)n
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4. Shape functions for the 8-noded parallelepiped element
1 3^ = 7 (1  +  # ) (1 - « ) ( 1  + #1
1V5 = ^ ( 1 - # ) ( !  + « ) ( ! - # )
N ,  = \ { \ - m  + n)(\  + 0
N-, =  ^ ( \  + m  + n){\  + Q
lV8 = l( l  + #)(l + « )(l-0
Derivatives of the shape functions for the 8-noded parallelepiped element
ayv, 1
—  = - - ( l - n ) ( l - 0
d N i  1
a^ 8 
a %  1
= - g ( i - « ) ( i + # )
( i - « ) ( i + # )a#  8
^  = ^ (i-«)(i-#)
ayv; 1 
a^  “ ~ 8
a^  “  8 
ay\y, i
= - - ( l  + n)(l- 0  
= - ^ ( l  + n)(l + 0
(l + n ) ( l+ 0
a^ 8 
aAfg 1 
^  = 3 ( H - « ) ( l - 0
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d N i  1 
dn 8
a TV, 1 
dn 8
ayvg 1
dn 8
( 1 - # ) ( 1  + #)  
( l  + ^ ( l  + 0  
(1 + # ) ( 1 - # )
^  = 4 ( 1 - # ) ( ! - « )
6W3 1
a #4 1
^  = L l + #)(! + «)  
54  8
6 7 ^  1
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X
(a)
Y
X
(c)
► X
k l
1
X
(d )
Figure A .3 .2 .1 Elements used: (a) linear 1-D elem ent ; (b) 2-D  linear (4-noded) 
quadrilateral elem ent ; (c) 2-D  quadratic (8-noded) quadrilateral 
elem ent ; (d) 3-D Inear (8-noded) parallellepiped elem ent
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A.3.3 Detailed development of Finite Element formulation
As it has been seen in Chapter 3, the integral formulation of the problem at the 
element level, and at a particular time step is;
n
1 Cf
” d j f . » d j f . j> d KT .
I ux j dy I oz
(A.3.3.1)
in which stands for the element volume, N^ j the element shape functions and n 
equals the number of element nodes.
In the present program, 1-D linear, 2-D linear and quadratic quadrilateral as well as 
linear 8-node parallelepiped elements have been used for the 1-, 2- and 3-
dimensional cases respectively. These elements can be considered as the result of the 
distortion of the archetypal or ‘parent’ square and cubic elements respectively, 
mapped into the (x,y,z) coordinate system from the (Ç,n,Q coordinate system. 
Therefore, for each element, variables as well as the coordinates themselves, are 
functions of the (Ç,n,Ç) coordinates of the parent element. This means that the 
integrations involved in the element matrices are performed more conveniently over 
the parent, square element, in (Ç,n,Q coordinates.
The demonstration of the transformation procedure will be given for the three- 
dimensional element, since this is the most comprehensive case. The element 
conductance matrix (i.e. the first term on the left-hand side in Eqn. A.3.3.1) will be 
used as an example.
In the finite element method, it is assumed that continuous values of variables 
(including the coordinates themselves) across an element could be approximated
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from their nodal values via the shape functions of the element. Thus we carr write: 
x = x ( ^ , n , Q  =  Y , N ‘ (^ ,n ,O x i
e=\
y  = y ( i , n , Q  = Y , N ‘ ( ^ ,n ,O y i
e=\
z  = z { ^ , n , 0  =  ^ N : { ^ , n , Q z i
e=\
h’* = h‘ *{^,n,0 = f^N;(^,n,Ç)hi
e=l
h ‘ = h ’ ( ^ , n , 0  =  ' ^ N ‘ (^ ,n ,C)h i (A.3.3.2)
e=\
or, in matrix form:
X > 1 0 0 ATi 0 0 ... ATs 0 0 '
y 0 AT] 0 0 AT] 0 ... 0 ATg 0
z 0 0 ATi 0 ... 0 0 A^ 'g
h‘ * =  [ N ‘ i N ’ l N ’ y N %  N ‘ 5 N \  N ‘ i Af'«}
h\ *
/Z2*
/ Z 3 *  
/l4* 
/ Z 5 *  
/Z6* 
hi * 
As*
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h ‘ = [iV‘1 N ‘ 2 N ‘ i  N %  N ‘ s N ‘ (. N ‘
h
hi 
hi
hA
hs 
he 
hi 
hs^
(A.3.3.3)
where are the shape functions, h*j and h; the nodal heads (virtual and real 
respectively) and n the number of the nodes of an element. The shape function and 
their derivatives expressions in the local coordinate system (Ç,n,Ç) for the elements 
used are presented in Appendix A.3.2. It should be noted that the same interpolation 
functions as those used to obtain the hydraulic head within an element, have been 
used to define the time derivative of the approximate solution of the head within an 
element. This is because in this study, the storage matrix, containing the time 
derivatives of the nodal heads has not been lumped.
As it can be seen the element matrices involve the shape functions and their 
derivatives in the (x,y,z) coordinate system. To formulate the element matrices and 
to perform the integrations, it is thus more convenient to transform the equations into 
the local system of the parent element (Ç,n,Q, in order to obtain the shape functions 
and their derivatives in a straightforward maimer. It should be noted that since 
isoparametric elements are used, the shape functions that are used for the mapping 
from the parallelepiped in the global system to the parent cubic element in the local 
system, are the same as the interpolation functions used to express the value of a 
variable (other than the coordinates) within an element, as a function of the nodal 
values.
To express the element matrices as functions at the local system, the derivatives of 
the composite shape functions of x,y and z must be transformed over the local (Ç,n,Q 
system, via the chain rule of differentiation of composite functions. Moreover, the
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volume dxdydz, must be expressed in terms of dÇdndÇ.
The transformation of the derivatives of the shape functions from the local (Ç,n,Q to 
the global coordinate system (x,y,z) is thus expressed as:
'8 n ‘i
dx
d N ‘i =  [j} d N ‘,{
dn dy
d N ’,
[  J
(A.3.3.4)
where [ j ]  is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation from the system (Ç,n,Q to the 
(x,y,z) coordinate system, representing the chain rule of differentiation for composite 
functions and is expressed as:
d(x,y,z)
dx dy dz
a# â f
dx dz
dn dn dn
dx dz
â ? 8Ç
(A.3.3.5)
Therefore, to obtain the derivatives of the shape functions from the (x,y,z) to the 
(Ç,n,Q system the inverse transformation is operated via the inverse of the Jacobian 
matrix [j]"'. Thus,
'd N ’i' aA^ ','
dx af
a#', • = [y]''. dN'-'i
dy dn
Sn ‘,
af J
( A . 3 . 3 . 6 )
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Jll J2I J l l
J l2 J22 J12
J u J2I J33
Ê I dn K .
dx dx dx
K dn K
dy Sy
K dn K
dz dz dz _
where
rj i - i  _  -  — \ j \  -  —
(A.3.3.7)
where | Jj is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix defined as:
I , dx dy dz dz dy dy dx dz dz dx dz dx dy dy dx
(A.3.3.8)
and [ j]  is the complement matrix of the Jacobian, defined as
U ]  =
~Jn J21 J31" >11 J 'n J ' \ 3~
Jn J22 J32 = J'2\ J'22 J'23
J l 3 J23 J33 y ' 3i J'32 J ’33
(A.3.3.9)
Based on Eqns (A.3.3.6) to (A.3.3.8), the derivatives of the shape functions in the 
(x,y,z) system can be written as:
dN^i _ dN^i a f  a # ' /  dn a # " /  dÇ
dx d ^  dx dn dx dÇ dx
a # ' /  _  a# ' , -  a^  a# %  dn  a# ' , -  d ç
dy d ^  dy dn dy dÇ dy
dz d ^  dz dn dz dÇ dz
The detailed expression of entries of the inverse of the Jacobian [j]  ^ in Eqn 
(A.3.3.10) is as follows:
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\ dy dz dz ay
dx I J | dn dt^ dn d ^
dn 1 dy dz dz dy
dÇ 1 5y dz dz dy
dx \j\ d ^  dn d^ dn^
d^  1 dx dz dz dx
dn 1 dx dz dz dx
d (  1 dx dz dz dx
dy |j |^  d^ dn~^ d^ dn^
d^ 1 ax dy dy dx
dz | j |  dn dÇ dn d^^
dn 1 ax ^  dy dx
The volume dxdydz is expressed as a multiple of the dÇdndÇ. Thus, the differential 
volume dxdydz over the parallelepiped element, corresponds to |j | d^dndÇ over the 
cube.
Having made all coordinate transformations, the integrals of equation the element 
conductance matrix (first term left-hand side in Eqn (A.3.3.1)) can be written in 
(Ç,n,Q coordinates as:
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J J J  ô f  &  dn dx dÇ &  Y   ^ ^  d^ dx dn dx dÇ dx 
d N‘,d^ d N‘,dn d N‘, d Ç , ^ , ^  , _ , j N ‘j d ^ , d N ‘, d n , S N ‘jdÇ^,  
d^ dy dn dy dÇ dy i ’ dÇ ôy dn dy dÇ dy
(A.3.3.13)
The integrations over the element volume are performed via the Gaussian 
Quadrature, according to which, the integration over the element volume can be 
calculated as equal to the weighted sum over a finite number of points. For three 
dimensions this is expressed by the formula;
1 1 I ri n n
11  \ f ( ^ ,n ,Q d ^ d n d Ç  = S  E  E  W m W ,f{ § ,n j,Ç ,)  (A.3.3.13)
-1-1-1 i=l J=I k=I
in which W;,Wj,Wk are the weighting factors.
It should be noted that for axisymmetric elements the integrations indicated above 
have to be multiplied by 27ir, where r is the radius from the integration point to the 
central axis.
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APPENDIX A.4 Additional Works 
A.4.1 Introduction
In this appendix, research and development leading to the implementation of an 
unsaturated-saturated coupled soil skeleton deformation and seepage model into the 
previously existing CRISP Finite Element package are presented. Only a brief 
overview of the theoretical background of volume change theories accounting for 
coupled deformation-seepage is given, because of the vastness of the topic. 
Reference to some of the most significant solutions is made, focusing mainly on the 
Finite Element implementation of coupled mechanical-hydraulic model in presence 
of a moving phreatic surface. Detailed presentation of the great number of 
constitutive models proposed for soil deformation problems will not be made, since 
this topic it is beyond the scope of the present research. Uncoupled or partly coupled 
skeleton deformation-flow solutions are not be considered herein, since they are not 
relevant to the writer’s method.
The implementation of the writer’s additional works into the geotechnical Finite 
Element package CRISP is then presented, followed by validations and the 
presentation of comparative results for linear elastic consolidation.
A.4.2 Overview of theoretical considerations and associated 
literature
When an external load or a change in pore pressure on the boundary is applied on 
either an unsaturated or a saturated soil, it will generate excess pore-fluid pressures 
that dissipate with time. The phenomenon of dissipation of the excess pore pressures 
with time (in case of an unsaturated soil, pore-water and pore-air pressures) is called 
consolidation. The process of pore-pressure dissipation will generate volume 
changes in the soil mass.
In order to model the consolidation phenomenon, the soil should be viewed as a
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multi-phase medium consisting of a soil skeleton and pores containing pore fluid. 
The water fills the soil pores completely, in the case of a saturated soil (two phase 
medium, consisting of a soil skeleton and water), while in the case of an unsaturated 
soil the pores contain water and air, thus the soil is modelled as a three phase 
medium (soil skeleton-water-air). The dissipation of the excess pore-fluid pressures 
with time results in the deformation of the soil skeleton.
The coupled deformation-flow problems, considering the interdependence of stress- 
seepage analysis, present enough mathematical complexity when solving even 
fairly simple problems involving saturated soils. Thus, only a few analytical 
solutions exist to predict the magnitude and progress of settlements, of which the 
most widely known and used is the theory of one-dimensional consolidation 
developed by Terzaghi (1923). In addition to the one-dimensional nature of the 
solution, Terzaghi’s theory contains several other restrictive assumptions such that:
a) the soil is homogeneous and fully saturated
b) the soil particles and the water are incompressible
c) the soil skeleton behaves according to Hooke’s (linear elastic) law
d) the mechanical and hydraulic parameters of the soil remain constant during
consolidation
e) the strains are small
f) the water flow obeys Darcy’s law
In reality, few cases satisfy the assumptions of one-dimensional consolidation 
theory (e.g. consolidation subjected to lateral constraint as in the oedometer and 
consolidation in a layer which is thin with respect to an area of uniform loading). 
Consolidation in two or three dimensions is more common. A generalisation of 
Terzaghi's one dimensional theory into three dimensions was provided by Biot 
(1941). The governing equations in Riot’s consolidation theory, involving the 
simultaneous solution of an elastic deformation problem coupled with a diffusion 
process, (i.e. fluid flow through porous media) are so difficult to solve that
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analytical solutions of Biot’s equations have been provided for particular’boundary 
value problems only. For instance, some of the most widely known consolidation 
solutions involve so restrictive boundary value problems such as the consolidation 
of a thin layer lying between two rigid boundaries (Mandel, 1953), the consolidation 
of a sphere, subject to isotropic loading conditions and drained on the surface 
(Cryer, 1963) and the elastic half-space problem, loaded on the surface (Schiffman 
et al, 1969 and Gibson et a/., 1970).
As a consequence, numerical methods became the prevalent tool for solving 
consolidation problems. Sandhu and Wilson (1969) were the first to present the 
solution of an elastic consolidation problem in a saturated soil, via finite elements. 
Their variational principle formulation was used to solve plane strain consolidation 
underneath a strip footing foundation. Their formulation gave rise to other finite 
element consolidation solutions (e.g. Hwang et al, 1971) and has subsequently 
been extended to account for plastic deformations of the soil skeleton, (Small et al, 
1976). Numerous other finite element solutions followed, accounting for elasto- 
plastic behaviour of the soil and applied to various geotechnical problems, an 
exhaustive review of which is beyond the scope of the present thesis. Yet, to the 
writer’s knowledge, most of these applications were reduced to confined flow 
problems and only few fully coupled mechanical/hydraulic solutions of the volume 
changes induced by groundwater movement can be found in the literature. These 
can be divided into two main categories, according to whether seepage with moving 
water table is modelled via a) the free boundary approach, or b) an unsaturated- 
saturated soil seepage approach (see above. Chapter 2).
Concerning the first category, tackling the moving groundwater table problem via 
the free boundary approach, the fully coupled finite element method developed by 
Hsi and Small, (1992a, 1992b, 1992c) should be mentioned. The authors solve 
excavation problems modelling the drawdown of the water table via the ‘residual 
flow procedure’ (constant mesh approach),developed by Desai and Li(1983) and 
Bathe et al (1982) (see above). The soil behaviour is considered to be either elastic
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(Hsi and Small, 1992a and 1992b), or elasto-plastic (Hsi and Small 1992c). Later 
(Hsi et al, 1994), the method is extended to the solution of soil deformations 
induced by pumping from a single-well. Because of the free boundary approach 
assumptions, none of these papers consider unsaturated fluid flow above the phreatic 
surface.
As concerns the second category, involving unsaturated soils, this is an area of 
active current research. Although some significant progress has been made very 
recently, there is still a shortage of experimental data for suction variation and soil 
deformation for many unsaturated soils, as well as uncertainties concerning the 
choice of appropriate constitutive models to fit the existing experimental results. 
Detailed state-of the art papers on unsaturated soil models were recently 
produced by Alonso et al. (1989), Fredlund & Rahardjo (1993b and Wheeler & 
Karube (1995) and the brief literature overview that follows is based in great part 
on a summarising synthesis of the main points highlighted in the latter papers.
The first main issue that arises from the unsaturated soil consolidation literature, is 
that the general tendency is to move away from Bishop’s (1959) formulation, based 
on a single effective stress approach, although several researchers still seem to use 
similar expressions, (not necessarily the one suggested by Bishop (1959), in order to 
provide straightforward coupled solutions for unsaturated soils (Gudehus, 1995). 
According to Bishop’s (1959) formulation, Terzaghi’s effective stress principle for 
saturated soils could be extendible to unsaturated soils via the introduction of a 
coefficient %, modifying the pore pressure. The values of % vary between zero 
(completely dry soil) and one (saturated soil). This expression of the effective stress 
was initially given as:
a ’ = o-Pa+%(Pa -Pw) (Bishop, 1959) (A.4.1 )
Despite later modifications, the formulation has been severely criticised as to its 
applicability to unsaturated soils, as early as the early sixties (e.g. Jennings and 
Burland, 1962 and Coleman, 1962). Jennings and Burland (1962) reported that the 
suction and the externally applied stress act in qualitatively different ways on the
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soil skeleton. Thus, to express volume changes of an unsaturated soil, a single stress 
parameter is not sufficient to describe phenomena such as swelling and collapse on 
wetting: indeed, the same decrease in matric suction when the soil is wetting might 
induce either swelling or collapse depending on the magnitude of the net stress 
applied on the soil (the soil would expand at low values of net stress but would 
collapse at high values of net stress). Conversely, for the same net stress, the same 
soil might first expand on wetting, and then collapse, as a result of decrease in 
matric suction (the reader can refer for instance to the experimental data from 
suction-controlled triaxial tests on compacted kaolin provided by Wheeler and 
Sivakumar, 1995). These complex phenomena cannot be modelled by Equation 
(A.4.1).
Therefore, research soon concentrated on he adoption of at least two independent 
stress state variables (Matyas and Radhakrishna, 1968; Fredlund and Morgenstem, 
1977; Fredlund and Hasan, 1979), for unsaturated soil volume change models. 
Fredlund and Morgenstem (1977) argue that combination of any two of (o-pj, (a- 
pvv), (Pa -Pw) stress state variables would be appropriate to model the stress state of 
an unsaturated soil. Most models however use the net stress (a -p j and the matric 
suction (Pa -p^) as the two independent variables, because both these stress variables 
involve the pore air pressure which can be discarded for many practical situations 
(thus only the total stress and the negative pore-water pressure are finally involved), 
and because they involve the negative pore water pressure, -a quantity difficult to 
be measured with certainty- only in one of the state variables (Wheeler & Kambe, 
1995).
Two constitutive relations are required for the complete volume-mass 
characterisation of an unsaturated soil, one for the variation of void ratio e (or, 
equivalently, the porosity ri), as function of the above mentioned stress variables and 
another for the degree of saturation Sy (or equivalently, the per cent water content 
w%) as function of the stress variables. This is because the variations of the degree 
of saturation Sy (or water content w%) are independent of the void ratio (or
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porosity) change (Matyas and Radhakrishna, 1968).
Based on the above requirements, a number of constitutive models have been 
proposed, starting with elastic models (linear or non-linear) such as those proposed 
by Matyas and Radhakrishna (1968), Fredlund (1979) and Lloret & Alonso (1980, 
1985). Although these models are easier to implement numerically, they fail to 
reproduce the strongly irreversible unsaturated soil behaviour. For this reason, the 
most recently proposed models are elasto-plastic (Alonso, Gens & Josa, 1990; Gens 
& Alonso, 1992; Wheeler & Sivakumar, 1995 and others). It is reported however 
(Wheeler and Karube, 1995) that there is not enough experimental validation as to 
whether these models are appropriate for all categories of unsaturated soils, and 
particularly about expansive soils containing active clay minerals. The latter present 
an irreversible component of swelling in the first wetting path that is not modelled 
by most elasto-plastic models. A few separate models have been proposed for the 
latter category of soils (e.g. Gehling et al, 1995) but they are too complex to 
implement numerically and would need further experimental validation (Wheeler 
and Karube, 1995).
The main features of all the above mentioned models derived according to these 
requirements, are the treatment of the soils as a three-phase material (air-water-soil 
skeleton), the solution of one equilibrium and two independent mass balance 
conservation equations, one for the pore-air and one for the pore-fluid. In the latter 
two equations, Darcy’s law is normally assumed to hold for both fluid and air 
transfers, although for the latter Tick’s law has also been proposed (Fredlund and 
Hasan, 1979). When air dissolving into water is also considered, Henry’s law is 
used (e.g. Lloret and Alonso, 1980).
Despite the complex nature of proposed unsaturated soil models, several factors 
related to the unsaturated soil behaviour are still not taken into account by them (e.g. 
the influence of hydraulic hysteresis on the mechanical behaviour is not considered, 
the degree of saturation is attributed a non-linear elastic behaviour, which is 
inconsistent with an elasto-plastic model, etc) (Wheeler and Karube, 1995).
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Due to all inherent complexities and uncertainties, most numerical implementations 
of the proposed volume change constitutive models for unsaturated soil, have until 
very recently only dealt with one-dimensional models, thus reduced into coupling 
only the two mass conservation equations for air and water respectively, and by­
passing the direct treatment of soil skeleton displacements. A few fully coupled 
deformation-air flow-and water flow solutions have been produced (e.g. Alonso et 
al, 1988; Thomas & He, 1995 and Gatmiri & Delage, 1995 considering a non-linear 
elastic law for the soil deformation and Gatmiri et al, 1995 and Thomas & He, 
1998, assuming elasto-plastic constitutive model).
To summarise, the unsaturated soil behaviour and the formulation of representative 
constitutive models is still an area subject to extensive research and the correct 
treatment of mechanical-hydraulic coupling is not always well known .
For this reason some simplifying approaches have been proposed in the literature, 
one of which (Ghaboussi and Kim, 1984), involves the extension of Biot’s 
consolidation theory to nearly saturated soil modelling (i.e. degrees of saturation 
higher that 85% and usually 90%). For these soils, the air phase is in form of 
bubbles occluded in the water, rather than present as a continuous phase. Therefore, 
the principle of effective stress is still applicable, because the pore-air is occluded in 
the water and therefore air is not in contact with the soil grains. Nevertheless, due to 
air occlusion into bubble form (discontinuous air-phase) the pore fluid is no longer 
incompressible. The compressibility of the occluded air, is taken into account by 
replacing all compressible phases of the soil by a homogeneous fluid of equivalent 
compressibility. The fluid mass balance equation is thus modified such that soil 
volume changes are generated by both the volume of water flown out of the system 
as well as the reduction of the total soil volume due to fluid compressibility. To 
calculate the air-mass compressibility, several expressions have been proposed, 
some of the most known of which are those by Bishop and Eldin (1950) and Koning 
(1963), written respectively as:
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D a O
Cg = (1 — + hS,. ) %ry (A.4.2a)
pa
and
Q  =  ^ (A.4.2b)
pa
in which Q  is the equivalent fluid compressibility, Ç^, is the water compressibility, 
5'^  is the degree of saturation, h is Henry’s constant accounting for air dissolved into 
water p a o  is the initial absolute air pressure (i.e. p a o =  p a o  + p a t m )  and p a  is the 
absolute air pressure (i.e. p a  = pa + p a n »  ). In both expressions the surface tension 
effect is not taken into account.
Ghaboussi & Kim (1984) use another expression accounting for air-water pressure 
difference (i.e. surface tension or suction), but the latter is assumed to be constant 
for the sake of simplicity:
Q  = (1 -  + hS, )  ---------------------------------------------------------------- (A.4.2C)
[ P « + { P a - P „ ) ]
in which p^ stands for the water pressure. A further simplification of this expression 
would assume that the surface tension is zero. This could be a realistic assumption 
for samples not involving any initial negative pore pressure (Ghaboussi & Kim, 
1984; Vaziri and Christian, 1994).
Once the fluid compressibility terms are accounted for and added into the 
consolidation equations, the model can be directly implemented into an existing 
saturated soil consolidation program. Thus the above mentioned method has been 
implemented into a non-linear finite element formulation by Ghaboussi & Kim 
(1984) and applied to the solution of earth dam problems. Conversely Vaziri and 
Christian (1994) used a similar assumption to prove that Terzaghi’s one dimension 
consolidation solution could be extended into unsaturated soils with high degrees of 
saturation S,. Since Vaziri and Christian’s model is based on Terzaghi’s theory, 
limitations inherent in the latter model such as constant hydraulic conductivity or
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zero surface tension between gas and liquid are still present. The authoT suggests 
however that according to his experimental results on Lantz clay, these latter 
assumptions might not induce significant errors for high degrees of saturation, since 
the hydraulic conductivity variations for degrees of saturation over 92% were found 
to be very small and surface tension was found to be close to zero. Results by other 
researchers, confirming the applicability of such a model to the solution of 
unsaturated soils of high degrees of saturation, namely compacted soils the water 
content of which is on or above the optimum value (i.e. very wet fills) is also 
reported by Ghaboussi & Kim (1984).
The latter two works (Ghaboussi and Kim, 1984; Vaziri and Christian, 1994) have 
served as a basis to the writer’s nearly-saturated soil consolidation model. The 
development and implementation of this model into CRISP geotechnical package is 
presented in the following section. A detailed presentation of the main features of 
CRISP is not presented, since the reader can refer to Britto and Gunn (1987).
A.4.3 Additional works in CRISP
A.4.3.1 Formulation of the coupled consolidation equations for nearly 
saturated soils
In a nearly-saturated system, the fluid phase (water and air) becomes compressible 
because of the occlusion of air-bubbles. To express the compressibility of the air- 
water-soil grain mixture, that intervenes in the resulting pore-fluid pressure, the 
notion of the equivalent pore-fluid phase has been introduced (Vaziri and Christian, 
1994). According to the latter, all compressible fluid components (i.e. water phase 
containing air bubbles, noted as fluid phase (f) and solid grains, noted as (g) ), are 
replaced by an equivalent compressibility phase, of equivalent compressibility 
characteristics. The compressibility of the equivalent pore-fluid phase can therefore 
be written as:
Cg = nCf + (l-n)C (A.4.3a)
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where stands for the compressibility of the equivalent fluid, Cf is the 
compressibility of the pore-fluid (water and air mixture), Cg is the compressibility of 
the solid grains and n stands for the porosity. Considering that Cg « C f , Equation 
(A.4.3a) reduces to:
Cg = nCf (A.4.3b)
Or, in terms of equivalent fluid bulk modulus B^ , and pore fluid bulk modulus Bf 
(where Bg=l/Cg and Bf=l/Cf):
Be = B/n (A.4.3c)
The nearly saturated soil can now be considered as a soil fully saturated with an 
equivalent compressible fluid. Under compressible fluid conditions, the volumetric 
strain of the soil skeleton at any time should equal the volumetric strain of the fluid 
plus the volume of the fluid that has flowed out. To express this mathematically, the 
mass balance of this equivalent compressible fluid will be written as:
_ d p f  ^ ds i j
Vi,i + nBe + Sij = 0 (A.4.4)
in which v, are the components of the fluid velocity vector, Pf is the excess pore- 
fluid pressure and Mÿ are the components of the deformation tensor. Under small 
strain assumptions, the deformation tensor is equal to:
+ Ujj] (A.4.5)
in which Ujj are the displacements vector components.
The fluid velocity vector components v,, are expressed via Darcy’s law as:
V/= - —- p / j  (A.4.6)
in which Yf is the unit weight of the fluid.
It should be noted that for the derivation of Equation (A.4.4) it has been assumed 
that the fluid density variations are very small (even for a compressible fluid) and
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can be neglected. Also, Equation (A.4.6) considers a constant hydraulic conductivity 
for simplicity . This could be acceptable for high degrees of saturation, where the 
hydraulic conductivity variations with degree of saturation are not significant 
(Vaziri and Christian, 1994). Moreover, assuming that the saturation degree 
variation is small, the equivalent compressibility of the air-water mixture has been 
taken to be constant.
In a fully coupled deformation-fluid flow consolidation analysis, the mass 
conservation equation for the pore-fluid (Equation A.4.3) has to be coupled with the 
equilibrium equation, accounting for the deformation of the soil skeleton and 
expressed as:
aij,j+Fi = Q (A.4.7)
in which Fÿ and <7^ are the components of the body force vector and the total stress 
tensor respectively. Taking into account the fact that, in nearly saturated soils 
Terzaghi’s effective stress principle holds true (Terzaghi, 1923), the total stress 
tensor components [jj can be expressed as:
Olj = a'ij + &jp (A.4.8)
in which cr'ij are the effective stress tensor components and ôjj Kronecker’s delta. In 
case of a linear elastic material the effective stressed tensor is expressed as:
cr'ij = DijkiSki (A.4.9a)
while in case of non-linear constitutive law the effective stress tensor is written in 
incremental form as:
dcr'ij =  Dijkidski (A.4.9b)
in which Djj  ^ are the components of the stress-strain matrix which can be either 
elastic or elasto-plastic, depending on the constitutive law assumed.
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A.4.3.2 Integral formulation of the governing equations and Finite Element 
discretisation
The virtual work formulation of the equilibrium equation (Equation A.4.6) 
combined with integration by parts leads to the integral form of (A.4.6) according 
to which, for any virtual pore-fluid pressure field pf* we can write:
Sij *  ( j i j d V  +  \ y  Ui * F i d V  =  Ui * t i d T  =  0
• % Oy
in which the virtual quantities (i.e. virtual deformations Sy* and virtual 
displacements u^ j*) are denoted by *; djj and Fj are the components of the total 
stress tensor and of the vector of body forces respectively, and f  denote the 
components of vector of surface tractions. V is the volume of the soil mass and F is 
the surface loaded by tractions.
An equivalent virtual work formulation for the mass conservation equation 
(Equation (A.4.4), in which Equations (A.4.5) and (A.4.6) are substituting the 
corresponding quantities) gives the following integral form of the mass conservation 
equation, for any virtual excess pore-fluid pressure field Pf*:
+ 6V.,* — + +  P/*9'
y  J-  O e  (A  a t
-\r{pfJ*vndT = 0 (A.4.1 1)
in which the virtual excess pore pressures is denoted by pf* ; is the equivalent 
fluid bulk modulus,Yf is the unit weight of the pore-fluid, Kjj are the hydraulic 
conductivity matrix components, q is the imposed flow generated/lost per unit 
volume and v„ the velocity normal to the boundary.
If the domain is discretised into N elements, the virtual work formulations will then 
be written
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N
W = J jV e  (A.4.12)
e = l
where W, is the work at the element level.
The virtual and real displacement and excess pore-fluid pressures over the element, 
are expressed as functions of the element shape function and the nodal excess pore- 
fluid pressures:
u* = ^ A^(x,jF,z)w*/«t/.(/‘) and u = '^Ni{x,y,z)u>odXt)
i = l  /=!
« n
pi^ = '^N(x,y,z)pfiKxj^i{t) and i^ t = '^Ni{x,y,z)pjr,odXt) (A.4.13)
/=i /=i
where u* and u the element displacement vectors (virtual and real respectively), Pf* 
and Pf the element excess pore pressure vectors (virtual and real respectively); N;
and are the shape functions for the displacements and the excess pore-fluid 
pressures respectively, Uf„„d*i and Uf^ j^ ; the nodal displacements (virtual and real
respectively), Pfnod*i and Pf^ j^ ; the nodal excess pore pressures (virtual and real
respectively) and n the number of the nodes of an element.
The strains over the element are given as functions of the derivatives of the element 
shape functions Nj and the nodal displacements. In matrix form this is written as:
s=Bu„„d (A.4.14a)
where B is the stress-strain matrix and the nodal displacement vector.
Accordingly, for the volumetric deformation =(s,^+Sy+sJ we write:
£^=m^Bu„oj (A.4.14b)
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in which 8^  is the volumetric deformation equal to (s^+Sy+s J , and is a unit vector
equal to [1 10] and [1 1 1 0 0 0] in two and three dimensions respectively.
The gradients of the excess fluid-pore pressure over the element are given as
functions of the derivatives element shape functions N  j and the nodal excess pore- 
fluid pressure:
= (A.4.15)
where E is the matrix containing the derivatives of the shape functions N   ^ with 
respect to the (x,y,z) co-ordinate system and Pf„„d the nodal excess pore-fluid 
pressure vector.
Substituting (A.4.13), (A.4.14), (A.4.15) into (A.4.11) and crossing out the virtual 
excess pore-fluid pressure from all parts we obtain the discretized form of the mass 
conservation equation at the element level:
J,,E^kE/r^p«rfF + J^ .N"
B, dt dt (A.4.16)
-isfnsrN '' v„dT = 0
in which V® stands for the element volume, N the element shape function vector, k 
is the hydraulic conductivity matrix and v„ equals the Darcy seepage velocity 
normal to the boundary.
After Gaussian integration and assembly Equation (A.4.16) can be written in a 
simplified matrix form as:
[ G ]  {P rnod) + [ P ]  (d Pfnod /dt}-[L]{d u „ , ,  /dt} + { F }  = 0  (A.4.1 7 )
where {F} is the imposed flow vector and
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G = L &  (A.4.18a)
e = \
P = L p«' (A.4.18b)
e = \
L = L e  (A.4.18c)
e ~ \
F = L e  (A.4.18d)
e = l
and
G, = f^ .E ''k E //y  (A.4.19a)
P .= J r N ''
B, dt (A.4.19b)
F. = v„dT = 0 (A.4.19d)
To integrate Equation (A.4.17) through time, the finite difference method is used 
which leads to:
[ L ] { U n o d } t« ,  - ( [ P ]  +  a A t [ G ] ) { p f „ , j } , . 4, =  [L]{u„^}, +
( [P ]-( l-a )A t[G ]){ p ,A t[( l-a ){ F } ,+ a  {F}„„] (A.5.20)
For the fully implicit backward Euler difference method that has been used in the 
present study, a = 1 and therefore we solve:
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[L] {Au^,d}-([P] + At[G]){Apf„„d} = [G] At + At
(A.4.21)
in which
{^W od} =  {Wod}t+Ar{Unod}t
and
{A p fjjo d }  {p fh o d } t+ A t~ {P fn o d } f
The finite element discretisation of the equilibrium equation at the element level is 
obtained substituting Equations (A.4.13), (A.4.14a and b), (A.4.15) into (A.4TO) 
and crossing out the virtual displacements from all parts. Moreover, the total stress 
is split into its two components, the effective stress and the excess pore pressure, in 
the following form:
[ - ]  = [ a ' ]  + [ m ] { p , „ , }  (A.4.22)
and Equation (A.4.22) is substituted also in (A.4.10).
Hence, the equilibrium equation at the element level reduces to:
J,dB] [^D][B]{du„^}^F + J,dB]^[m][N](dp^^}JF+J,.[N]^{f}JF 
= = 0 (A.4.23)
in which [B] is the displacement-strain matrix, [D] is the stress-strain martix, the 
expression of which varies according to the material constitutive law; [N] and [ N ] 
are the matrices containing the interpolation functions for the displacements and the 
excess pore-fluid pressures respectively, and {Pj„od) are the nodal
displacement and nodal excess pore-fluid pressure vectors respectively; {f} is the 
vector of body forces and {t} denotes the vector of surface tractions; stands for 
the element volume and F is the surface loaded by tractions.
It should be noted that (A.4.23) is written in incremental form in order to account 
for eventual material non-linearity.
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After Gaussian integration and assembly, the matrix equation (A.4.23^ can be 
written in a simplified form as:
[K] {Au„„J + [L] {Apr,^} + {Ar} = 0 (A.4.24)
where {Ar} is the total imposed load vector increment and
N
[K]=X;[K]. (A.4.25a)
e = \
N
[L]=y;[L> (A.4.25b)
e = l
[Ar] = 2][Ar]^ (A.4.25c)
e - \
[ K ] ,  =
VL], = 
[Ar] ,  =
(A.4.25d)
(A.4.25e)
(A.4.25f)
Combining Equations (A.4.20) and (A.4.24) the coupled equation system to be 
solved is written in matrix form as:
[K ] [L]
[L^] - ( [ P ]  + [G]AO
The first equation in (A.4.26) (i.e. the first row) represents approximate satisfaction 
of the equilibrium equations and the second equation in (A.4.26) (i.e. the second 
row) represents approximate satisfaction of the mass conservation equations. The 
right-hand side vector (Ar,} contains the incremental load terms, while 
{A^ 2 } contains the prescribed velocity terms on the boundary plus the term 
([G]At{p^,,^^ }t), which is calculated during the solution procedure. It should be 
noted that coupling is performed by matrix [L] (the coupling matrix) which appears
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to both the equilibrium equation and the mass conservation equation.
A detailed presentation of the respective shape functions and their derivatives for the 
elements used as well as detailed presentation of the martices involved in equations 
(A.4.13-A.4.16) has not be given herein, since it can be found in Britto & Gunn 
(1987). It should be noted that the same interpolation functions as those used to 
obtain the displacements and excess pore-fluid pressures within an element, have 
been used to define the time derivative of the approximate solution of the respective 
quantities within an element (i.e. the matrix formulation is consistent and not 
lumped).
A.4.3.3 Validation of the compressible fluid consolidation model for nearly 
saturated soils
The additions to CRISP havebeen checked against an analytical solution of 1-D 
consolidation. The problem is equivalent to that solved analytically by Terzaghi as 
the one-dimensional consolidation problem, but this time the pore-fluid is 
compressible, due to unsaturation. A demonstration of how the 1-D consolidation 
solution of a nearly saturated soil consolidation can have the same form of that of a 
saturated soil, is given by Vaziri and Christian (1994). According to it, the 
differential equation of a nearly saturated soil is:
K _ A  ^  1 Sp,
Yj dz^ B / d t  (A.4.27)
In which K is the hydraulic conductivity, the fluid unit weight, is the fluid
bulk modulus and D is the drained constraint modulus, z is the vertical distance and 
pf the pore-fluid pressure.
When denoting ^  = J?, (A.4.27) reduces into the well-known consolidation
equation:
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dz^ dt (A.4.28)
where
c..
c„* = —  (A.4.29)
and Gy is the coefficient of consolidation defined as:
(A.4.30)
The relevant problem solved numerically by CRISPMOD, equivalent to that solved 
in Britto & Gunn (1987) (section 9.3) for a fully saturated soil, considers an 
homogeneous and isotropic soil layer of 20m subject to a vertical pressure equal to 
10 kPa. This generates a uniform excess pore-fluid pressure throughout the layer. 
The layer is subsequently allowed to drain from both the top and the bottom. 
Therefore, because of the symmetry, only half of the problem domain needs to be 
solved (in this case, the upper half has been considered). Although the problem is 
one-dimensional, a two-dimensional mesh has been used, but the elements are 
prevented from moving in the lateral direction. Thus, the displacements occur only 
in the vertical direction and the problem is reduced to one-dimensional form. The 
base of the mesh is an impermeable boundary because of symmetry. The boundary 
conditions adopted are shown in Fig. (A.4.1). The material properties assumed are 
E=1000 KPa, v=0.25, K= 1.0x10’^  m/sec and Yf=10kN/m^ Linear elastic constitutive 
law (i.e. Hooke’s law) is assumed. The mesh and time increments are identical to 
those used in Britto & Gunn (1987) for the relevant saturated soil problem.
Two sets of runs have been made, one using CR1SP93 and assuming a fully 
saturated material and a second set of runs using CRISPMOD for a nearly saturated 
material. The fluid bulk modulus B^  in the CRISPMOD runs, was assumed to be 
equal to the drained constraint modulus D; hence R in Eq. (A.4.29) reduces to 1.
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The results of CRISPMOD in terms of pore-pressure distributions with depth (at 
time level equal to 1,000,000 sec) are drawn in Fig. (A.4.1). More precisely. Fig. 
(A.4.1) shows a comparison of CRISPMOD results with the analytical solution of 
pore fluid pressures (based on Terzaghi’s solution of Equation (A.4.28)) as well as 
with those derived by CRISP93 for a fully saturated material. From the picture it can 
be seen that the results of CRISPMOD (considering nearly-saturated soils and hence 
compressible pore-fluid) predict half the pore-pressure magnitudes as with respect to 
those derived form the CRISP runs for a fully-saturated soil. This is in accordance 
with the analytical solution.
Fig. (A.4.2) shows the pore pressure variation with fluid compressibility (the 
drained constrained modulus D is assumed to be constant while varies) at an 
early time level. As expected, the higher the compressibility, the lower the excess 
pore-fluid pressure at the beginning of consolidation.
The comparative settlement evolution with time is shown in Figure (A.4.3). From 
the figure it can be seen that higher instantaneous settlements are produced for a 
nearly saturated soil, but that the settlement variation is smaller with respect to time. 
It should be noted that the numerical results for a compressible pore fluid immediate 
settlement give a value which is approximately half of the value of the final 
settlement 5^. This is in agreement with the analytical expression of the immediate 
settlement as given by Vaziri and Christian (1994), namely:
T T Y  (A.4.31)
A.4.3.5 Application of the compressible fluid consolidation model to 2-D 
consolidation under an elastic strip footing.
The second problem solved by CRISPMOD, equivalent to that solved in Britto & 
Gunn (1987) section 9.4 for a fully saturated soil, considers a linear elastic layer of 
finite depth subject to uniform circular pressure of 30kPa. The boundary conditions 
of this axisymmetric problem are shown in Fig (A.4.4). Since the problem is
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axisymmetric all calculations are carried out over a full rotation of-2n of the 
discretised radial section. The mesh of the discretised and time increments are 
identical to those used in Britto & Gunn (1987) for the relevant saturated soil 
problem.
The material properties assumed herein are E=3000 kPa, v=0.25, K= 1.0x10'^ m/sec 
and Yf=10kN/m^ The compressibility of the the air-water mixture was chosen to 
be equal to the coefficient of volume compressibility m^
(l + v’) ( l-2 v ')  
E ' ( l - v ’)
In order to obtain a qualitative feel of how the partial saturation of the soil would 
affect the consolidation process and namely the excess pore pressure distributions 
and the generated deformations, two sets of runs have been made, one using 
CRISP93 (assuming a fully saturated material) and a second set of runs using 
CRISPMOD for a nearly saturated material. The comparative results of these runs 
are shown in Figure (A.4.4) in terms of pore pressure distribution with depth at the 
beginning of consolidation and in Figure (A.4.5) in terms of settlement evolution in 
time.
The results are in agreement with those presented in section A.4.3.4: again it can be 
seen that the pore pressures in the beginning of consolidation are lower when nearly 
saturated material is involved, indicating that a fully saturated analysis when a 
partial saturated soil is involved would overestimate the pressure predictions. The 
instantaneous settlements produced for a nearly saturated soil are again higher, but 
the settlement variation is smaller with respect to time. This implies that faster 
consolidation rates should be expected when a partially saturated soil is involved.
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A.4.4 Conclusion
In the present appendix the additional works implemented in existing facilities 
(CRJSP93) have been presented. These works were intended to constitute a first step 
towards the implementation of a fully coupled deformation-flow model for volume 
change in unsaturated soils. They also aimed to provide a qualitative idea of the 
differences in calculated results when unsaturated soils are involved. The reason for 
adopting this simplifying approach for the time being was that, (as highlighted in the 
brief literature overview presented in this chapter), the fully coupled deformation- 
water flow-air flow constitutive modelling for an unsaturated soil is too complex 
mathematically so that its full implementation was beyond the scope of the present 
thesis. Moreover, because the general validity of most proposed constitutive models 
is still being assessed.
Therefore, for a start, a model applied to a special category of unsaturated soils, 
nearly saturated soils (with degrees of saturation higher that 85% or 90%), was 
implemented into the geotechnical package CRISP. Unlike in the unsaturated soils 
of lower degrees of saturation, the air phase in the nearly saturated soils is not 
continuous and the effective stress principle is applicable. Nevertheless, the 
compressibility of the pore fluid due to air occlusion had to be taken into account. 
The mathematical framework adopted was based on the well known Biot’s 
consolidation theory. In order to account for the pore-fluid compressibility, it was 
assumed that the pore space in the unsaturated soil was filled with a homogeneous 
fluid with a compressibility equivalent to that of the air-water mixture. For high 
degrees of saturation it was assumed that the hydraulic conductivity and the 
equivalent fluid compressibility would be constant. Surface tension effects between 
gas and liquid were neglected.
The model has been validated against a one-dimensional analytical solution. In 
order to obtain a qualitative feel of how the partial saturation would affect the 
results, the effects of the fluid compressibility on the pore pressure and settlement 
evolution during the consolidation process have been shown, based on two simple
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indicative example problems of linear elasticity. More relevant practicaMproblems 
would involve very wet compacted fills, for instance in dam and embankment 
construction, or natural soils below the water table containing free or dissolved 
gases (e.g. deep-sea sediments).
From these first sets of results obtained it is shown that the fluid compressibility of 
the nearly saturated soils causes lower pore pressures at the beginning of the 
consolidation (hence higher effective stresses) when compared to analyses assuming 
fully saturated soils. Therefore, higher instantaneous soil deformations are produced 
but the deformation variations with respect to time are smaller as compared to 
analyses ignoring partial saturation development. This leads to the conclusion that 
when desaturation of the soil is neglected the results tend to over-predict the initial 
excess pressure and settlement magnitude, and therefore to provide slower 
consolidation rates. The important differences between the two sets of results 
indicate that the fluid compressibility in analyses where partially saturated soils are 
involved, is a factor that has to be taken into account.
The limitations of the model are such that it can only be applicable to very wet fills 
(compacted at water contents equal to or greater than the standard optimum), where 
the influence of suction is small. A more general formulation coupling deformation- 
air flow and water flow in an unsaturated soil, implemented using the existing 
computer program facilities (CRISP and the writer’s unsaturated-saturated seepage 
code) would be the natural extension of this thesis in a future work. The latter 
would involve however many more parameters (and hence uncertainties as to their 
values), such that a simple model as the one presented herein might still be desirable 
when the partially saturated soil is expected to remain at higher degrees of 
saturation.
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Fig. A.4.1 Comparative pore pressure distribution with depth for a fully saturated one­
dimensional consolidation analysis (CRISP93) and a nearly saturated soil one­
dimensional consolidation analysis (CRISPMOD)
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Fig. A.4.2 Influence of pore-fluid compressibility on pore pressure evolution.
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Fig.A.4.3 Comparative development of settlement evolution with time for a fully
saturated one-dimensional consolidation analysis (CRISP93) and a nearly 
saturated soil one-dimensional consolidation analysis (CRISPMOD)
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Fig.A.4.4 Comparative pore pressure distribution with depth for a fully saturated 
consolidation analysis (CRISP93) and a nearly saturated soil 
consolidation analysis (CRISPMOD)-Elastic strip footing problem
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Fig.A.4.5 Comparative settlement evolution with time for a fully saturated 
consolidation analysis (CRISP93) and a nearly saturated soil 
consolidation analysis (CRISPMOD)-Elastic strip footing problem
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APPENDIX A.5 Finite Element meshes used in the analyses 
A5.1 Meshes used in Chapter 3
0.162m
>
H 7 I
0.322m
(a)
0.162m
0.322m
(b)
Mesh used for steady state seepage through dams using a free boundary variable 
mesh approach, 3.1a using linear triangle elements, 3.1b using linear quadrilateral 
elements
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Mesh used for radial flow to a well (steady state flow with Dupuif s assumption
flow), Chapter 3 (Fig 3.2)
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F.E. meshes used for the 1-D consolidation problem. Chapter 3, (Fig. 3.3).
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Mesh used for 2-D diffusion though a rectangle, Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.4)
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Mesh used for the transient well drawdown problem from a confined aquifer
(Theis problem) Chapter 3 (Fig 3.5)
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8 x 2  ft
32 X 1 ft
Meshed used for steady state flow through rectangular dam, compared with 
electrical analogue solution, Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.6)
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Mesh used in dam problem with Dupuit assumptions, 
(Steady-state flow) Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.7)
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8 x 2 f t
16 x 1  ft
Mesh used for steady state dam analysis, Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.8)
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< >
30m
100m
Mesh used for steady state flow through dam with sloping faces (Fig. 3.9)
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200m
30 * 10 cm
Meshes used for transient flow between two parallel ditches (Fig. 3.10)
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3 0 *  10 cm
Meshes used for 3-D sandbox model simulation, Chapter 3, (Figs 3.11)
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Mesh used for 1-D infiltration Yolo light Clay, Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.12a-c)
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drainage (Fig. 3.13) drainage (Figs. 3.14, 3.15, drainage by Abrishami (1987)
3.17 and 3.18-3.24) (Figs. 3.25a)-g))
Meshes used for column drainage problems Chapter 3.
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A5.2 Meshes used in Chapter 4
2 0 0 m
3 0  * 10  cm
Meshes used for Trench Drain Analyses (i.e. Figs. 4.62 and 4.63)
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Meshes used in pumping analyses of Chapter 4, section 4.5, 
(Figs 4.66a-f and 4.68-4.72)
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A5.3 Meshes used in Chapter 5
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Mesh used for the case study of local pumping from a line of well points, 
Chapter 5, section 5.2 (Fig. 5.2)
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Meshes used for simulations of pumping from the Deep aquifer of London, 
Chapter 5, section 5.3 (Figs. 5.6a-h)
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